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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with analysing the impact of nesting (restricted) control structures in programs,
such as primitive recursion or loop statements, on the running time or computational complexity.
The method obtained gives insight as to why some nesting of control structures may cause a blow up in
computational complexity, while others do not. The method is demonstrated for three types of programming
languages. Programs of the first type are given as lambda terms over ground-type variables enriched with
constants for primitive recursion or recursion on notation. A second is concerned with ordinary loop pro-
grams and stack programs, that is, loop programs with stacks over an arbitrary but fixed alphabet, supporting
a suitable loop concept over stacks. Programs of the third type are given as terms in the simply typed lambda
calculus enriched with constants for recursion on notation in all finite types.
As for the first kind of programs, each program t is uniformly assigned a measure µ(t), being a natural
number computable from the syntax of t. For the case of primitive recursion, it is shown that programs
of µ-measure n + 1 compute exactly the functions in Grzegorczyk level n + 2. In particular, programs of
µ-measure 1 compute exactly the functions in FLINSPACE , the class of functions computable in binary on
a Turing machine in linear space. The same hierarchy of classes is obtained when primitive recursion is
replaced with recursion on notation, except that programs of µ-measure 1 compute precisely the functions
in FPTIME , the class of the functions computable on a Turing machine in time polynomial in the size of the
input.
Another form of measure µ is obtained for the second kind of programs. It is shown that stack programs of
µ-measure n compute exactly the functions computable by a Turing machine in time bounded by a function
in Grzegorczyk level n + 2. In particular, stack programs of µ-measure 0 compute precisely the FPTIME
functions. Furthermore, loop programs of µ-measure n compute exactly the functions in Grzegorczyk level
n + 2. In particular, loop programs of µ-measure 0 compute precisely the FLINSPACE functions.
As for the third kind of programs, building on the insight gained so far, it is shown how to restrict
recursion on notation in all finite types so as to characterise polynomial-time computability. The restrictions
are obtained by using a ramified type structure, and by adding linear concepts to the lambda calculus. This
gives rise to a functional programming language RA supporting recursion on notation in all finite types. It
is shown that RA programs compute exactly the FPTIME functions.
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Introduction 1
1. Introduction
In this thesis the objects under consideration are programs built from basic operations, such as “increase
a number by one” or “add ground data to the current storage”, by restricted control structures, such as se-
quencing and for-do loops in imperative programming languages, or equivalently, composition and primitive
recursion or recursion on notation1 , or else by lambda abstraction, application and higher-type recursion in
functional programming languages.
This work is concerned with the following simple question: From the syntax of a given program, can one
conclude its running time or computational complexity?
For example, can one extract information out of the syntax of programs so as to separate programs which
run in polynomial time (in the size of the input) from those which may not?
And if so, is there a general rationale behind so as to separate programs which run in polynomial time
from programs of (iterated) exponential running time, and the latter from programs which run in super-
exponential time, and so forth?
Obviously, it is the nesting of for-do statements or recursion that can lead to a blow up in running time.
However, some nesting of control structures do not cause such a blow up, while others do. In this thesis,
syntactical criteria are given that separate nesting of such control structures which do not cause a blow up in
computational complexity from those which might.
In case of imperative programming languages and ground type recursion, this gives rise to a measure
µ that assigns in a purely syntactic fashion to each program P in the language a natural number µ(P). It
is shown that the measure µ on loop programs and lambda terms over ground type variables and primi-
tive recursion characterises the Grzegorczyk hierarchy at and above the linear-space level. Furthermore,
the measure µ on stack programs and lambda terms over ground type variables and recursion on notation
characterises Turing machine computability with running time bounded by functions in the Grzegorczyk
hierarchy at and above the linear-space level.
In particular, stack programs of µ-measure 0 compute exactly the polynomial-time computable functions,
and loop programs of µ-measure 0 compute precisely the linear-space computable functions.
These results are put in perspective by showing that there are limitations intrinsic to any such method: No
computable measure on stack programs can identify exactly those programs which run in polynomial time.
Building on the insights as to how super-polynomial running time comes about, it is shown how to restrict
recursion on notation in all finite types so as to characterise polynomial-time computability. The restrictions
are obtained by using a ramified type structure, and by adding linear concepts to the lambda calculus. This
gives rise to a functional programming language RA, supporting recursion on notation in all finite types. It
is shown that RA programs compute exactly the polynomial-time computable functions.
To explain the main ideas behind the measure µ, we first focus on the usual schemes for defining primitive
recursive functions. Building on the definition of addition by primitive recursion from successor, that is,
add(0, y) = y
add(x + 1, y) = add(x, y) + 1
consider the following definitions of multiplication and exponentiation:
mult(0, y) = 0 exp(0) = 1
mult(x + 1, y) = add(y,mult(x, y)) exp(x + 1) = add(exp(x), exp(x))
1Recursion on notation is recursion on the natural numbers, but in binary representation (cf. Background 2.4).
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Both functions are defined by one recursion from addition. From outside we know, of course, that mult
runs in polynomial-time, while exp must run in super-polynomial time. But given these recursion equations
only, how does this blow up in computational complexity come about?
The gist of the matter lies in different “control” of the input positions: In either case, “input position” x
controls a recursion, but while mult passes its computed values to the “input position” y of add, which has
no control over any other recursion, each computed value of exp controls the recursion add is defined by.
Thus, in order to follow up the “control” of each input position in a computation, to each definition of a
primitive recursive function f(x1, . . . , xl), one assigns ranks n1, . . . , nl to all “input positions” x1, . . . , xl,
the intuition being that
input position xi controls ni “top recursions”
“Top recursions” are the only form of recursion that may cause a blow up in computational complexity,
while all other forms, called “side recursions”, do not. It is understood that the maximum of all these ranks
defines the “computational complexity of f”.
To see the mechanism in the critical case, suppose that f is defined by primitive recursion from g, h, say
f(~x, 0)=g(~x) and f(~x, y + 1)=h(~x, y, f(~x)). Assume inductively that
g(x1, . . . , xl) has ranks m1, . . . ,ml
h(x1, . . . , xl, u, v) has ranks n1, . . . , nl, p, q
Then each input position xi of g, h, being a “parameter position” with respect to the recursion f is defined
by, can “contribute” its ranks to the rank of input position xi of f , and input position y, which controls the
recursion, essentially increments by one the rank q of the “critical input position” v in the recursion, that is,
f(x1, . . . , xl, y) has ranks max(m1, n1, q), . . . ,max(ml, nl, q),max(p, 1 + q).
To provide the information that each parameter xi participates in a “recursion at rank q”, the rank of each xi
is at least q. This bookkeeping of the “control” in f allows one to distinguish two forms of recursion:
f is a
{
top recursion if q ≥ max{m1, n1, . . . ,ml, nl, p}
side recursion else
Now, adding that each input position of an “initial function”, such as the successor function S(x), will have
rank 0, one easily verifies for the examples above that the definition of add has ranks 1, 0 and, therefore, the
definition of mult has ranks 1, 1, since it is a side recursion, while the definition of exp has rank 2, because
it is a top recursion.
In fact, the primitive recursive programs of µ-measure 1, allowing one top recursion (like add) and any
number of side recursions (like mult), compute exactly the functions computable in unary by a Turing
machine in polynomial time – the functions at Grzegorczyk level 2. This perfectly generalises to all levels
of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy.
The definition of the measure µ is, however, complicated, in that it accounts for “redundant input” posi-
tions in order to assign ranks as low as possible. So for a complete picture (cf. chapter 2), each rank assigned
to an input position is either a natural number, as assumed above for simplicity, or else it is ι whenever this
input position is (observationally) redundant.
The requirement of recognising redundant input positions is not a futile or merely purist-like venture in
an altogether imperfect situation, but rather helps to identify at each level as many programs as possible, in
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the first place, and allows one to organise proofs in a uniform way, be it primitive recursion or recursion on
notation, in the second place.
In case of imperative programs, the somewhat involved bookkeeping used to follow up the “control” in
primitive recursive programs can be dispensed with in favour of a conceptually simple graph-theoretical
analysis of “control”. The main ideas behind such analysis are explained in terms of stack programs.
Stack programs operate with stacks X,Y,Z, . . . over a fixed but arbitrary alphabet. Such programs are
built up from the usual instructions push(a,X), pop(X), nil(X) by sequencing, conditional statements
if top(X)≡a [Q] and loop statements foreach X[Q]. The operational semantics of stack programs
is standard; in particular, loop statements are executed call-by-value, allowing one to inspect every symbol
on the control stack while preserving its contents.
To see this, for loop statements foreach X[P], we require that no instruction push(a,X), pop(X)
or nil(X) occurs in the body P. Thus, the control stack X can not be altered during an execution of the
loop. To provide access to each symbol on the control stack X during an execution of the loop, first a local
copy U of X is allocated, and P is altered to P′ by simultaneously replacing each “free occurrence”of X in P
(appearing as if top(X)≡a [Q]) with U. Then the sequence
P′; pop(U); . . .; P′; pop(U) (|X| times)
is executed. As in lambda calculus, an occurrence of X in P is free if it does not appear in the body Q of a
subprogram foreach X[Q] of P.
As with recursion, some nestings of loops do not cause a blow up in running time, while others do. A
case in point is the following program P1 which, without question, runs in polynomial time:
P1 :≡ foreach X1 [. . .foreach Xl [push(a,Y)]]
For if words v1, . . . , vl, w are stored in X1, . . . ,Xl,Y respectively before P1 is executed, then Y holds the
word wa|v1|·...·|vl| after the execution of P1. What can be read from this example is that “directly nesting
loops” does not lead to a blow up in running time. In fact, each Xi controls Y in the sense that Y is pushed
inside the body of the loop governed by Xi. But no “computed value” in the body of a loop of program P1
controls another loop. This could only happen if some body of a loop were a sequence. But even then, a
blow up in running time can only occur if the body of a loop, being a sequence, has a control circle , in that
some Y controls some Z, and eventually Z controls Y. To see this, consider the following programs:
P2 :≡ nil(Y); push(a,Y); nil(Z); push(a,Z);
foreach X[nil(Z); foreach Y[push(a,Z); push(a,Z)];
nil(Y); foreach Z[push(a,Y)]]
P3 :≡ nil(Y); push(a,Y); nil(Z);
foreach X[foreach Y[push(a,Z); push(a,Z)]; push(a,Y)]
Both programs have “loop nesting depth” 2, and at first glance, they look quite similar. But on inspection
we see that P2 runs in exponential time, whereas P3 has polynomial running time. For if w is initially stored
in X, then Z holds the word a2|w| after P2 is executed, while a|w|·(|w|+1) is stored in Z after the execution of
P3. The reason is simply that in the body of the outermost loop of P2, first Y controls Z, and then Z controls
Y, in the sense above. In contrast, there is no such circle in P3.
In fact, it turns out that stack programs with only circle-free loop bodies compute exactly the polynomial-
time computable functions.
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Again, this perfectly generalises to all levels of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy. The µ-measure of a primitive
instruction is 0, the µ-measure of a sequence is the maximal µ-measure of its components, and decisively,
µ(foreach X[Q]) :=
{
µ(Q) + 1 if Q is a sequence with a top circle
µ(Q) else
where a sequence Q1; . . .;Ql has a top circle if there exists a component Qi of maximal µ-measure such
that some Y controls some Z in Qi, and Z controls Y in Q1; . . .;Qi−1; Qi+1; . . .;Ql.
One easily verifies for the examples above that P1,P3 are of µ-measure 0, while P2 is of µ-measure 1.
Given the above characterisations of the polynomial-time computable functions by either stack programs
with only circle-free loop bodies, or by recursion on notation of µ-measure 1, how can one benefit from it
in order to characterise the polynomial-time computable functions by “higher type recursion on notation”?
Recall that in terms of recursion on notation, programs of µ-measure 1 permit one top recursion, and
as many side recursions as desired. In other words, the rationale behind such programs is that computed
values in a recursion must not control other recursions. Undoubtedly, this will remain valid for “higher type
recursion on notation”, too. But in the presence of “higher type recursion”, new phenomena and problems
immediately arise which must also be kept under control.
“Higher type recursion” has long been viewed as a powerful scheme unsuitable for describing small
complexity classes such as polynomial time. In fact, untamed recursion in all finite types computes exactly
the ²0-recursive functions (cf. Schwichtenberg [57] for a modern approach). Furthermore, in the presence of
“higher-type inputs”, computed functionals in higher-type recursions can be “nested” such that by a single
higher-type recursion one can define functions of exponential growth.
To demonstrate this, we focus on higher-type recursion in terms of the natural numbers in unary represen-
tation2 . Recursion in all finite types was introduced by Hilbert [26] and later became known as the essential
part of Go¨del’s system T [21]. This recursion can be thought of as recursion over the natural numbers,
but with the characteristic that the computed values need not be numbers, but can be any “functional”, a
mapping that takes other functionals as arguments and returns numbers or again functionals.
To make this notion precise, Hilbert introduced the set of (simple) types, inductively defined as follows:
ι is a type called “ground type”, and if σ, ρ are types, then so is the “function type” (σ → ρ). Each type σ
has associated with it a set Hσ of functionals of type σ inductively defined by:
Hι := N
Hσ→ρ := the set of all mappings F : Hσ → Hρ
For readability, given arguments X1, . . . , Xk, one often writes F (X1, . . . , Xk) for F (X1) . . . (Xk).
Now a functional F of type ι → σ is defined by recursion in type σ from functionals G,H of types
σ, (ι→ σ → σ) respectively, denoted byRσ(G,H), if F satisfies the following “recursion equations”:
F (0) = G
F (x + 1) = H(x, F (x))
It is understood that G,H are defined beforehand where, apart from recursion in any type, one can use ex-
plicit definitions of the form F ′(X1, . . . , Xk)=RHS, where the right-hand side is any functional expression
2More on these concepts and an introduction to (higher-type) recursion on notation can be found in Background 2.1 and 2.4.
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built up from the variables X1, . . . , Xk and constants by previously defined functional symbols distinct from
F ′, including initial functional symbols, such as S for the successor function.
Now, observe that by a single higher-type recursion one can define the function e(x, y) = 2x + y. One
simply writes the equations e(0, y)=1 + y and e(x + 1, y)= e(x, e(x, y)) as recursion in type ι → ι; that
is, one obtains e=Rι→ι(S,H) with H (explicitly) defined by
H(x, f, y) = f(f(y)).
So we see that exponential growth results from higher-type recursion by iterating or nesting the computed
functional, e(x, y) above, a constant number of times. However, if the number of iterations is linked to an
input of the functional defined, then one can define functions of non-primitive recursive growth rate. A case
in point is the following binary version A of the well-known Ackermann function, defined by
A(0, y) = 1 + y
A(x + 1, y) = A(x)(y+1)(y)
where for unary f , f (k) denotes the kth iterate of f , that is, f (0)(x)=x and f (k+1)(x)=f(f (k)(x)). First
observe that the iteration functional I satisfying I(x, f, y) = f (x)(y) can be defined by recursion in type
(ι→ ι)→ ι→ ι, since I has the following “recursion equations”:
I(0, f, y) = y
I(x + 1, f, y) = f(I(x, f, y))
Thus, we obtain A=Rι→ι(S,H) for the functional H (explicitly) defined by H(x, f, y)=I(y + 1, f, y).
What can be read from this example is that non-primitive recursive growth rate results from higher-type
recursion by applying computed functionals, A(x) above, of an outer recursion to computed functionals,
i.e. I(x,A(x), y), of an inner recursion.
Thus, to set up a calculus in which the use of higher-type recursion (on notation) and explicit definition
is controlled in a purely syntactic fashion so as to characterise polynomial-time computability, we introduce
at the same time both ramification of the type structure and linearity conditions for the use of computed
functionals in recursions.
In terms of ramification, the idea is as simple as this: Some input positions of functionals defined in the
calculus are labelled with a mark !, that is, we enrich the type structure with the formation of types !σ, called
complete types; all other types are called incomplete . Intuitively,
input positions of


complete higher type can be used in any non-linear way
incomplete higher type can be used in a certain linear way only
type !ι control at most one top recursion
type ι control no recursion.
By ramification, one can rule out non-primitive recursive growth rate and generalise the concept that com-
puted values in a recursion must not control other recursions with the following two requirements:
(i) Recursion in type σ, say F =Rσ(G,H), is only admitted for !-free types σ, called safe types, and for
H of complete types !(!ι→ σ → σ); F itself receives type !ι→ σ.
(ii) Functional expressions, like the right-hand sides of explicit definitions, can only receive a complete
type if they contain no incomplete variables.
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Observe that (i),(ii) do not rule out the nesting of computed functionals in recursions, such as in the definition
of the function e above. This is precluded by another concept, called affinability, which is central to the
calculus and expresses the linearity constraints for higher type incomplete input positions:
(iii) An input position Xi of a functional F (X1, . . . , Xk) defined by explicit definition is of incomplete
type if it is affinable in that definition, that is, the right-hand side either has at most one occurrence of
Xi, or else it contains a functional expression a of type ι such that a has a single occurrence of Xi,
and every occurrence of Xi in the right-hand side is in an occurrence of a, which is to say,
F (X1, . . . , Xk) = . . . a . . . a . . . a . . .
such that the occurrences of Xi are separated by one and the same ground type context a.
These restrictions give rise to a system RA of ramified affinable terms which allows one top recursion
in any type, and as many side recursions in any type as desired. In fact, RA programs compute exactly the
polynomial-time computable functions.
Much of this research has been motivated by outstanding work in logic (cf. [61], [20], [2], [55], [56],
[8], [17], [9], [10]) initiated by Kreisel [30], resulting in a new method, “proofs-as-programs”, for the
development of correct software. It nurtures the vision that a future “programmer” can develop in an in-
teractive proof system environment both the underlying data types the program in search of is operating
on, and a formal proof, d say, of the specification of the program. Such specifications formally express
input/output behaviour in the form “for every input ~x there exists an output y such that spec(~x, y) holds”,
where spec(~x, y) is a quantifier-free formula. The method then allows one to automatically extract from the
internally represented proof d a program ep(d) that is correct with respect to the formalised specification,
that is, spec(~x, ep(d)(~x)) is true for all input ~x. Notably, the method works for both intuitionistic and classi-
cal proofs. However, to make this method fruitful and applicable in industry, where safety has high priority,
one must resolve a drawback intrinsic to the method: extracted programs make use of recursion in all finite
types; in other words, they are objects in one or another version of system T , and until recently, there was
no method available to analyse the running time of such programs.
Thus, the present work can be considered a contribution to resolving this drawback, for it proposes a
purely syntactical method for analysing the running time of extracted programs, and as pointed out above,
applies neatly to imperative programs with the flavour of realistic imperative languages, too. For these
reasons, it is natural to understand first how this can be achieved for lambda terms over ground type variables
enriched with ground type recursion.
The result that programs of µ-measure n, n ≥ 1, given as lambda terms over ground type variables and
primitive recursion, compute exactly the functions at Grzegorczyk level n + 1 is an improvement on other
characterisations of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy at and above level 3 by Schwichtenberg [54], Mu¨ller [41]
and Parsons [49], which are all based on the “nesting depth” of primitive recursions (cf. Heinermann [25]).
Thus, the improvement is that programs of µ-measure 1 compute exactly the functions computable in binary
on a Turing machine in linear space.
The result that one obtains the same series of classes except with the polynomial-time computable func-
tions at first level, when primitive recursion is replaced with recursion on notation, generalises the result of
Bellantoni and Cook [5] (cf. Background 2.8) to all levels of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy. The measure µ,
however, is an improvement on the result of Bellantoni and Cook, for various reasons. Firstly, it operates
on pure lambda terms without any kind of bookkeeping, such as that used to set up the function algebra BC
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in [5]. Thus, programs can be written in the usual way. Secondly, each level of µ is naturally closed under
composition, unlike the function algebra BC. Thirdly, the measure µ accounts for redundant input positions
such that altogether significantly more algorithms can be identified at each level than by any other known
measure.
The measure µ is similar in spirit to the ranking ρ in [6], which operates on the usual definition schemes
of the primitive recursive functions. The ranking ρ gives elegant characterisations of the same complexity
classes discussed here. Compared to the measure µ, it is conceptually simpler, one reason being that it does
not account for redundant input positions. As a result, however, apart from the functions zero and successor,
ρ does require further initial functions. Furthermore, while the proof that the polynomial-time computable
functions can be simulated by programs of ρ-measure 1 relies on the, in parts hard going, proof given in [5],
the measure µ allows one to give an intuitive and lucid proof, being just a binary version of the “simulation
trick” (developed in [46] and used in [6]) in terms of primitive recursion.
The present work on the measure µ operating on lambda terms over ground type variables and ground
type recursion therefore builds on recent work on ramified analysis of recursion by Bellantoni and Niggl
[6], and Niggl [46]. It can be considered a self-contained and modified version of the latter.
The result that loop programs of µ-measure n compute exactly the functions at Grzegorczyk level n + 2
improves the result of Meyer and Ritchie [40], where the nesting depth of “loop programs” is related to the
Grzegorczyk hierarchy at and above level 3.
The result that stack programs of µ-measure n compute exactly the functions computable on a Turing
machine in time bounded by a function at Grzegorczyk level n + 2 is of interest for various reasons. Firstly,
stack programs of µ-measure 0 compute precisely the polynomial-time computable functions. Secondly,
the measure µ is conceptually simple, and it operates on programs written in a simple programming lan-
guage which nonetheless has the flavour of realistic imperative languages, with the promise that it might
be extended to actual programming languages. Thirdly, one can argue that the measure µ is likely to give
the minimal complexity for a great deal of natural algorithms, and furthermore, it admits significantly more
algorithms in each complexity class than any other known complexity measure on loop programs, such as
the “nesting depth”. Altogether, the measure µ can help to ground the concepts of computational complexity
by providing a reference point other than the original resource-based concepts.
The work on loop and stack programs is joint work with Lars Kristiansen, the paper version [31] of which
is to appear in a forthcoming special issue of TCS on “Implicit Computational Complexity”.
Various ramification concepts as initiated by Simmons [59], Leivant [32, 33, 34], Bellantoni and Cook
[5] have led to resource-free, purely functional characterisations of many complexity classes, such as the
polynomial-time computable functions [5, 36, 37], the linear-space computable functions [3, 34, 43], NC 1
and polylog space [11], NP and the polynomial-time hierarchy [4], the Kalma´r-elementary functions [47],
and the exponential time functions of linear growth [14], among many others. Recently, Oitavem and
Bellantoni [48] characterised NC using “recursion over binary trees” and a modification of rank ρ above.
As pointed out above, extensions of ramification concepts (conditions (i), (ii) above) in conjunction with
a liberalised form of linearity for computed functionals in higher type recursions (condition (iii) above) led
to the design of system RA. Although this system supports recursion on notation in all finite types, the
result is that RA programs compute exactly the polynomial-time computable functions. This work evolved
from work on higher type recursion in collaboration with S. Bellantoni and H. Schwichtenberg, and it has
meanwhile been integrated in a joint publication [7].
The approach to higher-type functions taken in this work contrasts with Cook and Kapron’s well-known
Basic Feasible Functions (BFF) defined by PVω terms [18]. There, another mode of ground type recursion
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on notation with explicit size bounds is used. As a result, after normalising programs in PVω, all higher type
aspects are gone, in contrast to programs in RA. A further difference can be seen by the fact that system
RA admits the iteration functional It satisfying It(f, x, y)=f (|x|)(y), whereas It is not BFF.
Historically, Simmons [59] (cf. Background 2.7) was the first to give syntactic restrictions for the use
of recursion in type ι → ι so as to characterise the primitive recursive functions. Leivant [35] generalised
Simmons’ ramification concept to all finite types in order to characterise the Kalma´r-elementary functions.
Leivant and Marion [38] showed that another form of ramification can be used to restrict higher type recur-
sion to PSPACE.
Hofmann [27, 28] also used ramification and linearity concepts in order to define a lambda calculus
enriched with constants for recursion in all finite types. This interesting work also characterises polynomial-
time computability. However, the proof methods of the two characterisations are completely different, as
Hofmann uses a category-theoretic approach.
Recently, building on the results of system RA, Schwichtenberg [58] designed a proof system for which
the extracted programs compute precisely the polynomial-time computable functions. Furthermore, building
on system RA, in particular on the evaluation strategy of RA programs on given input, Aehlig, Johannsen,
Schwichtenberg and Terwijn [1] gave a characterisation of NC by recursion on notation in all finite types,
additionally using Clote’s concatenation recursion on notation (cf. [13, 15]) in order to simulate nondeter-
minism in the recursion.
This thesis is organised in chapters. In the subsequent Chapter 2, basic concepts are introduced and their
results are reviewed, provided they are, in one way or another, relevant for the development of the research
reported here. Chapter 3 presents work on the measure µ operating on lambda terms enriched with two
modes of recursion: primitive recursion and recursion on notation. The results for the measure µ in terms
of imperative programming languages (loop and stack programs) are developed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5
presents the characterisation of the polynomial-time computable functions by recursion in all finite types.
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2. Background
In this chapter, basic concepts are introduced and fundamental results of these concepts are reviewed.
2.1. Higher type recursion and Go¨del’s system T
Recursion in all finite types was introduced by Hilbert [26] and later [21] became known as the essential
part of Go¨del’s system T . Extending Hilbert’s finitistic point of view, Go¨del reduced the consistency of
arithmetic to that of system T .
This founded the study of higher-type functionals which has had great influence on science far beyond
mathematical logic. The study of higher type functionals was essential for the development and optimisation
of programming languages; particularly functional programming languages use higher type constructions.
Early programming languages such as Fortran already allowed functions to be passed as parameters to
subprograms. Complex (data) types are also fundamental for modern programming languages such as ML,
Miranda or Haskell.
System T can be thought of as simply typed lambda calculus enriched with two kinds of “constants”.
One is for constructing “ground data”, i.e. “numerals” S . . .S0 built from constant symbols 0 for zero and
S for the successor function. The other is for “recursion in all finite types”, that is, recursion over ground
data but with the characteristic that the computed values need not be ground, but can be any “functional”, a
mapping that takes other functionals as arguments and returns ground data or functionals.
To make this notion precise, Hilbert introduced the set of (simple) types, inductively defined by: ι is a
type called “ground type”, and if σ, ρ are types, then so is the “function type” (σ → ρ). By repeatedly
decomposing the right-hand side of→, any type σ 6= ι can be written uniquely as
σ = (σ0 → (σ1 → . . .→ (σk−1 → ι) . . .))
often written as σ0 → σ1 → . . .→ σk−1 → ι, or just ~σ → ι, with the convention of association to the right.
Each type σ has associated with it a set Hσ of functionals of type σ inductively defined by:
Hι := N
Hσ→ρ := the set of all mappings f : Hσ → Hρ
Observe that functionals of type σ → ρ → τ can be identified with mappings f : Hσ × Hρ → Hτ . Thus,
the notation (σ0, σ1, . . . , σk−1 → ι) is also used, and one may think of a functional F ∈ Hσ as a mapping
taking functionals X0, . . . , Xk−1 of types σ0, . . . , σk−1 respectively as arguments, and returning a natural
number. Accordingly, one writes F (X0, . . . , Xk−1)=y for F (X0) . . . (Xk−1)=y when convenient.
Now a functional F of type ι → σ is defined by recursion in type σ from functionals G,H of types
σ, (ι→ σ → σ) respectively, denoted byRσ(G,H), if F satisfies the following “recursion equations”:
F (0) = G
F (x + 1) = H(x, F (x))
For example, following the recursion equations for addition, that is,
add(0, y) = y
add(x + 1, y) = add(x, y) + 1
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one obtains add=Rι→ι(G,H) with G,H defined by G(y) = y and H(x, f, y)=f(y)+1. Then, following
the recursion equations for multiplication, that is,
mult(0, y) = 0
mult(x + 1, y) = add(y,mult(x, y))
one obtains mult =Rι→ι(G,H) with G,H now defined by G(y) = 0 and H(x, f, y) = add(x, f(y)). In
that way, by successively nesting recursions, we see that every primitive recursive function can be defined
by recursion in type σ with level l(σ) ≤ 1, where level l(σ) of σ is defined inductively by: l(ι) := 0 and
l(σ → ρ) := max{l(σ), 1 + l(ρ)}.
Now, observe that by a single higher type recursion one can define functions of exponential growth. For
example, writing the equations
e(0, y) = 1 + y
e(x + 1, y) = e(x, e(x, y))
as recursion in type ι→ ι, one obtains e=Rι→ι(S,H) with S being the successor function and H defined
by H(x, f, y) = f(f(y)). This function satisfies e(x, y) = 2x + y. So we see that exponential growth
results from higher type recursion by iterating the computed functional, e(x, y) above, a constant number of
times. In fact, if the number of iterations is linked to one of the inputs of the functional defined, then one can
define functions of non-primitive recursive growth rate. For example, consider the following binary version
A of the well-known Ackermann function defined by
A(0)(y) = 1 + y
A(x + 1)(y) = A(x)(y+1)(y)
where for unary f , f (k) denotes the kth iterate of f , that is, f (0)(x)=x and f (k+1)(x)=f(f (k)(x)). To see
this, first observe that the iteration functional I satisfying
I(x, f, y)=f (x)(y)
can be defined as I =R(ι→ι)→ι→ι(G,H) with G,H defined by G(f, y)=y and H(x, J, f, y) = f(J(f, y)).
Now let the functional H˜ be defined by H˜(x, f, y)=I(y + 1, f, y). Then we obtain A=Rι→ι(S, H˜).
In the examples above higher type recursion is only used to define number-theoretical functions, and
non-primitive recursive growth rate is easily obtained. It is well-known that by recursion in all finite types
one can define exactly the so-called ε0-recursive functions, that is, functions defined by recursion along a
well-ordering of the natural numbers of an order type less to the ordinal ε0 (cf. Schwichtenberg [57]).
From the examples above we see that while recursion equations for functions are easy to grasp, there is
some work involved to represent functions in the form Rσ(G,H). So one would wish a calculus which
facilitates the representation of functionals in a more direct way, using expression-like explicit notation
as common in functional programming languages, and moreover, a calculus which allows one to perform
computations. This is the point where system T proves fruitful.
Objects in system T are called terms, each of them having a unique type which can be read off the term.
Terms of type σ, denoted sσ, rσ, tσ , are inductively built from variables xσ and constant symbols
0 of type ι (for zero)
S of type ι→ ι (for successor S)
Rσ of type σ → (ι→ σ → σ)→ ι→ σ (for recursion in type σ)
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by lambda abstraction (λxσ.rρ)σ→ρ and application (rσ→ρsσ)ρ.
Type information is omitted when clear from the context, or of no interest. Following the conventions
for types, terms of the form (. . . ((rs1)s2) . . .)sn are usually written as rs1s2 . . . sn, or just as r~s. As well,
terms of the form λx1. · · · λxn+1.r are abbreviated by λx1 . . . xn+1.r.
An occurrence of a variable xσ in a term r is called free if it is not in r ′ of a “subterm” λxσ.r′ of r; all
other occurrences of xσ in r are called bound. Terms without free occurrences of variables are called closed.
Intuitively, closed terms tσ denote functionals of type σ. To make the construction work, however, one
must define for arbitrary terms t the functional t denotes in an environment ϕ, denoted by [[t]]ϕ, thus giving
the denotational semantics for system T . An environment is a type respecting mapping from the set of
variables into
⋃
σ Hσ . Given ϕ, [[t]]ϕ is inductively defined by:
[[xσ ]]ϕ := ϕ(x
σ)
[[0]]ϕ := 0
[[S]]ϕ := S
[[Rσ]]ϕ(g, h) := Rσ(g, h) for g ∈ Hσ, h ∈ Hι→σ→σ
[[rσ→ρsσ]]ϕ := [[r]]ϕ([[s]]ϕ)
[[λxσ.r]]ϕ(f) := [[r]]ϕ[x←f ] for f ∈ Hσ
where ϕ[x ← f ] denotes the environment which results from ϕ by altering ϕ at x to f . For closed terms t,
the functional [[t]]ϕ is independent of the environment ϕ, so one just writes [[t]].
One can easily verify that the example functions above do have the following representations in T :
tadd := λx
ιyι.Rι y (λu
ιvι.Sv)x
tmult := λx
ιyι.Rι 0 (λu
ιvι.tadd y v)x
te := Rι→ι S (λu
ιV ι→ιyι.V (V y))
tA := Rι→ι S (λu
ιV ι→ιyι.Rι y (λu
ιvι.V v) (Sy))
Computation in system T is given by an operational semantics, roughly speaking a method of transform-
ing a given term t into a representation nf(t) without “detours” called normal form of t, that is, a term to
which none of the rules in this transformation process is applicable.
Intuitively, by lambda abstraction λxσ.r, where xσ may or may not have free occurrences in rρ, we
define an input position, xσ , of the functional that r represents. Given a “functional” sσ , we can input
this functional to λxσ.r by forming the application term (λxσ.r)s, the idea being that in the computation
process, each free occurrence of xσ in r is (simultaneously) replaced with s. Of course, in that replacement,
one must make sure that no free occurrence of a variable in s becomes bound after the replacement –
otherwise the denotation might change. As the denotation of a term does not depend on the “names” of
the bound variables, this can always be ensured by bound renaming; let r[s/xσ] denote the result of that
replacement.
This replacement is called β-conversion , and is denoted by:
(λxσ.r)s 7→ r[s/xσ]
It is the only computation rule for the simply typed lambda calculus. Reading the equation rules for recursion
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in type σ as an operation on terms, one obtains the following Rσ-conversion rules:
Rσ g h0 7→ g
Rσ g h (Sn) 7→ hn (Rσghn)
Observe that due to the binding mechanism (lambda abstraction), the type of a constant Rσ is minimal.
Now, given a program in T , that is, a closed term t of type~ι→ ι, and given “input data” being numerals
~n, by performing β and R-conversions in whatever order to the initial (closed ground type) term t~n, after
finitely many steps, one obtains the normal form nf(t~n), a numeral denoting [[t~n]].
This follows from a general result usually referred to as “strong normalisation” stated below. We write
t −→ t′ if t′ results from t by converting one subterm of t according to 7→. We say t reduces to t ′ if t −→∗ t′
where −→∗ denotes as usual the reflexive and transitive closure of −→. Observe that −→ is correct, that
is, if t −→∗ t′ then t, t′ denote the same functional in every environment. Furthermore, −→ is consistent
with substitution, that is, if t −→∗ t′ and ~s −→∗ ~s′ (component-wise), then t[~s/~x] −→∗ t′[~s′/~x]. As usual
t[~s/~x] denotes the result of simultaneously substituting terms ~s for the free occurrences of variables ~x (of
equal types) in t, respectively. When writing t[~s/~x], through bound renaming, one can always assume that
no free occurrence of a variable in ~s becomes bound after the substitution.
By applying a powerful method based on “strong computability predicates” introduced by Troelstra [61]
and generalising a method from Tait [60], one obtains the following strong normalisation result: Every
maximal reduction sequence t = t1 −→ t2 −→ . . . for a term t is finite and results in a term in normal
form. Furthermore, employing a technique from Newman [42], strong normalisation implies that this normal
form is unique up to bound renaming. Therefore one writes nf(t) for the normal form of t.
So we see that ι is a data type and normalisation allows one to produce data from programs on input data
~n, although higher type objects are allowed in between, both as arguments and results of other higher type
objects. Thus, system T lays the foundation of a functional programming language, in which computation
is normalisation. As well, every term can be considered an algorithm.
2.2. The Grzegorczyk hierarchy
Grzegorczyk [23] was the first to classify the primitive recursive functions (PR) by a hierarchy of classes
En . Following a more modern approach from Ritchie [52], the functions at Grzegorczyk level n are built
from the initial functions 0, S, all projections Πmi (~x) = xi and the nth Ackermann branch An (defined
below) by composition and bounded primitive recursion:
• f(~x) is defined by composition from functions g(~y), h1(~x), . . . , hl(~x) with l=#(~y) if for all ~x,
f(~x) = g(h1(~x), . . . , hl(~x)).
• f(x, ~y) is defined by bounded primitive recursion1 from g(~y), h(u, ~y, v), b(x, ~y) if for all x, ~y,
f(0, ~y) = g(~y)
f(x + 1, ~y) = h(x, ~y, f(x, ~y))
f(x, ~y) ≤ b(x, ~y).
1Note that in the presence of projections and closure under composition, a function can be defined by recursion on any input
position.
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Thus, the idea in the design of each class En is that primitive recursion can be used to define new functions
at level n as long as they are bounded by functions already defined at level n. That this construction actually
leads to new functions at every level is due to the presence of the functions An at level n. The Ackermann
branches An(x, y)=A(n, x, y) refer to the Ackermann function A defined by:
A(0, x, y) := y + 1
A(n + 1, x, 0) :=


x n = 0
0 n = 1
1 else
A(n + 1, x, y + 1) := A(n, x,A(n + 1, x, y))
Note that A1(x, y)=x + y, A2(x, y)=x · y, A3(x, y)=xy , A4(x, y)=xx
··
·x
with y occurrences of x, and
so forth. The functions An act as the principal functions in terms of growth rate at level n: Schwichtenberg
[54] proved that for each f ∈En, one can find a constant cf satisfying f(~x)≤An+1(max(2, ~x), cf ). In other
words, each function at level n can be bounded by a fixed number of iterations of An.
Accordingly, functions in E0 have “constant growth”, functions in E1 have “linear growth”, E2 charac-
terises “polynomial growth”, and according to Ritchie [51], this class is identical to the class FLINSPACE
of functions computable in binary on a Turing machine in linear space, E3 classifies (iterated) “exponential
growth” known to be equivalent to the Kalma´r-elementary functions ([53]), and so forth.
Built in primitive recursion is the mechanism for decrementing the recursion argument or for case analysis
of whether the recursion argument is zero, e.g. predecessor P (x) and conditional C(x, y, z) are defined by:
P (0) = 0 C(0, y, z) = y
P (x + 1) = x C(x + 1, y, z) = z
These are examples of flat recursions, that is, recursions which do not use any of their computed values.
Observe that the predecessor is in E0, but the conditional is a proper element of E1. The latter implies that
each class En+1 is closed under “definition by cases”.
The Grzegorczyk classes (at and above linear-space level) are closed under various modes of construction
other than bounded primitive recursion, some of which are listed below.
Functions f1, . . . , fk are defined by simultaneous recursion from g1, . . . , gk, h1, . . . , hk if for all ~x, y,
fi(~x, 0) = gi(~x)
fi(~x, y + 1) = hi(~x, y, f1(~x, y), . . . , fk(~x, y)).
If in addition each fi is bounded by a function bi, that is, fi(~x, y) ≤ bi(~x, y) for all ~x, y, then f is said to be
defined by bounded simultaneous recursion from g1, . . . , gk, h1, . . . , hk, b1, . . . , bk.
Now each class En+2 is closed under bounded simultaneous recursion. But observe that one application
of unbounded simultaneous recursion from functions in En+2 yields functions in En+3.
Let Rel(En) denote the set of relations R ⊆ Nk with characteristic function cR : Nk → N in En, where
cR(~x) :=
{
1 if R(~x)
0 else.
While closure under bounded simultaneous recursion is only obtained at and above linear-space level, each
class Rel(En) is closed under propositional logic and bounded quantification, that is,
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if R,Q are in Rel(En), then so are ¬R, R ∧Q, R ∨Q,
if R ⊆ Nk+1 is in Rel(En), then so are ∀i ≤ x.R(i, ~y) and ∃i ≤ x.R(i, ~y).
Furthermore, each class En is closed under bounded minimisation, that is, if g is in En, then so is f satisfying
f(x, ~y) = (µ i≤x)[R(i, ~y)] :=
{
min{i ≤ x | g(i, ~y) = 0} if such exists
x else.
Observe that one could equivalently use the alternative value 0 instead of x.
As much as Grzegorczyk’s approach is satisfactory from a mathematical point of view and proved fruitful
in logic (cf. e.g. [53], [57], [12], [18], [24]) and in characterising other complexity classes (cf. e.g. [15])
by function algebras (such as Cobham’s [16] characterisation of the class FPTIME of the polynomial-time
computable functions by a function algebra FP), it is of no help in understanding the impact of nesting
recursions on the running time.
2.3. A version of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy
Another version of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy (cf. Rose [53] or Clote [15]) at and above linear-space level
is obtained when the principal functions are based on “pure iteration”.
The principal functions E1, E2, E3, . . . are defined as follows:
E1(x) := x
2 + 2
En+2(x) := E
(x)
n+1(2)
These functions En feature the following (easily provable) monotonicity properties. For all n, x, t, one has:
x + 1 ≤ En+1(x)
En+1(x) ≤ En+1(x + 1)
En+1(x) ≤ En+2(x)
E
(t)
n+1(x) ≤ En+2(x + t)
The nth Grzegorczyk class En, n ≥ 2, is the least class of functions containing the initial functions zero,
successor, projections, maximum and En−1, and is closed under composition and bounded recursion.
Observe that the additional initial function max is necessary to allow multiple variable functions to occur
freely in the hierarchy. Furthermore, for those principal functions one easily verifies that each f ∈ E n+1
satisfies f(~x)≤E(cf )n (~x) for some constant cf . Finally, it is not too difficult to show En = En for n ≥ 2.
2.4. Recursion on notation and a binary version of system T
Another form of system T is obtained when replacing the natural numbers in unary representation by the
natural numbers in binary representation, bin(x) for x∈N (with bin(0)=ε, the empty string).
Similar to Ritchie’s [51] characterisation of FLINSPACE by E2, the background is that one would like
to achieve a machine-independent, purely functional characterisation of the class FPTIME of number-
theoretical functions computable on a Turing machine in time polynomial in the binary length |x| of the
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inputs. One first simulates binary representations bin(x) by the initial functions 0 and the binary successors
s0, s1 satisfying:
s0(x) = 2 · x (operation bin(x) 7→bin(x)0 for x 6=0)
s1(x) = 2 · x + 1 (operation bin(x) 7→bin(x)1)
This “data structure” gives rise to a canonical recursion scheme: f is defined by recursion on notation from
functions g(~y), h0(u, ~y, v), h1(u, ~y, v) if for all x, ~y,
f(0, ~y) = g(~y)
f(si(x), ~y) = hi(x, ~y, f(x, ~y)) for si(x) 6= 0.
Observe that bin(y) = bl . . . b1 with bl = 1 implies y = sb1(sb2(. . . sbl(0) . . .)). Thus, for recursion on
notation, the recourse is from bl . . . b1 to bl . . . b2 to bl . . . b3 to . . . to bl =s1(0), and finally from s1(0) to 0.
Thus, one needs |x| recursive calls of f when computing f(x, ~y), where as usual |x|=dlog 2(x + 1)e.
Accordingly, string concatenation ⊕ satisfying x ⊕ y = x · 2|y| + y, or in other words, bin(x ⊕ y) =
bin(x)bin(y), can be defined by the obvious recursion on notation (in the second argument):
x⊕ 0 := x
x⊕ si(y) := si(x⊕ y)
Furthermore, building on ⊕, string multiplication ⊗ satisfying x ⊗ y =x ·
∑
i<|y| 2
i·|x|
, or in other words,
bin(x⊗ y)=bin(x) . . . bin(x) (|y| times), can be defined by:
x⊗ 0 := 0
x⊗ si(y) := (x⊗ y)⊕ x
Similar to primitive recursion, built in recursion on notation is the mechanism for decrementing the recur-
sion argument and for case analysis whether the recursion argument is even. Thus, the binary predecessor
p(x)=bx2 c, and the binary conditional c satisfying c(si(x), y0, y1)=yi can be defined by:
p(0) := 0 c(0, y0, y1) := y0
p(si(x)) := x c(si(x), y0, y1) := yi ( for si(x) 6= 0)
Recursion on notation is as strong as primitive recursion. To see this, first consider the following
string exponentiation ¯ satisfying ¯(x) = 2x − 1. It can be defined by recursion on notation from string
concatenation:
¯(0) := 0
¯(s0(x)) := ¯(x)⊕¯(x)
¯(s1(x)) := s1(¯(x)⊕¯(x))
Note that | ¯ (x)|=x, and hence p(¯(x))=¯(x . 1) (where . as usual denotes modified subtraction with
x
.
y=0 for x ≤ y). Thus ¯ can be used to synchronise the number of steps in a recursion on notation on
¯(x) with the number of steps in a primitive recursion on x. This allows primitive recursion to be reduced
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to recursion on notation as follows: For every primitive recursive function f(~x), one can find a function
f∗(~x) defined from the initial functions 0, s0, s1,Πmi by composition and recursion on notation, such that
(∗) ¯(f(~x))=f ∗(¯(~x)) for all ~x.
Thus, once x 7→ |x| is defined by recursion on notation, we obtain f(~x)= |f ∗(¯(~x))| as required. The proof
of (*) is by induction on the structure of f(~x). If f is 0, S,Πmi , then let f ∗ be 0, s1,Πmi respectively, for
¯(0)=0 and ¯(x+1)=2(2x−1)+1=s1(¯(x)). Otherwise the induction hypothesis is used to proceed by:
• If f(~x)=g(h1(~x), . . . , hl(~x)), then let f ∗ be defined by f ∗(~x) :=g∗(h∗1(~x), . . . , h∗l (~x)).
• If f is defined by primitive recursion from g, h, define f ∗ by recursion on notation from g∗, h∗, h∗.
Now (*) is obvious in the case of composition. In case of primitive recursion, one proceeds by side induction
on x showing f ∗(¯(x, ~y))=¯(f(x, ~y)). The base case follows from¯(0)=0 and the induction hypothesis
on g, for f ∗(¯(0, ~y))=g∗(¯(~y))=¯(g(~y))=¯(f(0, ~y)). The step case is concluded as follows:
¯(f(x + 1, ~y)) = ¯(h(x, ~y, f(x, ~y))) by definition
= h∗(¯(x, ~y, f(x, ~y))) by the I.H. on h
= h∗(¯(x, ~y), f ∗(¯(x, ~y))) by the side I.H. on x
= f∗(¯(x + 1, ~y)) by p(¯(x + 1)) = ¯(x)
The missing definition of | · | by recursion on notation can be read from the following recursion equations:
0 + 1 = s1(0) |0| = 0
2x + 1 = s1(x) |2x| = |x|+ 1 ( for x 6= 0)
(2x + 1) + 1 = s0(x + 1) |2x + 1| = |x|+ 1
Conversely, recursion on notation can be reduced to primitive recursion. To see this, first observe that the
initial functions 0, s0, s1.Πni are primitive recursive, and so are even and p, since
even(0) = 1 p(0) = 0
even(x+1) = C(even(x), 1, 0) p(x+1) = C(even(x+1), p(x), p(x)+1).
Hence (x, y) 7→ p(x)(y) and | · | are primitive recursive, the latter by |x|=(µn≤x)[p(n)(x)=0] and closure
under bounded minimisation. Finally, as modified subtraction x . y =P (y)(x) is primitive recursive, then
so are the functions c≤, odd(x)=1 . even(x), and e(x, y) :=p(|x|
.
−y)(x). In fact, all of these functions are
in Grzegorczyk class E1.
Now suppose that f(~x, y) is defined by recursion on notation from functions g, h0, h1, say f(~x, 0)=g(~x)
and f(~x, si(y))=hi(~x, y, f(~x, y)) for si(y) 6= 0. Assume inductively that g, h0, h1 are primitive recursive.
Then the reduction works as follows: First we simulate f by primitive recursion up to |y|, that is, we define
by primitive recursion a function fˆ satisfying fˆ(~x, y, z)=f(~x, e(y, z)) for z ≤ |y|:
fˆ(~x, y, 0) = g(~x)
fˆ(~x, y, z+1) =


h0(~x, e(y, z), fˆ (~x, y, z)) if z+1≤|y| ∧ even(e(y, z+1))
h1(~x, e(y, z), fˆ (~x, y, z)) if z+1≤|y| ∧ odd(e(y, z+1))
fˆ(~x, y, z) else
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By induction on z, one easily obtains fˆ(~x, y, z)=f(~x, e(y, z)) for z ≤ |y|, using p(e(y, z + 1))=e(y, z) in
the step case. This implies fˆ(~x, y, z)=f(~x, y) for z ≥ |y|, and hence f(~x, y)= fˆ(~x, y, |y|), concluding the
proof that recursion on notation is as strong as primitive recursion.
In the presence of p, c as initial functions, it can be easily verified that a function f is defined by recursion
on notation from g, h0, h1 if and only if f can be defined by modified recursion on notation from g, h, i.e.,
f(0, ~y) = g(~y)
f(si(x), ~y) = h(si(x), ~y, f(p(x), ~y)) for si(x) 6= 0.
Based on modified recursion on notation, one obtains a “binary version” of system T by adding to the simply
typed lambda calculus the following constant symbols:
0 of type ι (for zero)
s0 of type ι→ ι (for binary successor s0)
s1 of type ι→ ι (for binary successor s1)
p of type ι→ ι (for binary predecessor p)
cσ of type ι→ σ → σ → σ → σ (for binary cases in type σ)
RNσ of type σ → (ι→ σ → σ)→ ι→ σ (for recursion on notation in type σ)
The denotational semantics for this version of system T is then as expected. In terms of the operational
semantics, one has to make sure that ground data is uniquely represented, and that the conversion rules for
the constant symbols only apply to such unique representations, called binary numerals.
A binary numeral is either 0 or of the form si1 . . . siks10, where ij ∈ {0, 1} for j = 1, . . . , k, k ≥ 0. In
the conversion rules below we assume that sin is a binary numeral (distinct from 0). The conversion rules
for the constant symbols above are then as expected:
s00 7→ 0 cσ0 r t0 t1 7→ r
p0 7→ 0 cσ(sin) r t0 t1 7→ ti
p(sin) 7→ n RNσg h0 7→ g
RNσg h (sin) 7→ h (sin) (RN g hn)
2.5. Cobham’s class FP
As just seen, recursion on notation is as strong as primitive recursion. Hence, in order to characterise the
class FPTIME by recursion on notation, we must restrict the use of recursion.
The first such restriction is from Cobham [16] who showed FPTIME = FP where functions in FP are
inductively defined from the initial functions 0, s0, s1, all projections pini and smash(x, y) = 2|x|·|y| by
composition and bounded recursion on notation, that is, f(x, ~y) is defined by bounded recursion on notation
from g(~y), h0(u, ~y, v), h1(u, ~y, v), b(x, ~y) if for all x, ~y:
f(0, ~y) = g(~y)
f(si(x), ~y) = hi(x, ~y, f(x, ~y)) for si(x) 6= 0
f(x, ~y) ≤ b(x, ~y)
Similar to the design of the Grzegorczyk classes, the idea is that recursion on notation can be used as long
as the resulting function is bounded by a function already defined in the class. To make this idea work, the
“principal function” smash is added to the initial functions.
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Observe that by a straightforward induction on the structure of functions in FP, one can show that each
f(~x) has a polynomial length-bound, referred to as FP-Bounding, that is, a polynomial pf (~x) satisfying
|f(~x)|≤pf (|~x|).
Now we see that the bounding condition in bounded recursion on notation can be equivalently stated as
|f(x, ~y)|≤|b(x, ~y)|
for one also obtains a polynomial length-bound pf for each f in the modified class, implying f(~x) ≤ 2pf (|~x|),
and for polynomials q(~x) the function fq satisfying fq(~x) = 2q(|~x|) is in FP, referred to as FP-Closure.
To see this, we proceed by induction on the structure of polynomials q(~x). The base cases where q(~x)
is xi or a constant are obvious. For the step case, suppose that q(~x) is q1(~x) ◦ q2(~x) with ◦ ∈ {+, ·}. First
recall that concatenation ⊕ satisfies |x ⊕ y| = |x|+ |y|. Hence x ⊕ y ≤ 2|x|+|y| ≤ smash(s1(x), s1(y)),
implying that ⊕ can be defined in FP by bounded recursion on notation. Thus, we obtain fq ∈ FP from the
induction hypothesis on q1, q2, because we have |p(2x)| = x, implying
2q1(|~x|)+q2(|~x|) = smash(1, p(2q1(|~x|))⊕ p(2q2(|~x|)))
2q1(|~x|)·q2(|~x|) = smash(p(2q1(|~x|)), p(2q2(|~x|))).
2.6. Heinermann’s classes based on nesting depth of recursions
Heinermann [25] was the first to classify the PR-functions without explicitly restricting the use of re-
cursion. His approach consists in counting the nesting depth of recursions needed to define a function f
at level n denoted Rn: f belongs to level n if it is an initial function 0, S,Πmj or obtained by composition
from functions at level n, or else n>0 and f is obtained by one primitive recursion from functions at level
n−1. Here the Ackermann branches are not present as initial functions; each An can be defined in Rn. So
the nth Heinermann class Rn is based on definitions of primitive recursive functions, and nesting depth is a
measure of the amount of work that, implicitly, must be performed in order to produce a value.
In the context of the subsystem PR1 of Go¨del’s T consisting of the terms using only ground type variables
(x, y, z, . . .) and recursion in type ι, the nesting depth deg(t) of a term t ∈ PR1 is inductively defined by:
deg(u) := 0 for u among x,0,S
deg(λx.r) := deg(r)
deg(rs) := max{deg(r),deg(s)}
deg(Rι g h) := max{deg(g), 1 + deg(h)}
Under these definitions, we can restate the nth Heinermann class as
Rn = {f ∈ PR | f =[[t]] for some closed t ∈ PR1 with deg(t) ≤ n}.
The measure deg is related to the Grzegorczyk hierarchy at and above the Kalma´r-elementary level:
Schwichtenberg [54] established En+1 =Rn for n ≥ 3, and Mu¨ller [41] improved it by showing E3 =R2.
However, the measure deg fails to classify sub-elementary complexity classes such as FLINSPACE or
FPTIME . Typical of this failure is that deg cannot separate the definition of multiplication from the natural
definition of exponentiation. To see this, recall the definition of addition:
add(0, y) = y
add(x + 1, y) = add(x, y) + 1
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Now consider the following definitions of multiplication and exponentiation:
mult(0, y) = 0 exp(0) = 1
mult(x + 1, y) = add(y,mult(x, y)) exp(x + 1) = add(exp(x), exp(x))
Both functions are defined by one recursion from addition, hence both definitions have nesting depth 2.
How does this explosion in computational complexity come about? The gist of the matter lies in different
“control” of the input positions: In either case the “input position” x controls a recursion, but while mult
passes its computed values to the “input position” y of add having no control over any other recursion, each
computed value of exp “controls” the recursion add is defined by.
2.7. Simmons’ approach to restrict recursion in type ι→ ι
Simmons [59] was the first to give syntactic restrictions to the use of recursion in type ι → ι so as to
classify the primitive recursive functions. Primarily interested in finding an illuminating proof of the well-
known fact (extensively elaborated in Ro´zsa Pe´ter’s classic book [50]) that the primitive recursive functions
are closed under many more complex modes of construction other than primitive recursion, Simmons de-
fined a type level two function algebra with only ground type recursion, but which is closed under recursion
in ι→ ι.
Simmons’ key observation was that the use of recursion in type ι → ι can only lead to non-primitive
growth rate if “dormant” input positions in a function definition are mixed with “active” ones, that is, input
positions which control a recursion. To exemplify this, recall the definition of function A:
A(0)(y) = 1 + y
A(x + 1)(y) = A(x)(y+1)(y) = I(y + 1,A(x), y)
Here the first “input position” x is active, for it controls the outermost recursion. But the second “input
position” y, a “parameter” with respect to that definition, is both active and dormant, for in the recursion
step it controls the recursion responsible for the iteration of computed functionals A(x), and it is a pure
parameter in the definition of this iteration.
This gave rise to a type level two functional algebra S(Θ), in which functionals come in the form
F (~x; ~y; ~f), with ~x thought of as ground type active input positions, and ~y, ~f as ground type, ι → ι dor-
mant input positions respectively, and where Θ(~x; ~y; ~f) is an arbitrary but fixed functional2 . Using this
bookkeeping, functionals in S(Θ) are defined inductively by the initial functionals Θ, all zero functionals
0(~x; ~y; ~f)=0, all successor functionals Sj(~x; ~y; ~f)=S(yj), all projections Πj(~x; ~y; ~f)=yj , all application
functionals Appj,k(~x; ~y; ~f)=fk(j) by allowable composition and allowable recursion, that is,
• F (~x; ~y; ~f) is defined by allowable composition from G(~u;~v;~g), ~A(~x; ; ), ~B(~x; ~y; ~f), ~C(~x; y; ~f) if
F (~x; ~y; ~f) = G(. . . , Ai(~x; ; ), . . . ; . . . , Bj(~x; ~y; ~f), . . . ; . . . , λy.Ck(~x; y; ~f), . . .)
• F (~x; ~y; ~f) is defined by allowable recursion from G(~x; ~y; ~f),H(u, ~x; ~y, v; ~f) if
F (0, ~x; ~y; ~f) = G(~x; ~y; ~f)
F (x + 1, ~x; ~y; ~f) = H(x, ~x; ~y, F (x, ~x; ~y; ~f); ~f).
2The presence of “Θ” can be explained by Simmons’ interest in investigating the limits of the notion “primitive recursive in”.
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So recursion is restricted in that the computed values F (x, ~x; ~y; ~f) can only be passed to dormant input
positions (v) of the “step functional” H(u, ~x; ~y, v; ~f). In terms of allowable composition, while recent
research [45, 46, 6] shows that it is irrelevant whether a value passed on to an active input position depends
on dormant input positions, one cannot drop the requirement that the lambda abstracted input position in
every substituted functional λy.Ck(~x; y; ~f) is dormant, and that the resulting function may only depend on
active input positions (cf. [7]). Simmons essentially proved the following:
1. Every F in S(Θ) can be defined from Θ using recursion in type ι→ ι. But if Θ is a function Θ(~x; ~y; )
with ground type inputs only, then every F in S(Θ) is primitive recursive in Θ, that is, it can be
defined from Θ using ground type recursion only.
2. If A(; y; ) and B(x; y; f) are in S(Θ), then so is F defined from A,B by recursion in type ι→ ι:
F (0, y) = A(; y; )
F (x + 1, y) = B(x; y;λy.F (x, y))
Now observe that all projections Πi(~x; ~y; ~f) = xi can be defined by allowable recursion from zero and
successor functionals, for example:
Π0(0, ~x; ~y; ~f) = 0
Π0(x + 1, ~x; ~y; ~f) = S#(~y)+1(x, ~x; ~y,Π0(x, ~x; ~y; ~f); ~f)
Hence allowable composition can be used to turn every dormant input position into an active one, that is, if
A(~x; y, ~y; ~f) is in F(Θ), then so is A∗ satisfying A∗(~x, y; ~y; ~f)=A(~x; y, ~y; ~f). So we see that the iteration
functional I(x, f, y)=f (x)(y) can be defined in F(Θ), but only in the form I(x; y; f). Thus, in F(Θ) one
can define I ′(y; ; f)=I(y + 1; y; f), but the definition of A is ruled out.
So Simmons’ approach gives insight as to why recursion in type ι → ι leads to non-primitive recursive
growth rate, and how it can be restricted so as to stay in the realm of primitive recursion. However, both
the setting of his classes S(Θ) and the method he develops to prove the results stated above are unlikely to
be generalised to recursion in all finite types. But on closer inspection, one can read from his analysis the
following: Typical of many-fold recursions, such as
tA :=Rι→ι S (λu
ιV ι→ιyι.Rι y (λu
ιvι.V v) (Sy))
(and all known versions of the Ackermann function come down to that when written in normal form) is that
computed functionals (V above) of an outer recursion are applied to computed functionals (v above) of an
inner recursion. In fact, this causes a non-primitive recursive explosion in computational complexity.
2.8. The approach of Bellantoni and Cook to restrict recursion on notation
Building on work of Leivant [32, 33], Bellantoni and Cook [5] were the first to give a purely functional
characterisation of the polynomial-time computable functions that does away with the “explicit” reference
to the growth rate of functions defined by (bounded) recursion on notation in Cobham’s class FP. They
observed that this “explicit” reference can be made “implicit” by ensuring that computed values in recursions
do not control other recursions. To exemplify this central idea, recall the following definitions:
x⊗ 0 = 0 ¯(0) = 0
x⊗ si(y) = (x⊗ y)⊕ x ¯(s0(x)) = ¯(x)⊕¯(x) ( for x 6= 0)
¯(s1(x)) = s1(¯(x)⊕¯(x))
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Although both functions are defined by one recursion from ⊕, string multiplication ⊗ is polynomial-time
computable, while ¯ is a proper Kalma´r-elementary function. The reason is simply that each computed
value ¯(x) controls the recursion in ⊕. In contrast to ¯, no computed value in the recursion for ⊗ controls
another recursion.
The idea that computed values in recursions must not control other recursions led to the class BC where
each function is written in the form f(~x; ~y), in order to bookkeep and sort out those input positions ~x which
may control a recursion from those ~y which do not. Thus, functions in BC are inductively defined from the
initial functions 0, s0(; y), s1(; y), pin,mi (~x; ~y), p(; y), c(;x, y, z) by safe composition and safe recursion:
• f(~x; ~y) is defined by safe composition from g(~u;~v), ~g(~x; ; ), ~h(~x; ~y), with #(~u)=#(~g) and #(~v) =
#(~h), if for all ~x, ~y,
f(~x; ~y) = g(~g(~x; ; );~h(~x; ~y)).
• f(~x; ~y) is defined by safe recursion from g(~x; ~y), h0(u, ~x; ~y, v), h1(u, ~x; ~y, v) if for all x, ~x, ~y,
f(0, ~x; ~y) = g(~x; ~y)
f(si(x), ~x; ~y) = h(x, ~x; ~y, f(x, ~x; ~y)) for si(x) 6= 0.
Observe the striking similarity to Simmons’ [59] design of his classes S(Θ).
An easy induction on the structure of f(~x; ~y) shows that each f in BC has a poly-max length bound, that
is a polynomial qf satisfying
|f(~x; ~y)| ≤ qf (|~x|) + max(|~y|).
Using this Poly-max-length-bounding Lemma, every recursion in BC can be written as a bounded recur-
sion in Cobham’s class FP, implying BC ⊆ FP. The converse holds by simulating the functions of FP in
BC.
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3. The measure µ on λ terms over ground type variables and recursion
In this chapter, two subsystems PR1,PR2 of Go¨del’s T with only ground type variables and ground type
recursion are considered, where PR1 is based on primitive recursion and PR2 on recursion on notation. To
each term t in these systems, a measure µ(t) is assigned in a purely syntactic fashion.
It is shown that the measure µ on PR1 is closely related to the Grzegorczyk hierarchy: Programs of
µ-measure n + 1 exactly compute the functions in Grzegorczyk level n + 2. In particular, programs of
µ-measure 1 exactly compute the FLINSPACE functions. The measure µ on PR2 characterises the same
hierarchy of classes, except that programs of µ-measure 1 precisely compute the FPTIME functions.
3.1. Intuition
The measure µ refines nesting depth so as to follow up the “control” of each input position in a compu-
tation. Thereby it separates recursions which may cause a blow up in computational complexity, called top
recursions, from those which do not, called side recursions.
Intuitively, to each definition of a primitive recursive function f(x1, . . . , xl) one assigns ranks τ1, . . . , τl
to all “input positions” x1, . . . , xl where each τi is either a natural number ni or ι, the idea being that:
• if τi is ni, then input position xi controls ni top recursions ,
• if τi is ι, then input position xi is redundant,
and that the maximum of the ranks ni defines the computational complexity of f .
We give the inductive definition of f(x1, . . . , xl) has ranks τ1, . . . , τl in terms of the usual schemes for
defining primitive recursive functions. First we need some auxiliary operations. Given a rank τ , we define
R(τ) :=
{
n if τ = n
0 else.
Furthermore, we extend max so as to operate on ranks (τ, τ ′), and we define its “strict version” smax:
max(ι, τ) :=
{
n if τ = n
ι else. smax(τ, τ
′) :=
{
max(τ, τ ′) if τ, τ ′ ∈ N
ι else.
The inductive definition of f(x1, . . . , xl) has ranks τ1, . . . , τl is then as follows:
• f is an initial function. No input position of f controls a recursion, but it may or may not be redundant.
0 has no rank (it has no input position at all)
Successor S(x) has rank 0
Projection pili(x1, . . . , xl) = xi has ranks ι, . . . , ι, 0, ι, . . . , ι
(with 0 for the only non-redundant input position xi)
• f is defined by composition, say f(~x) = g(h1(~x), h2(~x)) for simplicity. Assume that
g(y1, y2) has ranks τ1, τ2
h1(x1, . . . , xl) has ranks ρ1, . . . , ρl
h2(x1, . . . , xl) has ranks δ1, . . . , δl.
Then each input position xi of hj may contribute its rank to the rank of input position xi of f , provided
rank τj is not ι, that is:
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f(x1, . . . , xl) has ranks max(smax(τ1, ρ1), smax(τ2, δ1)), . . . ,max(smax(τ1, ρl), smax(τ2, δl))
In particular, if for example h1 is a constant function, then input position xi of f has rank smax(τ2, δi).
• f is defined by primitive recursion, say f(~x, 0)=g(~x) and f(~x, y + 1)=h(~x, y, f(~x)). Assume that
g(x1, . . . , xl) has ranks τ1, . . . , τl
h(x1, . . . , xl, u, v) has ranks ρ1, . . . , ρl, ρu, ρv
If the rank ρv of the critical input position v is q, then f is called a recursion at rank q, and
f(x1, . . . , xl, y) has ranks max(τ1, ρ1, q), . . . ,max(τl, ρl, q),max(ρu, q + 1)
and we say:
f is a top recursion if q ≥ max{τ1, ρ1, . . . , τl, ρl, ρu}
f is a side recursion otherwise
Otherwise if the critical input position v is redundant, then f is called flat recursion, and
f(x1, . . . , xl, y) has ranks max(τ1, ρ1), . . . ,max(τl, ρl), R(ρu).
In either case of primitive recursion, each position xi of g, h may “contribute” to the rank of parameter
position xi of f , but for recursions at rank q, this rank must be lifted to the rank q of the critical input
position. For otherwise one could define functions of overall rank, k say, with rates of growth exceeding
that available at Grzegorczyk level k+1. To see this, first inspect the examples above in the light of “ranks”:
The definition of addition add(x, y) is a top recursion and has ranks 1, 0.
The definition of multiplication mult(x, y) is a side recursion and has ranks 1, 1. For mult isR(g, h)
with g(y)=0 and h(y, u, v)=add(y, v), thus by “contribution” h(y, u, v) has ranks 1, ι, 0.
The definition of exponentiation exp is a top recursion and has rank 2, because exp is R(g, h) with
g(y)=S(0) and h(y, u, v)=add(v, v), thus by “contribution” h(y, u, v) has ranks ι, ι, 1.
Now consider functions g, h defined by g(x) :=x and h(x, u, v) :=mult(v, v) = v2. Then g has rank 0, and
h has ranks ι, ι, 1. We obtain that function f defined by primitive recursion from g, h, that is,
f(x, 0) = x
f(x, y + 1) = h(x, y, f(x, y)) = f(x, y)2
satisfies f(x, y) = x2y . If the rank of parameter x were not lifted to the rank of the critical input position,
that is, to 1, then f(x, y) would have ranks 0, 2. Then by “contribution” the function h ′ defined by
h′(x, u, v) := f(v, S(0)) = v2
would have rank ι, ι, 0. Accordingly, the exponential function f could be defined by primitive recursion
from g, h′ with ranks ι, ι, 1. So we see that for a definition by recursion, one cannot dispense with lifting the
rank of a parameter position to the rank of the critical input position.
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Flat recursions just use the built-in mechanism for decrementing the recursion argument or for case anal-
ysis, whether the recursion argument is zero (or even in case of recursion on notation), such as predecessor
and conditional. The present approach accounts for redundant input positions, thus predecessor P (x) has
rank 0, and conditional C(x, y, z) has ranks 0, 0, 0. This ability is useful for various reasons: Firstly, it helps
to keep ranks as low as one can hope for; secondly, it allows programs to be optimised before run time;
thirdly, no initial functions other than zero and successor(s) are required.
3.2. The term systems PR1 and PR2
Terms in PR1 and PR2 use only ground type variables x, y, z, u, v, possibly with subscripts, and ground
type recursion. Thus, types are the ground type ι, and if τ is a type, then so is ι → τ . In other words, the
objects under consideration are just functions over the natural numbers. Terms in PRi, with their types, are:
PR1 := x | (λx.r
τ )ι→τ | (rι→τsι)τ | 0,S | (R gι hι,ι→ι)ι→ι
PR2 := x | (λx.r
τ )ι→τ | (rι→τsι)τ | 0, s0, s1 | (RN g
ι hι,ι→ι0 h
ι,ι→ι
1 )
ι→ι
Observe that the recursor RN follows the usual definition of recursion on notation (cf. Background 2.4),
requiring two step terms h0, h1. Recall that a binary numeral is either 0 or si1 . . . siks10 where ij ∈{0, 1},
and that sin denote binary numerals distinct from 0. The conversion rules for RN are then as expected:
RNg h0 h1 0 7→ g
RN g h0 h1 (sin) 7→ hi n (RN g h0 h1 n)
3.3. The µ-measure on PR1 and PR2
To determine the µ-measure of a term t, we assign ranks n ∈ N to some of the free occurrences of
variables in t. Intuitively, the rank of a free variable x, n say, provides the information that x controls n top
recursions. To preserve this information after λ-abstracting x, we also consider ranked types. They result
from simple types by decorating some input positions with a rank n. In that way we bookkeep all ranked
free variables and ranked input positions in a term so as to follow up the “control” in t.
A ranked variable is a pair (x, n) with n ∈ N. We use capital Latin letters X,Y,Z , possibly with
subscripts, to denote finite sets {(x1, n1), . . . , (xl, nl)} of ranked variables.
Ranked types are ι, and if σ is a ranked type, then so are (ι → σ) and (n → σ) where n ∈ N. We use τ
and ρ, possibly with subscripts, to denote ι or any n ∈ N.
Furthermore, we use the following abbreviations:
VAR(X) := {x | ∃k : (x, k) ∈ X} variables of X
X−x := {(y, j) ∈ X | y 6= x} X minus x-part
RANK(x,X) := max{k | (x, k) ∈ X} rank of x in X
X↑l := {(y,max(j, l)) | (y, j) ∈ X} lifting of X to l
R(τ) :=
{
l if τ = l
0 else
We define t has ranked free variables X and ranked type σ, denoted µ(t) = X;σ, by induction on the
structure of t ∈ PRi.
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Definition 3.3.1 (The µ-measure). µ(t) = X;σ is inductively defined as follows:
(i) µ(x) := {(x, 0)}; ι
(ii) µ(0) := ∅; ι, and µ(c) := ∅; (0→ ι) for c among S, s0, s1.
(iii) If µ(r) = X;σ then
µ(λx.r) :=
{
X−x; (RANK(x,X)→ σ) if x ∈ VAR(X)
X; (ι→ σ) else.
(iv) If µ(r) = X; (τ → σ) and µ(s) = Y ; ι then
µ(rs) :=
{
X ∪ Y↑l;σ if τ = l
X;σ else.
(v) If µ(r) = X; ι and µ(s) = Y ; (τ0, τ1 → ι) then
µ(R r s) := X↑l ∪ Y↑l; (k → ι)
where l := R(τ1) and k := max{R(τ0), 1 + l} if τ1 = l, otherwise k := R(τ0).
(vi) If µ(r) = X; ι and µ(t0) = Y ; (τ0, τ1 → ι) and µ(t1) = Z; (ρ0, ρ1 → ι), then
µ(RN r t0 t1) := X↑l ∪ Y↑l ∪ Z↑l; (k → ι)
where l := max{R(τ1), R(ρ1)} and k := max{R(τ0), R(ρ0), 1 + l} if τ1 6= ι or ρ1 6= ι, otherwise
k := max{R(τ0), R(ρ0)}.
We say t has µ-measure n, denoted µ(t) = n, if
µ(t) = X;σ and n = max({k | ∃x : (x, k) ∈ X} ∪ {l | l ∈ N, l occurs in σ}).
One can read from the definition that µ(t) = X;σ implies VAR(X) ⊆ FV(t). Thus, if t is closed, then
µ(t) = ∅;σ, and in this case we write µ(t) = σ for short.
Note that (i) sets the stage for µ by initialising free variables with value 0. This initial value may change
or vanish according to the remaining rules.
Definition 3.3.2. Let t be any recursion R r s (and similar for RN r t0 t1).
• t is a recursion at rank l if µ(s) = Y ; (τ0, l → ι).
• t is a top recursion if t is a recursion at rank max{µ(r), µ(s)}. Otherwise t is called side recursion.
• t is called flat recursion if µ(s) = Y ; (τ0, ι→ ι).
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It turns out that only top recursions can cause an explosion in computational complexity while side
recursions (and flat recursions) do not.
Note 1. Predecessor P , conditional C , and its binary versions p, c all are defined by flat recursions:
P := R0 (λuv.u) p := RN0 (λuv.u) (λuv.u)
C := λxyz.R y (λuv.z)x c := λxyz.RN y (λuv.y) (λuv.z)x
C := λxyz.RN y (λuv.z) (λuv.z)x
First we will clarify the role of non-ranked input positions or variables. Non-ranked free variables only
occur in subterms without computational meaning to the algorithm, thus input positions of type ι are redun-
dant (cf. [44]).
Definition 3.3.3. For a function f : Nk → N an input position j of f , that is, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, is called redundant
if f(~a, b,~c) = f(~a, b′,~c) for all ~a := a1, . . . , aj−1, b 6= b′ and ~c := cj+1, . . . , ck.
Lemma 3.3.4 (Redundancy). For all terms t ∈ PRi and lists of variables ~x := x1, . . . , xp ⊇ FV(t) with
µ(λ~x.t) = (τ1, . . . , τp, τp+1, . . . τq → ι), each input position j of [[λ~x.t]] with τj = ι is redundant.
Proof. If t is a variable y, then every input position j of [[λ~x.t]] where xj 6= y is redundant. If t is a constant,
then every input position j of [[λ~x.t]] with 1 ≤ j ≤ p is redundant. If t is λy.r, then the claim for t follows
from the induction hypothesis on r with respect to ~x, y ⊇ FV(r). So consider the case where t is rs,
assuming µ(r) = X; (τ, τp+1, . . . τq → ι) and µ(s) = Y ; ι. First note that
(∗) [[λ~x.rs]](~a,~b) = [[λ~x.r]](~a, [[λ~x.s]](~a),~b).
Subcase τ = l. Hence µ(t) = X ∪ Y↑l; (τp+1, . . . τq → ι). For every input position j > p of [[λ~x.t]],
the claim follows from the induction hypothesis on r for j + 1. For 1 ≤ j ≤ p with τj = ι we conclude
xj /∈ VAR(X ∪ Y↑l) which by (*) and the induction hypothesis on r, s implies that j is a redundant input
position of [[λ~x.t]].
Subcase τ = ι. Hence µ(t) = X; (τp+1, . . . τq → ι) and [[λ~x.t]](~a,~b) = [[λ~x.r]](~a, 0,~b) by the induction
hypothesis on r and (*). Thus, the claim for t follows from the induction hypothesis on r.
Finally, consider the case where t is a recursion R r s (and similar for RN r h0 h1) with µ(r) = X; ι and
µ(s) = Y ; (τ0, τ1 → ι). Recall that µ(R r s) = X↑l ∪ Y↑l; (k → ι) for l and k as defined above, and that
µ(λ~x.t) = (τ1, . . . τp, k → ι). Hence for every τj = ι we conclude xj /∈ VAR(X↑l ∪ Y↑l) which by the
induction hypothesis on r, s implies that j is a redundant input position of [[λ~x.t]].
Corollary 3.3.5 (µ-Constants). Every term t with µ(t)=∅; ι denotes a constant c, that is, [[t]]ϕ =c for every
environment. In that case we have [[t[~0/FV(t)]]] = c, and every reduction sequence for t[~0/FV(t)] ends with
the numeral Sc0 ( or with a binary numeral denoting c in the case of t ∈ PR2).
Proof. By Redundancy [[λFV(t).t]] is a constant function, implying the statement of the corollary.
In contrast to the approach in [46], [45], the current definition of the measure µ admits that the µ-measure
of a subterm may dominate that of the whole term. Thus we would run into a problem when trying to prove
by induction on the structure of terms that e.g. every closed term t ∈ PR1 with µ-measure n defines a
function in Grzegorczyk class En+1.
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There are two forms of subterms whose µ-measure dominates that of the overall term. One is caused by
redundant applications rs where µ(r) = X; (ι → σ) and µ(r) < µ(s). By Redundancy (3.3.4) one can
replace s with 0. The other form could be dubbed constant-depth recursion, that is, applications rs where
µ(r) = X; (l → σ), µ(rs) < l and µ(s) = ∅; ι. By Corollary 3.3.5 s denotes a constant that is eventually
passed to a “recursion position” of r. For example, consider the definition of addition
+ := λxy.R y (λuv.Sv)x
satisfying µ(+) = (1, 0→ ι). Hence µ(+(SS0)) = (0→ ι).
In order to eliminate constant-depth recursions without increasing the µ-measure, we first show that the
µ-measure is stable under β, η reductions. Essentially we need to know how µ behaves when substituting
a term s with µ(s) = Y ; ι for a free variable x of a term t with µ(t) = X;σ. In case of x ∈ VAR(X), the
central technical term is
Y↑(x,X) := {(y,max(j, k) | (y, j) ∈ Y, (x, k) ∈ X}
the idea being that in t[s/x] every free occurrence of x with a rank k will be replaced with s so that the ranks
of y ∈ VAR(Y ) must be lifted to rank k.
Lemma 3.3.6 (Substitution). Suppose that µ(t) = X;σ and µ(s) = Y ; ι, with s substitutable for x in t.
(a) If x ∈ VAR(X) then µ(t[s/x]) = X−x ∪ Y↑(x,X);σ.
(b) If x /∈ VAR(X) then µ(t[s/x]) = X;σ.
Proof. As part (b) follows from a straightforward induction on the structure of t, we focus on the proof of
part (a). We use the following properties of “lifting” which can be easily verified for arbitrary finite sets
U, V, Y of ranked variables and l ∈ N:
(1) Y↑(x,U∪V ) = Y↑(x,U) ∪ Y↑(x,V )
(2) If x /∈ VAR(U) then Y↑(x,U) = ∅.
(3) (Y↑(x,U))↑l = Y↑(x,U↑l)
(4) (U−x)↑l = U↑l−x
(5) (U ∪ V )↑l = U↑l ∪ V↑l
(6) (U↑l)↑l = U↑l
(7) U↑0 = U
We proceed by induction on the structure of t showing part (a), where we assume x∈VAR(X) for each case
µ(t) = X;σ. If t is x, then µ(t)={(x, 0)}; ι and t[s/x]=s, and so we are done by (7).
Case t is λy.r where µ(r) = U ; ρ. As x is among the ranked free variables of t, we know x 6= y, and as
s is substitutable for x in t, we conclude y /∈ FV(s) ⊇ VAR(Y ) and thus y /∈ VAR(Y↑(x,U)).
Subcase y ∈ VAR(U), hence µ(t) = U−y; (RANK(y, U)→ρ). As x ∈ VAR(U), the induction hypothesis
on r implies µ(t[s/x])=(U−x ∪ Y↑(x,U))−y; (RANK(y, U−x ∪ Y↑(x,U))→ρ). Since y /∈ VAR(Y↑(x,U)) and
x 6= y, we conclude µ(t[s/x]) = (U−y)−x ∪ Y↑(x,U−y); (RANK(y, U)→ ρ).
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Subcase y /∈ VAR(U), thus µ(t) = U ; (ι → ρ). As x∈ VAR(U) and y /∈ VAR(U∪Y↑(x,U)), the induction
hypothesis on r implies µ(t[s/x])=U−x ∪ Y↑(x,U); (ι→ρ), concluding the current case.
Case t is r1r2 where µ(r1) = U ; (τ→ σ) and µ(r2) = V ; ι. If τ = ι then µ(t) = U ;σ and x∈ VAR(U),
so the induction hypothesis on r1 implies µ(t[s/x]) = U−x ∪ Y↑(x,U);σ. So suppose that τ = l. Hence
µ(t)=U ∪ V↑l;σ and we must show µ(t[s/x])=(U ∪ V↑l)−x ∪ Y↑(x,U∪V↑l);σ.
Subcase x ∈ VAR(U)\VAR(V ). By (1), (2) we must show (*) µ(t[s/x]) = (U−x)∪V↑l ∪Y↑(x,U);σ. The
induction hypothesis on r1 yields µ(r1[s/x]) = (U−x) ∪ Y↑(x,U); (l → σ), and part (b) of the lemma gives
µ(r2[s/x]) = V ; ι. Now (*) follows by definition.
Subcase x∈ VAR(V )\VAR(U). By (1), (2) we must show (*) µ(t[s/x]) = U ∪ (V↑l − x) ∪ Y↑(x,V↑l);σ.
We conclude µ(r1[s/x])=U ; (l → σ) from part (b), and the induction hypothesis on r2 yields µ(r2[s/x])=
(V−x)∪Y↑(x,V ); ι. Hence µ(t[s/x]) = U ∪ (V−x)↑l ∪ (Y↑(x,V↑l))↑l;σ by definition and (5). Now (*) follows
from (4) and (3), (6).
Subcase x∈VAR(V )∩VAR(U). We have to show (*) µ(t[s/x])=(U−x)∪(V↑l−x)∪ Y↑(x,U) ∪ Y↑(x,V↑l);σ
according to (1). The induction hypothesis yields µ(r1[s/x]) = (U−x)∪Y↑(x,U); (l → σ) and µ(r2[s/x]) =
(V−x) ∪ Y↑(x,V ); ι. Hence µ(t[s/x]) = (U−x) ∪ Y↑(x,U) ∪ (V−x)↑l ∪ (Y↑(x,V ))↑l;σ by definition and (5).
Now (*) follows from (4) and (3), concluding the current case.
Finally, if t is a recursion R r1 r2 (similar for recursion on notation), we argue component-wise, using
the induction hypothesis and possibly part (b) of the lemma.
It goes without saying that the µ-measure is invariant under renaming of bound variables. The previous
lemma allows one to give a short proof of this natural requirement.
Corollary 3.3.7 (Invariance under bound renaming). If µ(t) = X;σ and t′ results from t by renaming
bound variables, then µ(t′) = X;σ.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case where t is λy.r and t′ is λz.r[z/y] such that z /∈ FV(r) and z 6= y.
Suppose that µ(r) = U ;σ.
Subcase y ∈ VAR(U). Hence µ(t) = U−y; (RANK(y, U)→ σ) by definition, and Substitution (3.3.6) (a)
yields µ(r[z/y]) = U−y∪{(z, 0)}↑(y,U);σ. Now, since {(z, 0)}↑(y,U) = {(z, k) | (y, k) ∈ U}, we conclude
µ(t′) = U−y; (RANK(y, U)→ σ).
Subcase y /∈ VAR(U). Hence µ(t) = U ; (ι → σ) and µ(r[z/y]) = U ;σ by Substitution (3.3.6) (b). As
z /∈ FV(r) ⊇ VAR(U), we conclude µ(t′) = U ; (ι→ σ).
Henceforth, in considerations on µ involving substitution, we can always assume that s is substitutable
for x in t when writing t[s/x].
We write t −→∗β t′ if t reduces to t′ using any conversion rules other than R or RN-conversions. For
obvious reasons, one cannot expect that t −→∗β t′ with µ(t) = X;σ implies µ(t′) = X;σ. What we
can expect is that µ(t′) = X ′;σ such that VAR(X ′) = VAR(X) and RANK(x,X ′) = RANK(x,X) for all
x ∈ VAR(X).
Theorem 3.3.8 (Stability). If t −→β t′ and µ(t)=X;σ, then µ(t′)=X ′;σ such that VAR(X ′)= VAR(X)
and RANK(x,X ′)=RANK(x,X) for all x ∈ VAR(X). Thus, if t −→∗β t′ then µ(t′)=µ(t).
Proof. We proceed by induction on t −→β t′. The statement is obvious if t is s00 and t′ = 0.
If t is λx.r, then t′ is λx.r′ and r −→β r′. Hence we are done by the induction hypothesis on r.
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If t is rs and t′ is r′s with r −→β r′, or t′ is rs′ with s −→β s′, then the statement for t follows from the
induction hypothesis on the reduced component.
Suppose that t is (λx.r)s, and that t′ is r[s/x] where µ(r) = X;σ and µ(s) = Y ; ι. If x /∈ VAR(X)
then µ(t) = X;σ by definition, and µ(t′) = X;σ by Substitution (3.3.6) (b). Otherwise if x ∈ VAR(X)
then µ(t) = X−x ∪ Y↑RANK(x,X);σ by definition, and µ(t′) = X−x ∪ Y↑(x,X);σ by Substitution (3.3.6)
(a). Now observe that x ∈ VAR(X) implies VAR(Y↑(x,X)) = VAR(Y↑RANK(x,X)) and RANK(y, Y↑(x,X)) =
max{RANK(y, Y ), RANK(x,X)}=RANK(y, Y↑RANK(x,X)) for all y∈VAR(Y↑(x,X)).
Finally, if t is R r s (similar for RN r h0 h1), then t′ results from t by reducing one of the components r
or s. Thus, the claim follows from the induction hypothesis of the reduced component.
While Stability (3.3.8) guarantees that the µ-measure is preserved when performing β reductions, un-
folding constant-depth recursions t := R g hn can decrease the µ-measure for various reasons. To see this,
suppose that µ(g) = X; ι and µ(h) = Y ; (τ0, τ1 → ι). Then one obtains
µ(t) = X↑l ∪ Y↑l; ι where l = R(τ1).
Obviously, if n is 0 then t −→∗ g and µ(g) < µ(t) might happen. So assume that n denotes a non-zero
number, hence t −→∗ t′ := hn−1 (. . . (h0 g) . . .). In that case there are two possibilities for µ(t′)<µ(t).
One is when R g h is a flat recursion (τ1 = ι), because then µ(t′) = Y ; ι. The other one is when R g h is a
recursion at rank l (τ1 = l) and n is S0; in this case t′ is h0 g with µ(t′)=Y ∪X↑l; ι, and so µ(t′) < µ(t)
might happen for X = ∅. Observe that if n denotes a number ≥ 2, then µ(t′) = X↑l ∪ Y↑l; ι.
It follows that if we want to eliminate constant-depth recursions, then we will have to unfold recursions
and that will decrease the overall µ-measure.
Definition 3.3.9. Let t be any term.
• t is called well-structured if every subterm s of t satisfies µ(s) ≤ µ(t).
• t is called redundancy-free if t has no subterm rs such that µ(r) = X; (ι→ σ).
• t is called fair if t is well-structured and redundancy-free.
Lemma 3.3.10 (Fairness). Every term t has a fair term t′ equivalent to t such that µ(t′) ≤ µ(t).
Proof. By Stability (3.3.8) and the observation above one obtains a fair term equivalent to t by computing
the normal form nf(t) of t.
The cost of computing the normal form nf(t) might be extremely high, because one already might need
super-exponential time (in the size of t) to compute the β-normal form. But to obtain fair terms, one need
not to fully normalise t but convert only some β-redexes and unfold only some constant-depth recursions.
3.4. The Bounding Theorem
The Bounding Theorem states that every function represented by a term in PRi with µ-measure n can be
bounded by a function in En+1. Once this is established, the characterisation theorems of section 5 follow
from straightforward inductive arguments, because then every recursion in PRi with µ-measure n can be
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turned into a bounded recursion in En+1. In fact, as side recursions do not increase the µ-measure, the hard
work is to show the Bounding Theorem (cf. [45]).
As for the bounding functions, we use so-called Grzegorczyk polynomials. These functions have remark-
able properties which reflect the power and flexibility of the interplay of top and side recursions. Similar to
ordinary polynomials, Grzegorczyk polynomials are built from generalised addition +r and multiplication
×r functions, defined simultaneously with generalised successor functions S r.
Definition 3.4.1. For every r ≥ 1, the generalised successor, addition and multiplication function, denoted
Sr,+r,×r respectively, are inductively defined as follows, where we give both recursion equations and
representations in PR1:
S1(x) := x + 1 S1 := S
0 +r y := y
(x + 1) +r y := Sr(x +r y) +r := λxy.R y (λuv.Srv)x
0×r y := 0
(x + 1)×r y := y +r (x×r y) ×r := λxy.R0 (λuv. +r yv)x
Sr+1(y) := Sr((y +r y)×r (y +r y)) Sr+1 := λy.Sr(×r(+ryy) (+ryy))
Observe that +r is defined by a top recursion from Sr, while ×r is defined by a side recursion from +r,
and Sr+1 is defined explicitly from Sr,+r,×r. Therefore one obtains inductively:
µ(Sr) = (r−1→ ι)
µ(+r) = (r, r−1→ ι)
µ(×r) = (r, r → ι)
For legibility, we often write +r and ×r for [[+r]], [[×r]] respectively.
Lemma 3.4.2 (Monotonicity). Let r, s ≥ 1 and x, y, z be arbitrary natural numbers.
(a) x +r y = Sr(x)(y)
(b) x×r y = (x · y) +r 0
(c) +1 is the ordinary addition function and ×1 the ordinary multiplication function.
(d) The functions Sr,+r,×r are strongly monotonic, that is, e.g. for +r, if x ≤ x′, y ≤ y′, r ≤ s, then
x +r y ≤ x′ +s y′. In particular, y < Sr(y), max(x, y) ≤ x +r y and x · y ≤ x×r y.
(e) If r ≤ s then x +r (y +s z) ≤ (x +r y) +s z.
(f) y ◦ y ≤ Sr+1(y) for ◦ ∈ {+s,×s,max} with s ≤ r.
Proof. Part (a) is obvious from the recursion equations for +r. Part (b) follows from (a) by a straightforward
induction on x. Clearly, (a) and (b) imply (c). As for the first part of (d), by (b) and definition of S r, it suffices
to prove strongly monotonicity for +r. We proceed by induction on s ≥ 1, where the base case is obvious
from (c). As for the step case s→ s + 1, we proceed by side induction on x′, where the base case holds by
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definition of +s+1. For the step case x′ → x′ + 1, assume that r ≤ s + 1, x ≤ x′ + 1 and y ≤ y′. First
observe that the main induction hypothesis implies (*) Ss+1(z′) ≥ Sm(z) for all s + 1 ≥ m and z′ ≥ z. In
particular, (*) and (a) imply y < S(y) ≤ Ss+1(x′+1)(y) = (x′ + 1) +s+1 y. Thus, it suffices to consider the
case where x is a successor x′′ + 1. In that case we conclude the first part of (d) as follows:
(x′ + 1) +s+1 y′ = Ss+1(x′ +s+1 y′) by definition
≥ Sr(x′′ +r y) by (*) and the side I.H.
= x +r y by definition
As Sr is strongly monotonic, we obtain y < S(y) ≤ Sr(y). This and (a) imply x +r y = Sr(x)(y) ≥
max(x, y), and hence x×r y ≥ x · y by (b). Part (e) follows from (d),(a), for if r ≤ s, we obtain:
x +r (y +s z) ≤ x +s (y +s z) by (d)
= Ss(x+y)(z) by (a), applied two times
≤ Ss(x+
ry)(z) by (d)
= (x +r y) +s z by (a)
Part (f) follows from (d), for if s ≤ r, then y×s y ≤ Sr((y +r y)×r (y +r y)) = Sr+1(y), and furthermore,
y +s y ≤ Sr((y +r y)2) ≤ Sr((y +r y)×r (y +r y)) ≤ Sr+1(y).
Observe that +r is neither commutative nor associative for r ≥ 2. Thus, the “semi-associativity” stated
in (d) is all one can hope for, but that together with the monotonicity properties stated in (c) prove sufficient
for establishing all crucial estimations below.
Definition 3.4.3. Grzegorczyk polynomials q are inductively built up by
q := c | x | max(q, q) | q ◦ q
where ◦ = ×m,+n. For uniformity of notation, we sometimes allow ◦ to be max.
For Grzegorczyk polynomials q we write q(~x) to mean Var(q) ⊆ {~x}. For arguments ~a, the value q(~a)
of applying q to ~a is defined as usual, that is, c(~a) := c, xi(~a) := ai and (q1 ◦ q2)(~a) := q1(~a) ◦ q2(~a).
We want to prove that every function defined by a term t with µ-measure n can be bounded by a Grze-
gorczyk polynomial qt in En+1. To make the construction work, however, we will have to strengthen the
statement to the requirement that the “input ranks” of t coincide with those of qt. But as bounding involves
the use of max, we would run into a problem, because every definition of max has at least µ-measure 1.
To overcome this obstacle, we define a modified measure ν for Grzegorczyk polynomials only. Intuitively,
ν is very much like µ, except considering max to be an initial function. The Modified Bounding lemma
then states that every function represented by a term t with µ-measure n can be bounded by a Grzegorczyk
polynomial qt in En+1 such that the “input ranks” of t assigned by µ coincide with the “input ranks” of qt
assigned by ν. In fact, this implies the Bounding Theorem.
Grzegorczyk polynomials can be viewed as expressions built from constants, variables and “functions
symbols” ×m,+n,max. Using the facts about the µ-measure of the principal functions +r, ×r, we define
first the modified measure of a variable x in q, denoted ν(q, x). As with µ, the modified measure of q,
denoted ν(q), is the maximum of all these “input ranks” ν(q, x).
Definition 3.4.4. For Grzegorczyk polynomials q and variables x, the modified measure of x in q, denoted
by ν(q, x), is inductively defined as follows.
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• ν(c, x) := ν(y, x) := 0
• ν(max(q1, q2), x) := max(ν(q1, x), ν(q2, x))
• ν(q1 ×
r q2, x) :=
{
max(ν(q1, x), ν(q2, x), r) x ∈ Var(q1) ∪ Var(q2)
0 else
• ν(q1 +
r q2, x) :=


max(ν(q2, x), r − 1) x ∈ Var(q2)\Var(q1)
max(ν(q1, x), ν(q2, x), r) x ∈ Var(q1)
0 else.
The modified measure of q, denoted ν(q), is defined by ν(q) :=max{ν(q, x) | x ∈ Var(q)}.
Note that x /∈ Var(q) implies ν(q, x) = 0. Before we are going to state and prove the Modified Bounding
lemma, we first set up the most striking properties of Grzegorczyk polynomials w.r.t. ν.
Lemma 3.4.5 (Definability). Every Grzegorczyk polynomial q belongs to Eν(q)+1.
Proof. First we show by induction on r ≥ 1 that (*) Sr ∈ Er and +r,×r ∈ Er+1. The base case follows
from Lemma 3.4.2 (c). As for the step case, the induction hypothesis yields S r ∈ Er and +r,×r ∈ Er+1.
By definition this implies Sr+1 ∈ Er+1, and by Lemma 3.4.2 (b) it suffices to show +r+1 ∈ Er+2. This
follows from the well-known fact [54] that any function defined by primitive recursion from functions in En,
n ≥ 2, belongs to En+1.
Now consider a Grzegorczyk polynomial q, and let r = ν(q). We define q in Er+1 by induction on the
structure of q. The statement is obvious for the cases where q is a constant or a variable. If q is q1 +s q2
or q1 ×
s q2 with s ≥ r + 1, then either q does not contain any variables (in which case we are done) or
q = q1 +
r+1 q2, and q1 is equivalent to a constant c and ν(q2) ≤ r, for any other form would result in
a polynomial of higher modified measure than r = ν(q). In the latter case the statement follows from the
induction hypothesis on q2, (*) and Lemma 3.4.2 (a). Otherwise if q is q1 +s q2 or q1 ×s q2 with s ≤ r, or q
is max(q1, q2), then q ∈ Er+1 follows from the induction hypothesis and (*).
Lemma 3.4.6 (Domination). For every Grzegorczyk polynomial q(~x) one can find a constant cq satisfying
q(~x) ≤ cq +
ν(q)+1 maxVar(q).
Proof. Induction on the structure of q, using ~x := Var(q). If q is a constant c then cq := c will do; if it is a
variable, we can define cq := 0. Otherwise q(~x) is q1(~x1) ◦ q2(~x2) with ◦ ∈ {+s,×s,max}. The induction
hypothesis provides suitable constants cq1 , cq2 for q1, q2 respectively. Let r = ν(q). If ◦ ∈ {+s,×s,max}
with s ≤ r, then we define c := max(cq1 , cq2) and conclude this case by:
q(~x) ≤ (c +r+1 max ~x) ◦ (c +r+1 max ~x) by the I.H. and (3.4.2) (d)
≤ Sr+1(Sr+1
(c)
(max ~x)) by (3.4.2) (f), (a)
= (c + 1) +r+1 max ~x by (3.4.2) (a)
If ◦ is +s with s > r + 1, or if ◦ is ×s with s > r, then q must be equivalent to a constant, and we are done.
If s = r + 1 then q = c +r+1 q2 and hence cq := c +r+1 cq2 will do.
Definition 3.4.7. For Grzegorczyk polynomials q(~x), let ~xq result from ~x by cancelling those xi with
ν(q, xi) < ν(q). Furthermore, let +q stand for +ν(q), and ×q for ×ν(q). By +0 we mean + ≡ +1.
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Lemma 3.4.8 (Top Level Separation). For every Grzegorczyk polynomial q one can find a Grzegorczyk
polynomial q′ over ~xq such that
• q(~x) ≤ q′(~xq) +q max ~x∗ for some ~x∗ ⊆ Var(q)\~xq ,
• ν(q′, x) = ν(q) for every x ∈ ~xq.
Proof. Induction on the structure of q. The cases where q is a constant or a variable are obvious, as ~xq = ~x
and q(~x) = q +0 0. So assume that q is q1(~x1) ◦ q2(~x2) with ~xi := Var(qi) for i = 1, 2.
Case ◦ is max. If ν(q1) < ν(q2) then q1(~x1) ≤ c +q max ~x1 by Domination (3.4.6), and ~xq = ~xq2. Using
the induction hypothesis on q2, we define q′(~xq) := max(c, q′2(~x
q
2)) to obtain q(~x) ≤ q′(~xq)+qmax(~x1∪~x∗2)
by Lemma 3.4.2 (d). Similarly for the case ν(q1) > ν(q2). Otherwise if ν(q1) = ν(q2) then we conclude
q(~x) ≤ q′(~xq)+q max(~x∗1∪~x
∗
2) for q′(~xq) := max(q′1(~x
q
1), q
′
2(~x
q
2)), using the induction hypothesis on q1, q2
and Lemma 3.4.2 (d).
Case ◦ is +q. First observe that in this case ν(q, x)=ν(q) for every x ∈ Var(q1). If ν(q2)<ν(q) then we
conclude q2(~x2) ≤ c +q max ~x2 from Domination (3.4.6), and ~xq = ~x1. We define q′(~xq) := q1(~x1) +q c
to obtain q(~x) ≤ q′(~xq) +q max ~x2 by Lemma 3.4.2 (d), (e). Otherwise if ν(q2) = ν(q) then we obtain
q(~x) ≤ q′(~xq) +q max ~x∗2 for q′(~xq) := q1(~x1) +q q′2(~x
q
2), by the I.H. on q2 and Lemma 3.4.2 (d), (e).
Case ◦ is ×q. Hence ~xq = ~x1 ∪ ~x2, and q′ := q will do, since q ≤ q +q 0.
Case ◦ is +r or ×r with r < ν(q). Then by Domination (3.4.6) and Lemma 3.4.2 (d) we obtain y ◦ z ≤
c +q max(y, z) for some constant c. Hence q ≤ c +q max(q1, q2), and q′ := c +q q′′ will do, where q′′ is
the Grzegorczyk polynomial obtained as above for max(q1, q2).
Remaining cases. If ◦ is +r with r > ν(q) + 1, or if ◦ is ×r with r > ν(q), then q is equivalent to a
constant. If ◦ is +r+1 with r = ν(q), then q is of the form c +r+1 q2(~x2) and ~xq = ~xq2. In that case we use
the induction hypothesis on q2 to define q′ := c +r+1 q′2(~x
q
2)) and ~x∗ := ~x∗2.
Domination, Top Level Separation and Decomposition below provide an elegant insight in the proof of
the Separation lemma below.
Lemma 3.4.9 (Composition). If q(x1, . . . , xm) and q1(~y), . . . , qm(~y) are Grzegorczyk polynomials, then
so is q(~q)(~y) := q(q1(~y), . . . , qm(~y)) satisfying
ν(q(~q), y) = max{ν(q, xi), ν(qi, y) | xi ∈ Var(q), y ∈ Var(qi)}.
Proof. Induction on the structure of q.
Lemma 3.4.10 (Decomposition). For every natural number s, to each Grzegorczyk polynomial q(~x) one
can assign a list s-dcp(q) = q0(~x,w1, . . . , wk), q1(~x), . . . , qk(~x) of Grzegorczyk polynomials, called the
s-decomposition of q, such that ~w ∈ Var(q0) whenever k > 0, and
(i) q(~x) = q0(~x, q1(~x), . . . , qk(~x)),
(ii) if ν(q, z) ≤ s then z /∈ ⋃Var(qi+1),
(iii) if z ∈ ⋃Var(qi+1) then ν(q, z) = max{ν(q1, z), . . . , ν(qk, z)},
(iv) ν(qi+1, z) ≥ s + 1 for z ∈ Var(qi+1),
(v) ν(q0) ≤ s + 1.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the structure of q. If q is a constant or a variable, then s-dcp(q) := q, ∅
will do. So consider the case where q is q ′ ◦ q′′. The induction hypothesis provides suitable s-decompositions
q′0(~x, ~u), q
′
1(~x), . . . , q
′
k(~x) and q′′0(~x,~v), q′′1 (~x), . . . , q′′l (~x), where ~u ∩ ~v = ∅. If ◦ is max, or if ◦ is ×r with
r ≤ s, or if ◦ is +r with r ≤ s + 1, then we define
s-dcp(q) := q0(~x, ~u,~v), q
′
1(~x), . . . , q
′
k(~x), q
′′
1 (~x), . . . , q
′′
l (~x)
where q0(~x, ~u,~v) := q′0(~x, ~u) ◦ q′′0 (~x,~v). Now (i), . . . , (iv) follow easily from the induction hypothesis.
Otherwise if ◦ is ×r with r > s, or if ◦ is +r with r > s+1, then we define s-dcp(q) := w, q for some new
variable w. Here (i), . . . , (v) are obvious.
Lemma 3.4.11 (Separation). For every Grzegorczyk polynomial q(~x) and integer r ≥ 0 one can find a
Grzegorczyk polynomial q¯ over ~xr := {x | ν(q, x) > r} such that
(a) q(~x) ≤ q¯(~xr) +r+1 max ~x∗ for some ~x∗⊆Var(q)\~xr ,
(b) ν(q¯, x) = ν(q, x) for all x ∈ ~xr.
Proof. Induction on ν(q). In the base case ν(q) = 0 we obtain q(~x) ≤ cq +r+1 maxVar(q) by Domination
(3.4.6) and Lemma 3.4.2 (d). In that case q¯ := cq and ~x∗ := Var(q) will do.
Step case ν(q) > 0. If r ≥ ν(q) then q(~x) ≤ cq+r+1max Var(q) by Domination (3.4.6) and Lemma 3.4.2
(d), hence q¯ := cq and ~x∗ := Var(q) will do. If r = ν(q)− 1 then we apply Top Level Separation (3.4.8) to
obtain a Grzegorczyk polynomial q′(~xq) such that q(~x) ≤ q′(~xq) +ν(q) max ~x∗ for some ~x∗ ⊆ Var(q)\~xq ,
and ν(q′, x) = ν(q) = r + 1 for x ∈ ~xq. Hence q¯ := q′ will do.
So assume that r<ν(q)−1. In that case we apply Decomposition (3.4.10) to obtain the r-decomposition
r-dcp(q) = q0(~x~w), q1(~x), . . . , qk(~x) of q, satisfying (i), . . . , (v). As ν(q0) ≤ r + 1 < ν(q), the I.H. on q0
yields a Grzegorczyk polynomial q¯0 over ~x~wr = {u | ν(q0, u) = r + 1} satisfying
(1) q0(~x~w) ≤ q¯0(~x~wr) +r+1 max ~x~w∗ for some ~x~w∗⊆Var(q0)\~x~wr,
(2) ν(q¯0, u) = ν(q0, u) = r + 1 for all u ∈ ~x~wr .
Let ~xj be Var(qj) for j = 1, . . . , k. Then we define q¯ by
q¯ := q¯0((~x, q1(~x1), . . . , qk(~xk))
r) +r+1 max(q1(~x1), . . . , qk(~xk))
where it is understood that qj+1(~xj+1) is only substituted for wj+1 in q¯0(~x~wr) if wj+1 is in ~x~wr. Further-
more, let ~x∗ be the xi’s in ~x~w∗. Then we obtain:
q(~x) = q0(~x, q1(~x1), . . . , qk(~xk)) by (i)
≤ q¯0((~x, q1(~x1), . . . , qk(~xk))
r) +r+1 max((~x, q1(~x1), . . . , qk(~xk))
∗) by (1)
= q¯ +r+1 max ~x∗ by (3.4.2) (a), (e)
Thus, to finish this case, it remains to show ~xr = Var(q¯) and part (b). First consider any x ∈ ~xr, that is,
ν(q, x) ≥ r + 1. If x∈
⋃
Var(qj+1) then ν(q, x) = max(ν(q1, x), . . . , ν(qk, x)) by (iii), and that value is
ν(q¯, x); because by (2) every u ∈ Var(q¯0) has modified measure r+1, and by (iv) every u ∈ Var(qj+1) has
a modified measure≥ r+1. Otherwise if x /∈
⋃
Var(qj+1) then r+1 ≤ ν(q, x) = ν(q0, x) by Composition
(3.4.9) and (i). Thus we conclude from (v), (2) that r + 1 = ν(q0, x) = ν(q¯0, x) = ν(q¯, x). In particular,
this shows ~xr ⊆ Var(q¯); the converse holds by a similar argument.
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Lemma 3.4.12 (Modified Bounding). For every term t ∈ PRi and every list ~x := x1, . . . , xp of distinct
variables such that ~x ⊇ FV(t) and µ(λ~x.t) = (τ1, . . . , τmt → ι), one can find a Grzegorczyk polynomial
qt(u1, . . . , umt) satisfying
(a) [[λ~x.t]](~a,~b) ≤ qt(~a,~b) for t ∈ PR1
|[[λ~x.t]](~a,~b)| ≤ qt(|~a,~b|) for t ∈ PR2
(b) ν(qt, ui) = R(τi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ mt
(c) ui ∈ Var(qt)⇔ τi 6= ι for 1 ≤ i ≤ mt.
Proof. We write µ(λ~x.t) = (τ t1, . . . , τ tmt → ι) to explicitly indicate the reference to the term t under con-
sideration. Furthermore, it is understood that the numbering u1, . . . , umt of qt’s input variables corresponds
to the input positions of λ~x.t, that is, u1, . . . , up refer to ~x := x1, . . . , xp, and hence to τ t1, . . . , τ tp, and
up+1, . . . , umt to the (already existing) “input positions” of t, that is, to τ tp+1, . . . , τ tmt .
We prove the Modified Bounding lemma for PR1, and discuss the minor changes for PR2 afterwards –
indeed the proof for PR2 is practically the same. We proceed by induction on the structure of t ∈ PR1, in
each case assuming an arbitrary but fixed list ~x := x1, . . . , xp of distinct variables such that ~x ⊇ FV(t).
If t is a variable xi, then we set qt := ui. If t is the constant 0 then qt := 0 will do, while if t is the
constant S then we set qt := 1 +1 umt . If t is λx.r then we apply the induction hypothesis on r and ~x, x to
obtain a suitable Grzegorczyk polynomial qr. Hence qt := qr will do.
Case t is rs where µ(r) = X; (τ rp+1, τ rp+2, . . . , τ rmr → ι), and µ(s) = Y ; ι. The induction hypothesis
provides suitable Grzegorczyk polynomials qr(u1, . . . , umr ) and qs(u1, . . . , up), both with respect to ~x.
Hence by monotonicity of Grzegorczyk polynomials, we obtain:
[[λ~x.t]](~a,~b) = [[λ~x.r]](~a, [[λ~x.s]](~a),~b) ≤ qr(~a, qs(~a),~b)(1)
If τ rp+1 = ι then p + 1 is a redundant input position of λ~x.r by Redundancy (3.3.4). Thus, in this case we
can define qt := qr(u1, . . . , up, up+2, . . . , umr ), as µ(λ~x.t) = (τ r1 , . . . , τ rp , τ rp+2, . . . , τ rmr→ ι). So consider
the case where τ rp+1 = l. Hence µ(rs) = X ∪ Yl, (τ rp+2, . . . , τ rmr → ι). Accordingly, we define qt by
qt := qr(u1, . . . , up, qs(u1, . . . , up), up+2, . . . umr).
By (1) it remains to prove (b), (c). As to (b), for p+1 < i ≤ mr we conclude from Composition (3.4.9) and
the induction hypothesis on r that ν(qt, ui) = ν(qr, ui) = R(τ ri ) = R(τ ti ). As for 1 ≤ i ≤ p, first note that
R(τ ti ) = max{RANK(xi, X), RANK(xi, Y↑l)}
= max({RANK(xi, X)} ∪ {l, RANK(xi, Y ) | xi ∈ VAR(Y )})
Since τ rp+1 = l, the induction hypothesis on r yields up+1 ∈ Var(qr) and ν(qr, up+1) = l. Thus we conclude
from Composition (3.4.9) that
ν(qt, ui) = max({ν(qr, ui)} ∪ {l, ν(qs, ui) | ui ∈ Var(qs)}).
The induction hypothesis on r, s gives ui ∈ Var(qs) ⇔ τ si 6= ι ⇔ xi ∈ VAR(Y ), and ν(qr, ui) = R(τ ri ) =
RANK(xi, X) and ν(qs, ui) = R(τ si ) = RANK(xi, Y ). Thus, ν(qt, ui) = R(τ ti ).
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As to (c), for p+1 < i ≤ mr the induction hypothesis on r yields ui ∈Var(qt) ⇔ ui ∈Var(qr) ⇔ ι 6=
τ ri = τ
t
i . For 1 ≤ i ≤ p the induction hypothesis on r, s together with up+1 ∈ Var(qr) and τ rp+1 6= ι gives
ui ∈ Var(qt)⇔ ui ∈ Var(qr)∪Var(qs)⇔ τ
r
i 6= ι∨ τ
s
i 6= ι⇔ τ
t
i 6= ι. This concludes the application case.
Case t is a recursion R r s. Hence f := [[λ~x.t]] satisfies f(~a, 0) = g(~a) and f(~a, b+1) = h(~a, b, f(~a, b))
where g := [[λ~x.r]] and h := [[λ~x.s]]. Suppose that µ(r) = X; ι and µ(s) = Y ; (τ sp+1, τ sms → ι). The I.H.
provides suitable Grzegorczyk polynomials qr(u1, . . . , up) and qs(u1, . . . , up, up+1, ums).
Subcase τ sms = ι. Hence µ(t) = X ∪ Y ; (R(τ
s
p+1) → ι) and ums /∈ Var(qs) by the induction hypothesis
on s, and ms is a redundant input position of h by Redundancy (3.3.4). The latter implies
[[λ~x.t]](~a, b) ≤ max(qr(~a), qs(~a, b))
and so we can define qt(u1, . . . , up+1) := max(qr(u1, . . . , up), qs(u1, . . . , up, up+1)). Using the induction
hypothesis on r, s, one easily verifies that (a),(b),(c) are true of qt.
Subcase τ sms = l. Hence ν(qs, ums) = l by the induction hypothesis on s, and furthermore,
µ(t) = Xl ∪ Yl; (k → ι)(2)
where k = max(R(τ sp+1), l + 1). Now we apply Separation (3.4.11) to qs and l to obtain a Grzegorczyk
polynomial q¯s over ~ul := {u | ν(qs, u) ≥ l + 1} such that
qs(~u) ≤ q¯s(~u
l) +l+1 max(~u∗, ums)(3)
ν(q¯s, u) = ν(qs, u) for every u ∈ ~ul(4)
where ~u∗ := {u | ν(qs, u) ≤ l}\{ums}. Then we define qt by
qt(u1, . . . , up, up+1) := (up+1 ×
1 q¯s(~u
l)) +l+1 max(~u∗, qr(u1, . . . , up)).
Recall that ×1 is the ordinary multiplication. To prove f(~a, b) ≤ qt(~a, b), we proceed by induction on b. In
the base case we obtain f(~a, 0) ≤ qr(~a) ≤ qt(~a, 0) by the induction hypothesis on r and Lemma 3.4.2. In
the step case b→ b + 1, we conclude (a) as follows:
f(~a, b+1) ≤ qs(~a, b, f(~a, b)) by def. and the I.H. on s
≤ q¯s(~ab
l) +l+1 max(~ab∗, qt(~a, b)) by (3), the I.H. on b, (3.4.2)(d)
= Sl+1
(q¯s(~abl))(qt(~a, b)) by (3.4.2) (a), (d)
= Sl+1
(q¯s(~abl))(Sl+1
(b×1 q¯s(~abl))(max(~ab∗, qr(~a)))) by def. of qt and (3.4.2) (a)
= Sl+1
((b+1)×1 q¯s(~abl))(max(~ab∗, qr(~a)))) by ×1 = ×
≤ qt(~a, b + 1) by (3.4.2) (d), (a) two times
As for (b), if up+1 ∈ ~ul then ν(q¯s, up+1) = ν(qs, up+1) ≥ l + 1 by (4). Thus, (2) and the induction
hypothesis on qs imply R(τ tmt) = k = R(τ
s
p+1) = ν(qs, up+1) = ν(q¯s, up+1) = ν(qt, up+1). Otherwise if
up+1 /∈ ~u
l
, then (2) and the induction hypothesis on qs imply R(τ tmt)=k= l + 1=ν(qt, up+1).
As for a parameter ui (1≤ i ≤ p), first consider the case ui∈~ul. Hence ν(q¯s, ui)=ν(qs, ui) ≥ l+1 by (4).
Therefore the induction hypothesis implies ν(qt, ui) = max{ν(qs, ui), ν(qr, ui)}= max{R(τ si ), R(τ ri )} =
max{R(τ si ), R(τ
r
i ), l}= R(τ
t
i ). Otherwise if ui /∈ ~ul, then ν(qs, ui)= R(τ si )≤ l by the induction hypothesis
on s. If ui ∈ ~u∗, then the I.H. on qr gives ν(qt, ui) = max{l, ν(qr, ui)}= max{l, R(τ ri )}, and this value
is also R(τ ti ). Otherwise if ui /∈ ~u∗, then ui /∈ Var(qs), hence τ si = ι by the induction hypothesis on
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s. In that case the definition of modified measure ν and the induction hypothesis on qr imply ν(qt, ui) =
max{l, ν(qr, ui) | ui ∈ Var(qr)}=max{l, R(τ ri ) | τ
r
i 6= ι}. This value is also R(τ ti ), concluding the proof
of (b).
Concerning (c), first note that up+1 ∈ Var(qt) and τ tmt = k. As for a parameter ui, first observe that
ui ∈ Var(qs) ⇔ ui ∈ Var(q¯s) ∨ ui ∈ ~u
∗
. Thus we conclude from the induction hypothesis on r, s that
ui ∈ Var(qt)⇔ ui ∈ Var(qs) ∨ ui ∈ Var(qr) ⇔ R(τ si ) 6= ι ∨ R(τ
r
i ) 6= ι ⇔ R(τ
t
i ) 6= ι. This completes the
proof of the Modified Bounding lemma for PR1.
The proof of the lemma for PR2 differs slightly in the case where t is RN r t0 t1. In that case λ~x.t
defines the function f satisfying f(~a, 0) = g(~a) and f(~a, si(b)) = hi(~a, b, f(~a, b)) for si(b) 6= 0, where
g :=[[λ~x.r]] and hi :=[[λ~x.ti]]. The induction hypothesis yields Grzegorczyk polynomials qr(u1, . . . , up) and
qti(u1, . . . , up, up+1, up+2). Now let q := max(qt0 , qt1). Then one carries out all arguments for q instead
of qs in the previous recursion case. Due to the point-wise definition of ν for Grzegorczyk polynomials
max(q1, q2), all arguments for qs carry over to q. More precisely, if τ t0mp+2 = ι and τ
t1
mp+2
= ι, we define
qt(u1, . . . , up+1) := max(qr(u1, . . . , up), q(u1, . . . , up, up+1)).
Otherwise if τ t0mp+2 6= ι or τ
t1
mp+2
6= ι, Separation (3.4.11) for q and l := max{R(τ t0mp+2), R(τ t1mp+2)} yields
a Grzegorczyk polynomial q¯ satisfying (3),(4) above. Now let
qt(u1, . . . , up, up+1) := (up+1 ×
1 q¯(~ul)) +l+1 max(~u∗, qr(u1, . . . , up)).
To prove |f(~a, b)| ≤ qt(|~a, b|), one uses induction on |b|, employing the same steps as above.
Theorem 3.4.13 (Bounding). For every closed term t ∈ PRi of type ~ι → ι one can find a Grzegorczyk
polynomial qt ∈ Eµ(t)+1 satisfying [[t]](~x) ≤ qt(~x) for t ∈ PR1, and |[[t]](~x)| ≤ qt(|~x|) for t ∈ PR2.
Proof. Suppose that µ(t) = (τ1, . . . , τm → ι), and let qt(u1, . . . , um) be the Grzegorczyk polynomial
obtained from Modified Bounding (3.4.12). Then ν(q) = max{ν(q, ui) | i = 1, . . . ,m} = max{R(τi) |
i = 1, . . . ,m} = µ(t). Hence qt ∈ Eµ(t)+1 by Definability (3.4.5), and we are done.
3.5. Characterisation Theorems
The measure µ on PRi gives rise to the following hierarchy of modified Heinermann classes Rni . This
section is then concerned with relating these classes to the Grzegorczyk hierarchy.
Definition 3.5.1. The nth modified Heinermann class Rni is defined by
Rni := {f ∈ PR | f =[[t]] for some closed t ∈ PRi with µ(t) ≤ n}.
In other words, a function belongs to “modified level” n if it can be defined by at most n top recursions,
but with as many side or flat recursions as desired.
Note 2. The modified Heinermann classes Rni are naturally closed under composition and side recursion.
First the results of Schwichtenberg and Mu¨ller are improved by showing En+1 = Rn1 for n ≥ 1. In
contrast to the former, the proof of the inclusion ⊆ does not refer to any machine-based computation model.
The “simulation method” presented here allows one to transform directly every definition of a function
f ∈ En+1 into one in Rn1 . The method consists in separating the “structure” in the definition of f from the
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growth rate of f , that is, we show that each such f has a “simulation” f ∗ in R11 and a “witness” wf in Rn1
such that f ∗(w, ~x)= f(~x) whenever w ≥ wf (~x). Thus, by composing f ∗ with wf one obtains a definition
in Rn1 . The method generalises Bellantoni’s proof [3] that the functions in E2 can be simulated by safe
primitive recursion. Since R11 is closed under composition, this improves the result in [3]. The inclusion ⊇
follows from the Bounding Theorem by a straightforward inductive argument, because Bounding (3.4.13)
turns every primitive recursion in Rn1 into a bounded primitive recursion in En+1.
In the sequel we sometimes mix closed terms f ∈ PRi with the functions [[f ]] denoted.
Lemma 3.5.2 (E-Bounding). Every f ∈ En+2 has a monotone increasing bound bf ∈ Rn+11 .
Proof. First recall that A2 ≡ ×1 and µ(×1) = (1, 1 → ι). Under this definition of A2, Am+3 is defined
inductively by a top recursion from Am+2, that is, Am+3 :=λxy.RS0 (λuv.Am+2xv) y. Thus, we obtain
µ(Am+3) = (m + 1,m + 2→ ι).
Note that max is in R11, as max = λxy.C (
.
xy) y x where λxy.Rx (λuv.Pv) y defines modified sub-
traction . , and C,P are as in note 1. Recall that every f in En+2 satisfies f(~x) ≤ An+3(max(2, ~x), cf )
for some constant cf . Thus, by unfolding the constant-depth recursion, that is, An+3(max(2, ~x), cf ) =
An+2(max(2, ~x), . . . , An+2(max(2, ~x), 1) . . .) (cf − 1 calls of An+2), we obtain a monotone increasing
bound on f inRn+11 . Observe that the unfolding does stop at this level, since An+2(x, 1) = x.
Theorem 3.5.3 (At and above Linear Space). ∀n ≥ 1. En+1 = Rn1
Proof. The inclusion ⊆ follows from (A) below, for given a function f ∈ En+1, n ≥ 1, then (A) implies
f(~x) = f ∗(wf (~x), ~x) for some f ∗ ∈ R11 and wf ∈ Rn1 .
(A) For every f ∈E`+2 one can find a simulation f ∗∈PR1 and a monotone increasing witness wf ∈R`+11
such that f ∗(w, ~x) = f(~x) for w ≥ wf (~x), and µ(f ∗) = (τ0, τ1, . . . , τmf → ι) with R(τ0) ≤ 1, and
R(τi) = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,mf .
The proof of (A) is by induction on the definition of f ∈ E`+2. If f is one of the initial functions 0, S,Πmj
then f∗ := λw.0, λwx.Sx, λw~x.xi respectively and wf := λ~x.0 will do. The case where f is the principal
function A`+2 can be reduced to that of bounded primitive recursion, because A`+2 can be defined by
bounded primitive recursion in E`+2 using A`+2 itself as bounding function.
Case f(~x) = h(g1(~x), . . . , gm(~x)). The induction hypothesis yields simulations h∗, g∗1 , . . . , g∗m in PR1
with monotone increasing witness functions wh, wg1 , . . . , wgm in R`+11 . By E-Bounding (3.5.2) we obtain
a monotone increasing bound b ∈ R`+11 on all g1, . . . , gm. We define f ∗ and wf by:
f∗ := λw~x.h∗w (g∗1w~x) . . . (g
∗
mw~x)
wf := λ~x.(wh(b~x) . . . (b~x)) + (wg1~x) + . . . + (wgm~x)
To see that f ∗ defines a simulation of f with witness wf , observe that the assumption w ≥ wf (~x) implies
w ≥ wh(g1(~x), . . . , gm(~x)) + wg1(~x) + . . . + wgm(~x). Thus f ∗(w, ~x) = f(~x) follows from the induction
hypothesis on g1, . . . , gm, h.
Case f(~x, 0) = g(~x) and f(~x, y + 1) = h(~x, y, f(~x, y)), and f ≤ k where g, h, k ∈ E`+2. The induction
hypothesis yields simulations h∗, g∗ in PR1 with monotone increasing witness functions wh, wg in R`+11 .
The required witness wf can be defined by
wf := λ~xy.wh~xy(b~xy) + (wg~x) + y
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where b ∈ R`+11 is a monotone increasing bound on k obtained from E-Bounding (3.5.2). To obtain a
suitable simulation f ∗ of f , we first define a function fˆ inR11 which simulates f up to y, that is,
(i) If w ≥ wf (~x, y) then fˆ(wˆ, w, ~x, y) =
{
f(~x, wˆ) if wˆ ≤ y
f(~x, y) else
(ii) µ(fˆ)=(1, τ0, τ1, . . . , τmf → ι) such that R(τ0)≤1, and R(τi) = 0 for i=1, . . . ,mf .
Obviously, once (i), (ii) are established, f ∗ := λwx~y.fˆww~xy defines the required simulation of f . Ac-
cording to (i), we define the function fˆ by side recursion from g∗, h∗ as follows:
fˆ(0, w, ~x, y) := g∗(w, ~x)
fˆ(wˆ+1, w, ~x, y) :=
{
h∗(w, ~x, wˆ, fˆ(wˆ, w, ~x, y)) if wˆ + 1 ≤ y
fˆ(wˆ, w, ~x, y) else
To prove (i), it suffices to show that w ≥ wf (~x, y) implies fˆ(wˆ, w, ~x, y) = f(~x, wˆ) for wˆ≤ y. So assume
that w ≥ wf (~x, y), and we proceed by induction on wˆ ≤ y. First observe that by monotonicity we obtain
(*) w ≥ wh(~x, y, b(~x, y)) + wg(~x) + y ≥ wh(~x, wˆ, f(~x, wˆ)) + wg(~x) + y. The base case wˆ = 0 follows
from the induction hypothesis on g and (*), since fˆ(0, w, ~x, y)= g∗(w, ~x)= g(~x)= f(~x, 0). The step case
wˆ → wˆ + 1 ≤ y is concluded as follows:
fˆ(wˆ + 1, w, ~x, y) = h∗(w, ~x, wˆ, fˆ(wˆ, w, ~x, y)) by definition
= h∗(w, ~x, wˆ, f(~x, wˆ)) by the I.H. on wˆ
= h(~x, wˆ, f(~x, wˆ)) by the I.H. on h and (*)
= f(~x, wˆ + 1) by definition
To achieve (ii), we need to define the characteristic function of ≤ such that µ(c≤) = (1, 0 → ι). Since
x ≤ y ⇔ y+1 . x > 0, we can do this by setting c≤ := λxy.C ( . (Sy)x)0 (S0), where C is defined as in
note 1, and µ( . )=(0, 1→ ι). Thus, following the recursion equations of fˆ , we define:
fˆ := λwˆw~xy.R (g∗w~x) (λuv.C (c≤(Su)y) v (h
∗w~xuv)) wˆ
One easily reads off this definition that it satisfies (ii), concluding the proof of ⊆.
The remaining inclusion ⊇ follows from (B) below, because (B) implies Rn1 ⊆ En+1 for all n.
(B) For every t ∈ PR1 and every ~x ⊇ FV(t), [[λ~x.t]] belongs to Eµ(t)+1 .
By Fairness (3.3.10) we can prove (B) by induction on the structure of fair terms t. If t is a variable or
a constant 0,S, we have [[λ~x.t]] ∈ E0. The case where t is λx.r follows from the induction hypothesis on
r with respect to ~x, x. The case where t is rs follows from the induction hypothesis on r and s, because
[[λ~x.t]](~a,~b) = [[λ~x.r]](~a, [[λ~x.s]](~a),~b) and fairness of t implies µ(t) = max(µ(r), µ(s)). So consider the
case where t is R r s. The induction hypothesis on r and s implies [[λ~x.r]], [[λ~x.s]] ∈ Eµ(t)+1 , and Bounding
(3.4.13) gives that [[λ~x.t]] has a bound in Eµ(t)+1. Thus, [[λ~x.t]] is defined in Eµ(t)+1.
A further benefit of the Bounding Theorem, together with the ability of µ to recognise flat recursions, is
a simple proof that R12 characterises the polynomial-time computable functions. Since R12 is closed under
composition, this streamlines and improves both the result and proof in [5]. The proof is based on Cobham’s
[16] characterisation of FPTIME (cf. Background 2.5).
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Lemma 3.5.4 (R12 Closure). For ordinary polynomials q(~x) the function λ~x.2q(|~x|) is inR12.
Proof. Rereading the proof of FP-Closure (cf. Background 2.5), stating that λ~x.2q(|~x|) belongs to FP for
ordinary polynomials q(~x), it suffices to show that smash can be defined in R12. To see this, first consider
the function shift-left satisfying shift-left(x, y)=s(|x|)0 (y)=2|x| · y can be defined by
shift-left := λxy.RN y (λuv.s0v) (λuv.s0v)x
such that µ(shift-left)=(1, 0 → ι). Now, as 2|0|·|y| = 1 and 2|si(x)|·|y| = 2|y| · 2|x|·|y| = shift-left(y, 2|x|·|y|)
for si(x) 6= 0, we define smash by side recursion from shift-left as follows:
smash := λxy.RNs10 (λuv.shift-left yv) (λuv.shift-left yv)x
Accordingly, we obtain µ(smash) = (1, 1→ ι) and hence smash ∈ R12 as required.
Theorem 3.5.5 (Polynomial Time). R12 = FPTIME
Proof. First we prove ⊆. Given f ∈ R12, Bounding (3.4.13) yields a Grzegorczyk polynomial qf satisfying
|f(~x)| ≤ qf (|~x|) and ν(qf ) ≤ 1. The latter implies that qf is an ordinary polynomial. We conclude from
R12 Closure (3.5.4) that f can be bounded in FP by λ~x.2qf (|~x|). Thus, every recursion on notation in R12 can
be turned into a bounded recursion on notation in FP, implying ⊆ by Cobham’s theorem. In fact, similar to
the proof of (B), one obtains:
(C) For every t ∈ PR2 with µ(t) ≤ 1, and ~x ⊇ FV(t), [[λ~x.t]] belongs to FP.
The inclusion ⊇ follows from (D) below, since each f ∈ FP has a representation f(~x)=f ∗(w, ~x) whenever
|w| ≥ pf (|~x|), for some f ∗ ∈ R12 and some ordinary polynomial pf . Thus, we conclude from R12 Closure
(3.5.4) that λ~x.f ∗(2pf (|~x|))~x defines f in R12.
(D) For every f ∈ FP one can find a simulation f ∗ ∈ PR2 and an ordinary polynomial pf such that
f∗(w, ~x) = f(~x) whenever |w| ≥ pf (|~x|), and µ(f ∗) = (τ0, τ1, . . . , τmf → ι) with R(τ0) ≤ 1, and
R(τi)=0 for i = 1, . . . ,mf .
The proof is by induction on the definition of f ∈ FP. In fact, the proof is just a binary version of the proof
of (A). If f is one of the initial functions 0,Πmj , s0, s1, then we define f ∗ := λw~x.f~x and pf := λ~x.0.
The case where f is the principal function smash can be reduced to that of bounded recursion on notation
below, because smash can be defined from shift-left by bounded recursion on notation in FP, using smash
itself as bounding function. Observe that shift-left is defined in FP by bounded recursion on notation, since
shift-left(x, y) = 2|x| · y ≤ 2|x|+|y| ≤ smash(s1(x), s1(y)).
If f is defined by composition from h, g1, . . . , gm ∈ FP, then one uses the induction hypothesis to define
f∗ := λw~x.h∗w(g∗1w~x) . . . (g
∗
mw~x)
pf (~x) := ph(q(~x), . . . , q(~x)) +
∑
j
pgj (~x),
where q is a polynomial length bound on all g1, . . . , gm obtained from FP-Bounding (cf. Background 2.5).
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Finally, suppose that f(0, ~x) = g(~x), f(si(y), ~x) = hi(y, ~x, f(y, ~x)) for si(y) 6= 0, and f ≤ k, where
g, h, k∈FP. The induction hypothesis yields simulations g∗, h∗0, h∗1∈PR2 and suitable ordinary polynomials
ph0 , ph1 , pg. Similar to the recursion case in the proof of (A), we define
pf (y, ~x) := (ph0 + ph1)(y, ~x, qf (y, ~x)) + pg(~x) + s1(y)
where qf is a polynomial length bound on f obtained from FP-Bounding (cf. Background 2.5). Furthermore,
to obtain a simulation f ∗ of f , we first define a function fˆ in R12 such that µ(fˆ) = (1, 1, τ1, . . . , τmf→ ι)
with τ1, . . . , τmf ∈{ι, 0}, and fˆ simulates f as follows: For |w| ≥ pf (|~x, y|),
(∗) if |w|−|y| ≤ |wˆ| ≤ |w|, then fˆ(wˆ, w, ~x, y) = f(p(|w|−|wˆ|)(y), ~x).
Then f∗ := λw~x.fˆwwy~x defines a simulation of f , as fˆ(w,w, y, ~x)=f(y, ~x) whenever |w| ≥ pf (|y, ~x|).
First we define the function Y satisfying Y (wˆ, w, y) = p(|w|
.
|wˆ|)(y) and µ(Y ) = (1, 1, 0 → ι). That is
obtained by Y :=λwˆwy.ª (ªwˆw)y, where ª satisfying xª y=p(|x|)(y) and µ(ª)=(1, 0→ ι) is defined
from p (cf. Note 1) by ª :=λxy.RN y (λuv.pv)(λuv.pv)x. Observe that |xª y|= |y| . |x|.
According to (∗) and |w| ≥ pf (|y, ~x|) > |y|, fˆ has the following recursion equations:
fˆ(0, w, y, ~x) = 0
fˆ(si(wˆ), w, y, ~x) =


g∗(w, ~x) |si(wˆ)|≤|w|−|y|
h∗0(w, Y (wˆ, w, y), ~x, fˆ(wˆ, w, y, ~x)) |si(wˆ)|> |w|−|y| and Y (si(wˆ), w, y) is even
h∗1(w, Y (wˆ, w, y), ~x, fˆ(wˆ, w, y, ~x)) |si(wˆ)|> |w|−|y| and Y (si(wˆ), w, y) is odd
To see (∗), we assume |w| ≥ pf (|~x, y|) and proceed by induction on |wˆ| satisfying |w|− |y| ≤ |wˆ| ≤ |w|. If
|wˆ|= |w|−|y|, then |wˆ|>0 and Y (wˆ, w, y)=0, hence fˆ(wˆ, w, ~x, y)=g∗(w, ~x)=g(~x)=f(0, ~x). So assume
|w|−|y|< |si(wˆ)|≤|w|, hence Y (si(wˆ), w, y))>0, say Y (si(wˆ), w, y)) is even. Since p(Y (si(wˆ), w, y))=
Y (wˆ, w, y), and |w| ≥ ph0(|y, ~x|, qf (|y, ~x|))≥ ph0(|Y (wˆ, w, y), ~x|, |f(Y (wˆ, w, y), ~x)|), the I.H. on wˆ and
that on h imply fˆ(si(wˆ), w, ~x, y)=h∗0(w, Y (wˆ, w, y), ~x, f(Y (wˆ, w, y), ~x))=f(Y (si(wˆ), w, y), ~x).
Now observe that under the hypothesis of (∗), |wˆ| ≤ |w|− |y| ⇔ |y| ≤ |w|− |wˆ| ⇔ Y (wˆ, w, y) = 0.
Therefore the function fˆ can be realised as fˆ := λwˆwy~x.RN0H0 H1 wˆ, where Hi is defined from binary
cases c (cf. Note 1), satisfying µ(c) = (0, 0, 0, 0 → ι), as follows:
Hi := λuv.c (Y (siu)wy) (g
∗w~x) (h∗0w(Y uwy)~xv)) (h
∗
1w(Y uwy)~xv))
Theorem 3.5.6 (At and above Kalma´r-elementary). ∀n ≥ 2.Rn2 = Rn1
Proof. As to the inclusion ⊇, first recall (cf. Background 2.4) the definition of the unary function ¯ used to
synchronise the number of steps in a recursion on notation on ¯(x) with the number of steps in a primitive
recursion on x, that is, | ¯ (x)|=x. This function is defined inR22 by a top recursion from concatenation ⊕:
¯ := λx.RN0 (λyz.⊕ zz) (λyz.s1(⊕zz))x.
Recall that x⊕ y=x · 2|y|+ y. This implies ¯(x)=2x−1, and hence | ¯ (x)|=x and p(¯(x))=¯(x . 1).
Now the inclusion ⊇ follows from (E) below, for given a closed term t ∈ PR1, (E) yields a closed term
t∗ ∈ PR2 satisfying |[[t∗]](¯(~b))| = [[t]](~b), and t, t∗ have identical µ-measures. As | · | belongs to R12 by
theorem 3.5.5, we conclude Rn2 ⊇ Rn1 for n ≥ 2.
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(E) For every t∈PR1 and ~x ⊇ FV(t) with µ(λ~x.t)=(τ1, . . . , τmt→ ι) one can find a simulation t∗∈PR2
such that [[λ~x.t∗]](¯(~a,~b))=¯([[λ~x.t]](~a,~b)), and µ(λ~x.t∗)=(τ1, . . . , τmt→ ι).
The prove of (E) is by recursion on the structure of t∈PR1, where in each case we will have FV(t)=FV(t∗)
(cf. Background 2.4. for correctness). If t is 0,S, xi then let t∗ be 0, s1, xi respectively. Otherwise:
(λx.r)∗ := λx.r∗
(rs)∗ := r∗s∗
(R r s)∗ := RN r∗ s∗ s∗
The remaining inclusion ⊆ follows from theorem 3.5.3 and (F) below.
(F) For every t ∈ PR2 and ~x ⊇ FV(t), [[λ~x.t]] belongs to Emax(3,µ(t)+1) .
By Fairness (3.3.10) we can prove (F) by induction on the structure of fair terms t∈PR2. All cases are as in
the proof of (B), except the case where t is a recursion RN r t0 t1. By the induction hypothesis the functions
g := [[λ~x.r]], h0 := [[λ~x.t0]], h1 := [[λ~x.t1]] all belong to Emax(3,µ(t)+1) . So [[λ~x.t]] represents the function f
defined by recursion on notation from g, h0, h1. Now we reconsider the reduction of recursion on notation
to primitive recursion given in Background 2.4. There we defined by one primitive recursion from g, h0, h1
and auxiliary functions (all in E1) a function fˆ satisfying
fˆ(~x, y, z) = f(~x, p(|y|
.
−z)(y)) for z ≤ |y|
fˆ(~x, y, z) = f(~x, y) for z ≥ |y|.
Hence f(~x, y)= fˆ(~x, y, |y|), and so we obtain f ∈ Emax(3,µ(t)+1) provided fˆ has a bound in Emax(3,µ(t)+1) .
To see this, Bounding (3.4.13) yields a Grzegorczyk polynomial q∈Eµ(t)+1 satisfying |f(~x, y)|≤q(|~x, y|).
Thus, by Monotonicity (3.4.2 (d)) and |p(|y| .−z)(y)|≤|y| we obtain
fˆ(~x, y, z) ≤ 2q(|~x,y|).
This gives the required bound in Emax(3,µ(t)+1) .
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4. The measure µ on stack and loop programs
In this chapter two imperative programming languages are considered, both having for-do type loops as
the main control structure: One is a stack language which operates with stacks over a fixed, but arbitrary
alphabet, the other is a slight modification of a loop language studied intensively in the literature, e.g. Meyer
and Ritchie [40], Machthey [39] and Goetze and Nehrlich [22].
To each program P in these languages, a measure µ(P) is assigned in a purely syntactic fashion. It is
shown that stack programs of µ-measure n compute precisely the functions computable by a Turing machine
in time bounded by a function in Grzegorczyk class En+2. Furthermore, loop programs of µ-measure n
compute exactly the functions in En+2.
4.1. Stack programs
We presuppose a fixed, but arbitrary alphabet Σ := {a1, . . . ,al}. We will define a stack programming
language over Σ where programs are built from primitive instructions push(a,X), pop(X), nil(X) by
sequencing, conditional statements and loop statements. We assume an infinite supply of variables X, Y, Z,
O, U, V, possibly with subscripts. Intuitively, variables serve as stacks, each holding an arbitrary word over
Σ which can be manipulated by running a stack program.
Definition 4.1.1 (Stack programs). Stack programs P are inductively defined as follows:
• Every imperative push(a,X), pop(X), nil(X) is a stack program.
• If P1,P2 are stack programs, then so is the sequence statement P1; P2.
• If P is a stack program, then so is every conditional statement if top(X)≡a [P].
• If P is a stack program with no occurrence of push(a,X), pop(X) or nil(X), then so is the loop
statement foreach X[P].
We use V(P) to denote the set of variables occurring in P.
Note 4.1.2. Every stack program can be written uniquely in the form P1; . . .;Pk such that each component
Pi is either a loop or an imperative, or else a conditional, and where k = 1 whenever P is an imperative or
a loop or a conditional.
We will use informal Hoare-like sentences to specify or reason about stack programs, that is, we will use
the notation {A}P {B}, the meaning being that if the condition given by the sentence A is fulfilled before
P is executed, then the condition given by the sentence B is fulfilled after the execution of P. For example,
{~X = ~w}P {~X = ~w′}
reads: If the words ~w are stored in stacks ~X, respectively, before the execution of P, then ~w ′ are stored in ~X
after the execution of P. Another typical example is
{~X = ~w}P {|X1| ≤ f1(|~w|), . . . , |Xn| ≤ fn(|~w|)}
meaning that if the words ~w are stored in stacks ~X, respectively, before the execution of P, then each word
stored in Xi after the execution of P has a length bounded by fi(|~w|). Here fi is any function over N, and
|~w| abbreviates as usual the list |w1|, . . . , |wn|.
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Definition 4.1.3 (Operational semantics of stack programs). Imperatives, conditionals and loops in pro-
grams P1; . . .;Pk are executed one by one from the left to the right, where
• the operational semantics of imperatives and conditionals is as expected:
– push(a,X) pushes letter a on top of stack X,
– pop(X) removes the top symbol on stack X, if any, otherwise (X is empty) the statement is
ignored,
– nil(X) empties stack X,
– if top(X)≡a [P] executes the body P if the top symbol on stack X is identical to letter a,
otherwise the conditional statement is ignored,
• loop statements foreach X[P] are executed call-by-value, that is, first a local copy U of X is allo-
cated and P is altered to P′ by simultaneously replacing each “free occurrence”1 of X in P (appearing
as if top(X)≡a [Q]) with U; then one executes the sequence
P′; pop(U); . . .; P′; pop(U) (|X| times).
Thus, when executing a loop foreach X[P] the contents of the control stack X is saved while providing
access to each symbol on X.
We say that a stack program P computes a function f : (Σ∗)n → Σ∗ if P has an output variable O and
input variables Xi1 , . . . ,Xil among stacks X1, . . . ,Xm such that for all w1, . . . , wn ∈ Σ∗,
{Xi1 = wi1 , . . . ,Xil = wil} P {O = f(w1, . . . , wn)}
often abbreviated by {~X = ~w} P {O = f(~w)}. Note that O may occur among Xi1 , . . . ,Xil .
Throughout the paper, when speaking of a “subprogram” of another program P we refer to its standard
meaning, that is, any substring of P which itself is a program.
4.2. The measure µ on stack programs
In the analysis of the computational complexity of stack programs P, the interplay of two kinds of vari-
ables will play a major role: updatable variables and control variables, constituting the sets U(P) and C(P).
U(P) := {X | P contains an imperative push(a,X)}
C(P) := {X | P contains a loop foreach X[Q] with U(Q) 6= ∅}
Definition 4.2.1 (Control). Let P be a stack program. The relation control in P, denoted P→, is defined as
the transitive closure of the following binary relation ≺P on V(P):
X ≺P Y :⇔ P contains a loop foreach X[Q] such that Y ∈ U(Q).
We say that X controls Y in P if X P→ Y, that is, there exist variables X ≡ X1,X2, . . . ,Xl ≡ Y such that
X1 ≺P X2 ≺P . . . ≺P Xl−1 ≺P Xl.
1An occurrence of X in P is free if it does not appear in the body Q of a subprogram foreach X[Q] of P.
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Definition 4.2.2 (The µ-measure). The µ-measure of a stack program P, denoted by µ(P), is inductively
defined as follows:
• µ(imp) := 0 for every imperative imp.
• µ(if top(X)≡a [Q]) := µ(Q)
• µ(Q1; Q2) := max{µ(Q1), µ(Q2)}
• If P is a loop foreach X[Q], then
µ(P) :=
{
µ(Q) + 1 if Q is a sequence with a top circle
µ(Q) else
where Q ≡ Q1; . . .;Ql has a top circle if there exists a component Qi with µ(Qi) = µ(Q) such that
some Y controls some Z in Qi, and Z controls Y in Q1; . . .;Qi−1; Qi+1; . . .;Ql.
We say that a stack program P has µ-measure n if µ(P) = n.
As pointed out above, the polynomial-time computable functions will be characterised as the functions
computable by a stack program where each body of a loop is circle-free, that is, has no top circle.
4.3. The Bounding Theorem for stack programs
In this section we will show that every function f computed by a stack program of µ-measure n has a
length bound b ∈ En+2, that is, |f(~w)| ≤ b(|~w|) for all ~w. It suffices to show this “bounding theorem” for
a subclass of stack programs, called core programs. The latter comprise those stack manipulations which
do contribute to computational complexity. The base case is treated separately, showing that core programs
of µ-measure 0 compute only polynomially length-bounded functions. For the general case, we show that
every core program P of µ-measure n+1 has a “length bound” P′ of µ-measure n+1. The structure of P′
we call flattened out will be such that by a straightforward inductive argument we obtain that every function
computed by P′ has a length bound in En+2.
Definition 4.3.1 (Core programs). Core programs are stack programs built from imperatives push(a,X)
by sequencing and loop statements.
Note 4.3.2. The chosen call-by-value semantics of loop statements ensures that core programs are length-
monotonic, that is, if P is a core program with variables ~X, then
• if {~X= ~w} P {~X=~u}, then |~w|≤|~u| (component-wise), and
• if |~w|≤|~w′| and {~X= ~w} P {~X=~u} and {~X= ~w′} P {~X=~u′}, then |~u|≤|~u′|.
Thus, functions computable by core programs are length-monotonic, too.
Lemma 4.3.3 (Measure Zero). For core programs P :≡ foreach X[Q] with µ(P) = 0, P→ is irreflexive.
Proof. By induction on the structure of core programs P :≡ foreach X[Q] of µ-measure 0. The state-
ment is obvious if Q is an imperative push(a,Y). If Q is of the form foreach Y[R], the statement
follows from the induction hypothesis on Q and X /∈ U(Q). Finally, if Q is a sequence Q1; . . .;Qn, then by
the induction hypothesis on each component Qi, no Y controls Y in Qi. Therefore, if some Y controlled Y in Q,
then Y controlled some Z 6≡ Y in some Qj , and Z controlled Y in the context Q1; . . . ;Qj−1; Qj+1; . . .;Qn.
Hence Q would have a top circle, contradicting the hypothesis µ(P) = 0.
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Lemma 4.3.4 (Irreflexive Bounding). Let P be a core program with irreflexive P→. Let P have variables
among ~X := X1, . . . ,Xn, and for i = 1, . . . , n let V i denote the list of those variables Xj which control Xi
in P. Then there are polynomials p1(V 1), . . . , pn(V n) such that for all ~w := w1, . . . , wn,
{~X = ~w} P {|Xi| ≤ |wi|+ pi(|~wi|)} for i = 1, . . . , n
where ~wi results from ~w by selecting those wj for which Xj is in V i.
Proof. By induction on the structure of core programs P with irreflexive P→. In the base case where P is of
the form push(a,X1), we know V 1 = ∅ and hence p1 := 1 will do.
Step case P is a sequence P1; P2. The induction hypothesis yields polynomials q1(V 1), . . . , qn(V n)
for P1, and polynomials r1(V 1), . . . , rn(V n) for P2. Now fix any i among 1, . . . , n, and suppose that
Xi1 , . . . ,Xil are the variables which control Xi in P. Then one easily verifies that
{~X = ~w} P {|Xi| ≤ |wi|+ qi(|~w
i|) + ri(|wi1 |+qi1(|~w
i1 |), . . . , |wil |+qil(|~w
il |))}.
Step case P is a loop foreach Xj [Q]. The I.H. on Q yields polynomials p1(V 1), . . . , pn(V n) so that
(1) {~X = ~w} Q {|Xi| ≤ |wi|+ pi(|~wi|)} for i = 1, . . . , n.
As P→ is irreflexive, then so is Q→. From this it follows that Q→ defines a strict partial order on ~X. There-
fore, we can proceed by side induction on this strict partial order showing that one can find polynomials
q1(m,V
1), . . . , qn(m,V
n) such that for all m, ~w,
(2) {~X = ~w} Qm {|Xi| ≤ |wi|+ qi(m, |~wi|)} for i = 1, . . . , n
where Qm denotes the sequence Q; . . . ;Q (m times). Note that (2) implies the statement of the lemma for
the current case P ≡ foreach Xj [Q]. To see this, if Xi /∈ U(Q) then V i = ∅ and the execution of Q does
not alter the contents of Xi, hence pi := 0 will do. Otherwise if Xi ∈ U(Q), then Xj ∈ V i and (2) gives
{~X = ~w} P {|Xi| ≤ |wi|+ qi(|wj |, |~wi|)} where wj ∈ ~wi.
For the proof of (2), fix any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If V i = ∅ then pi in (1) is a constant. From this it follows
{~X = ~w} Qm {|Xi| ≤ |wi|+ m · pi}. So consider the case V i = Xi1 , . . . ,Xil with l ≥ 1. The side induction
hypothesis yields polynomials ri1(m,V i1), . . . , ril(m,V il) such that for all m, ~w,
(3) {~X = ~w} Qm {|Xij | ≤ |wij |+ rij (m, |~wij |)} for j = 1, . . . , l
where V ij denotes the variables which control Xij in Q. Observe that Xij /∈ V ij for j = 1, . . . , l and
Xi /∈ V i1 ∪ . . . ∪ V il ⊆ V i. Hence it suffices to prove by induction on m that for all m, ~w,
(4) {~X = ~w} Qm {|Xi| ≤ |wi|+ m · pi(|wi1 |+ ri1(m, |~wi1 |), . . . , |wil |+ ril(m, |~wil |))}.
The base case m = 0 is obviously true. As for the step case m→ m + 1, assume that
{~X = ~w} Qm {Xi1 = ui1 , . . . ,Xil = uil ,Xi = vi, . . .}
{Xi1 = ui1 , . . . ,Xil = uil ,Xi = vi, . . .} Q {Xi = v∗i }.
Utilising the various induction hypotheses at hand, we obtain the following estimations:
|v∗i | ≤ |vi|+ pi(|ui1 |, . . . , |uil |) by the main I.H. (1)
|vi| ≤ |wi|+ m · pi(. . . , |wij |+ rij (m, |~w
ij |), . . .) by the I.H. for m
|uij | ≤ |wij |+ rij (m, |~w
ij |) for j = 1, . . . , l by the side I.H. (3)
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Combining these estimations and using monotonicity of polynomials, one easily obtains the required esti-
mation |v∗i | ≤ |wi| + (m + 1) · pi(. . . , |wij | + rij (m + 1, |~wij |), . . .). This concludes the proof of (4) and
thus the proof for the current case P ≡ foreach Xj [Q].
Corollary 4.3.5 (Base Bounding). For every core program P with µ(P)=0 and variables ~X := X1, . . . ,Xn
one can find polynomials p1(~X), . . . , pn(~X) such that for all ~w := w1, . . . , wn,
{~X = ~w}P {|X1| ≤ p1(|~w|), . . . , |Xn| ≤ pn(|~w|)}.
In particular, every function computed by P is polynomially length-bounded, too.
Proof. The statement of the corollary follows from Irreflexive Bounding (4.3.4), Measure Zero (4.3.3),
Note 4.1.2, and the fact that polynomials are closed under composition.
We are now going to treat the general case in the proof of the Bounding Theorem mentioned above. For
this purpose, we first define what we mean by saying that one core program is a length bound on another,
and how flattened out core programs look like.
In the following, let n be a fixed, but arbitrary natural number.
Definition 4.3.6 (Length bound). For stack programs P, Q such that V(P) = {X1, . . . ,Xk} is contained in
V(Q) = V(P) ∪ {Y1, . . . ,Yl} we say that Q is a length bound on P, denoted P¿ Q, if
{~X = ~w} P {~X = ~v} and {~X = ~w, ~Y = ~u} Q {~X = ~v′} implies |~v| ≤ |~v′|.
Definition 4.3.7 (Simple loops and flattened out core programs).
• A loop foreach X[Q] of µ-measure n + 1 is simple if Q has µ-measure n.
• A core program P :≡ P1; . . .;Pk of µ-measure n + 1 is flattened out if each component Pi is either
a simple loop or else µ(Pi) ≤ n.
Given a core program P of µ-measure n + 1, we want to construct a flattened out core program P ′ of
µ-measure n + 1 such that P′ is a length bound on P. To succeed in that goal, it suffices to transform, step
by step, certain occurrences of non-simple loops in P. That motivates the next definition where we make
use of the standard notion of nesting depth deg(P) for core programs P, that is, deg(push(a,X)) := 0,
deg(P1; P2) := max{deg(P1),deg(P2)}, and deg(foreach X[Q]) := 1 + deg(Q).
Definition 4.3.8 (Rank). The rank of a core program P, denoted rk(P), is inductively defined by:
• rk(push(a,X)) := 0 for every letter a ∈ Σ and variable X.
• rk(P1; P2) := max{rk(P1), rk(P2)}.
• If P is a loop foreach X[Q], then
rk(P) :=


0 P is a simple loop or µ(P) ≤ n
1 + rk(Q) Q is a loop with µ(Q) = n + 1
1 +
∑
i≤k deg(Qi) Q is a sequence Q0; . . . ;Qk without top circle
and µ(Q) = n+1.
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Lemma 4.3.9 (Rank Zero). Every core program P of µ-measure n + 1 and rank 0 is flattened out.
Proof. By induction on the structure of core programs P of µ-measure n + 1 and rank 0. If P is a sequence
P1; P2 then both components Pi have rank 0, and at least one has µ-measure n+1. Hence the claim follows
from the induction hypothesis on the components of µ-measure n+1. If P is a loop of µ-measure n+1 and
rank 0, then this loop is simple by definition, hence P is flattened out.
Lemma 4.3.10 (Rank Reduction). Every core program P :≡ foreach X[Q] with µ(P)=n+1 and rank
> 0 has a core program P′ satisfying P¿ P′, µ(P′) = n + 1 and rk(P′) < rk(P).
Proof. Let P :≡ foreach X[Q] be an arbitrary core program of µ-measure n+1 and rank > 0. According
to definition 4.3.8 and Note 4.1.2, we distinguish two cases on Q.
Case Q is a loop foreach Y[R] with µ(P) = µ(Q) = n + 1. In that case we define P′ by
P′ :≡ foreach X[foreach Y[push(a,Z)]]; foreach Z[R]
for some new variable Z and arbitrary letter a. Obviously, µ(P′) = µ(P) and P¿ P′. As for rk(P′)<rk(P),
first observe that rk(P) = 1+rk(Q) and rk(P′) = rk(foreach Z[R]). Thus, we obtain rk(P) > rk(Q) =
rk(foreach Y[R]) = rk(foreach Z[R]) = rk(P′) as required.
Case Q is a sequence Q0; . . . ;Qk without top circle, and µ(Qi) = µ(Q) = n+1 for some component
Qi :≡ foreach Y[R]. In that case we define P′ :≡ foreach X[P1]; foreach Z[P2] where for
some new variable Z and any a ∈ Σ the core programs P1,P2 are defined by:
P1 :≡ Q0; . . .;Qi−1; foreach Y[push(a,Z)]; Qi+1; . . .;Qk
P2 :≡ Q0; . . .;Qi−1; R; Qi+1; . . .;Qk
In terms of P ¿ P′, let #R[P(~w)] denote the number of times R is executed in a run of P on ~w. Then
we conclude #R[P(~w)] ≤ #push(a,Z)[P′(~w, v)], for otherwise some stack V ∈ U(R) controlled Y in
Q0; . . .;Qi−1; Qi+1; . . .;Qk, contradicting the hypothesis that Q has no top circle. Thus {~X = ~w,Z =
v} foreach X[P1] {|Z|≥#R[P(~w)]}, and that implies P¿ P′ by monotonicity of core programs.
It remains to show µ(P′) = n + 1 and rk(P′) < rk(P). First observe that R contains a loop, as Qi has
µ-measure n + 1. We distinguish two subcases.
Subcase Qi is a simple loop, that is, µ(Qi)=1+µ(R) and R is a sequence with top circle. First consider
the case where Qi is the only component of Q with µ-measure n+1. Then each component of P1 is of
µ-measure n, and P2 is a sequence with a top circle. This implies µ(P′) = µ(foreach Z[P2]) = n+1,
and thus foreach Z[P2] is a simple loop, resulting into rk(P′) = rk(foreach X[P1]). Now observe
that either P1 has a top circle, in which case foreach Z[P1] is a simple loop, or else µ(P1)≤n. In either
case, we obtain rk(P′)=0<rk(P). So consider the case where µ(Qj)=n+1 for some j 6= i. Then both P1
and P2 are sequences without top circle, implying µ(P′)=µ(foreach Z[P2])=n+1 and, as R contains
a loop, rk(P′) = rk(foreach Z[P2]). Now deg(R) < deg(Qi) implies rk(foreach Z[P2]) < rk(P),
concluding the current subcase.
Subcase Qi is a not a simple loop, hence µ(Qi) = µ(R) and R is either a loop or a sequence without top
circle. In either case, P2 has no top circle, implying µ(P′)=µ(foreach Z[P2])=n+1. Furthermore, as
R contains a loop, we have deg(Qi)>deg(R)≥deg(foreach Y[push(a,Z)]) and thus rk(P′)<rk(P),
concluding the proof of the lemma.
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Lemma 4.3.11 (Flattening). For every core program P of µ-measure n+1 one can find a flattened out core
program P′ of µ-measure n + 1 satisfying P¿ P′.
Proof. The statement follows from Note 4.1.2, Rank Reduction (4.3.10) and Rank Zero (4.3.9).
As pointed out above, the Flattening Lemma establishes the following Bounding Theorem.
Theorem 4.3.12 (Bounding). Every function f computed by a stack program of µ-measure n has a length
bound b ∈ En+2 satisfying |f(~w)| ≤ b(|~w|).
Proof. It suffices to prove the statement of the theorem for core programs only, because for every stack
program P one can find a core program P∗ such that µ(P) = µ(P∗) and Q ¿ P∗ for every subprogram Q
of P. Just let P∗ result from P by recursively replacing all occurrences of imperatives nil(X) or pop(X)
with foreach X[push(b,V)], and all conditional statements if top(X)≡a [Q] with the sequence
foreach X[push(b,V)]; Q∗, for some new variable V and some letter b ∈ Σ.
We proceed by induction on n showing the statement of the theorem for core programs. The base case
n = 0 is treated in Base Bounding (4.3.5). For the step case n → n + 1, consider any core program P of
µ-measure n + 1. We apply Flattening (4.3.11) to obtain a core program P′ of the form P1; . . .;Pk where
each component Pi is either a simple loop or else µ(Pi) ≤ n, and such that P ¿ P′ and µ(P′) = n + 1.
Thus, by the induction hypothesis and by closure of En+3 under composition, it suffices to show that every
function computed by a simple loop Pi has a length bound in En+3.
Let Pi :≡ foreach X[Q] be any such simple loop. Hence µ(Q) = n and by the induction hypothesis
each function hj computed by Q has a length bound bj ∈ En+2. We choose a number c > 0 such that
bj(~x) ≤ E
(c)
n+1(max(~x)) for each bound bj . Let f1 be any function computed by Pi. Then f1, possibly
together with other functions f2, . . . , fm computed by Pi, can be defined by simultaneous string recursion
from functions computed by Q, that is,
fk(ε, ~w) = wki
fk(va, ~w) = hk(v, ~w, f1(v, ~w), . . . , fm(v, ~w)) for k = 1, . . . m.
It follows by induction on |v| that |fk(v, ~w)| ≤ E(c·|v|)n+1 (max(|v, ~w|)). As E
(t)
n+1(x) ≤ En+2(x + t) and
max,+ ∈ E2, we therefore obtain a length bound on f1 in En+3.
4.4. The Characterisation Theorem for stack programs
In this section it is shown that stack programs of µ-measure n compute exactly the functions computable
by a Turing machine in time bounded by a function in En+2. Furthermore, a simulation of stack programs
over an arbitrary alphabet by such over a binary alphabet, preserving the measure µ, is presented. Thus,
stack programs of µ-measure 0 compute precisely the polynomial-time computable functions.
Given any alphabet Σ, a function over Σ∗ is any k-ary function f : Σ∗ × . . .× Σ∗ → Σ∗.
Definition 4.4.1 (Ln). For n ≥ 0 let Ln denote the class of all functions f over Σ∗ (for some alphabet Σ)
which can be computed by a stack program of µ-measure n.
Definition 4.4.2 (Gn). For n ≥ 0 let Gn denote the class of all functions f over Σ∗ (for some alphabet Σ)
which can be computed by a Turing machine in time b(|~w|) for some b ∈ E n.
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Lemma 4.4.3 (En+1-Simulation). For every n ≥ 0 one can find a sequence LE[n+1] with a top circle
such that µ(LE[n+1]) = n and {Y = w} LE[n+1] {|Y| = En+1(|w|)}.
Proof. By induction on n. The base case for E1(x) = x2 + 2 is obvious. As for the step case, first recall
that En+2(x) = En+1(. . . En+1(2) . . .) with x occurrences of En+1. Using the induction hypothesis on n,
and for some new variable U, we define LE[n+2] by:
LE[n+2] :≡ nil(U); foreach Y[push(a,U)];
nil(Y); push(a,Y); push(a,Y); foreach U[LE[n+1]].
Theorem 4.4.4 (Characterisation). For n ≥ 0 : Ln = Gn+2.
Proof. First we prove the inclusion “⊆”. Let P be an arbitrary stack program of µ-measure n. Let TIME P(~w)
denote the number of steps in a run of P on input ~w, where a step is the execution of an arbitrary imperative
imp(X). Note that there is a polynomial qtime(n) such that each step imp(X) can be simulated on a Turing
machine in time qtime(|X|). Now let V be any new variable, a∈Σ any letter, and let P# result from P by
replacing each imperative imp with imp; push(a,V). Then the program TIME(P) :≡ nil(V); P#
has µ-measure n and satisfies {~X = ~w} TIME(P){|V|= TIMEP(~w)}. Therefore we may apply Bounding
(4.3.12) to obtain a length bound b ∈ En+2 satisfying
{~X = ~w} TIME(P){|V| ≤ b(|~w|)}.
Hence there is a Turing machine which simulates P on input ~w in time qtime(b(|~w|)) · b(|~w|), concluding the
proof of the inclusion “⊆”.
As for “⊇”, let M := (Q,Γ,Σ, q0, δ) be an arbitrary one-tape Turing machine running in time b(|w|) on
input w, for some b ∈ En+2. We show that the function fM computed by M can be computed by a stack
program P over ∆ := Q∪Γ∪{L,N,R} of µ-measure n, where Γ := {a1, . . . ,ak}. Assume that δ consists
of moves move1, . . . ,movel where
movei := (qi,ai,q
′
i,a
′
i, Di)
with Di ∈ {L,N,R}. The program P of µ-measure n satisfying {X = w} P {O = fM (w)} uses stacks
X,Y,Z,L,R, . . . and will have the following form:
P :≡ COMPUTE-TIME-BOUND(Y); (* of µ-measure n *)
INITIALISE(L,Z,R); (* of µ-measure 0 *)
foreach Y[SIMULATE-MOVES]; (* of µ-measure 0 *)
OUTPUT(R;O) (* of µ-measure 0 *)
Let INIT denote the initial part COMPUTE-TIME-BOUND(Y); INITIALISE(L,Z,R) of P. Then the
simulation of M will be such that for each configuration α(q,a)β in a run of M on w obtained after m
steps, that is, initM (w) `m α(q,a)β, we have:
(∗) {X = w} INIT; SIMULATE-MOVESm {L = α, reverse(R) = aβ, Z = q}
Recall that there is a constant c satisfying b(x) ≤ E (c)n+1(x), and by En+1-Simulation (4.4.3) there is a stack
program of µ-measure n such that {Y=w} LE[n+1] {|Y|=En+1(|w|)}. Thus,
COMPUTE-TIME-BOUND(Y) :≡ nil(Y); foreach X[push(a,Y)]; LE[n+1]; . . .;LE[n+1]
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(c times) satisfies {X=w} COMPUTE-TIME-BOUND(Y) {X=w, |Y|=E (c)n+1(|w|)}.
According to (*), we initialise L,Z,R as follows:
INITIALISE(L,Z,R) :≡ nil(L); set(Z,q0); REVERSE(X;R)
where REVERSE is a stack program satisfying {X=w} REVERSE(X;R) {X=w,R=reverse(w)}.
As for SIMULATE-MOVES, we use several short forms to facilitate reading. First note that conditionals
if X≡ε[Q] and if X 6≡ε [Q] of µ-measure µ(Q) can be defined by
if X≡ε[Q] :≡ nil(U); push(a,U); foreach X[pop(U)]; if top(U)≡a [Q]
if X 6≡ε [Q] :≡ nil(U); push(a,U); foreach X[pop(U)]; if U≡ε[Q]
where U is some new variable, and a is any letter in the tape alphabet Γ. Similarly easy, one defines
conditionals if top(R)∈Σ [Q] and if top(R)∈∆\Σ [Q] of µ-measure µ(Q). Finally, we use
set(U,a) for nil(U); push(a,U)
settop(U,a) for pop(U); push(a,U)
push(top(L),R) for if top(L)≡a1 [push(a1,R)]; . . .;
if top(L)≡ak [push(ak,R)].
SIMULATE-MOVES is of the form MOVE1; . . .;MOVEk where MOVEi simulates movei. According to
Di = R,L,N in movei =(qi,ai,q′i,a′i, Di), there are three cases for MOVEi:
(R) if top(Z)≡qi [if top(R)≡ai [push(a′i,L); set(Z,q′i); pop(R);
if R≡ε[push(B,R)]]
(L) if top(Z)≡qi [if top(R)≡ai [settop(R,a′i); set(Z,q′i);
if L≡ε[push(B,R)];
if L 6≡ε [push(top(L),R); pop(L)]]]
(N) settop(R,a′i); set(Z,q′i)
It remains to implement OUTPUT(R;O) which reads out of stack R the result O= fM (w), that is, the
maximal initial segment of reverse(R) being a word over Σ. We do this as follows:
OUTPUT(R;O) :≡ nil(O); set(Z,a);
foreach R[if top(R)∈∆\Σ [nil(Z)];
if top(R)∈Σ[if top(Z)≡a [push(top(R),O)]]]
This completes the proof of the Characterisation Theorem.
It is worthwhile to emphasise that the proof of Gn+2 ⊆ Ln would fail for n = 0 if the development
were based on a traditional measure, such as the nesting depth deg. For given a Turing machine which
runs in polynomial time, there is no implementation of COMPUTE-TIME-BOUND of deg-measure 0. This
would not even work for deg-measure 1, and for deg-measure ≥ 2 one cannot separate polynomial from
exponential running time.
Observe that the proof of Ln ⊆ Gn+2 actually shows that every stack program of µ-measure n can be
simulated by a Turing machine with running time bounded in En+2. Furthermore, if a Turing machine
M with running time bounded in En+2 is a decision procedure, one obtains a stack simulation of M of
µ-measure n by replacing in P above the part OUTPUT(R;O) with nil(O); push(top(Z),O). This
gives the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.4.5 (Main). Stack programs of µ-measure n simulate exactly Turing machines which run in
time bounded by a function in En+2.
In the proof above, given a Turing machine M with running time bounded in E n+2, we have chosen a
convenient alphabet (depending on M ) in order to simulate M by a stack program of µ-measure n. Rounding
off this section, we prove that stack programs over an arbitrary alphabet can be simulated by such over a
binary alphabet, preserving the µ-measure. Thus, in particular, stack programs of µ-measure 0 compute
exactly the polynomial-time computable functions.
Lemma 4.4.6 (Binary Simulation). Every stack program P over Σ := {a1, . . . ,al}, l ≥ 3, can be simu-
lated by a stack program sim(P) over {0,1}, preserving the µ-measure, that is, µ(sim(P)) = µ(P), and if
P on input ~w outputs v then sim(P) on input 〈~w〉 outputs 〈v〉, where for i = 1, . . . , L := |bin(l)|
〈ai〉 := b
i
1 . . . b
i
L := 0
kbin(i) such that k + |bin(i)| = L
and 〈c1 . . . cr〉 := 〈c1〉 . . . 〈cr〉 for words c1 . . . cr over Σ.
Proof. By induction on the structure of stack programs P, where the base cases are obvious:
sim(nil(X)) :≡ nil(X)
sim(pop(X)) :≡ pop(X); . . . ;pop(X) (L times)
sim(push(ai,X)) :≡ push(bi1,X); . . .;push(biL,X)
Step case P is if top(X)≡ai [Q]. The induction hypothesis yields a simulation sim(Q) of Q. For new
variables U,V we define sim(P) by if TOP(X)≡L bi1 . . . biL [sim(Q)], that is:
nil(U); set(V,0);
if top(X)≡biL [pop(X); push(biL,U);
.
.
.
if top(X)≡bi1 [pop(X); push(bi1,X); . . .;push(biL,X); sim(Q); set(V,1)] . . .]
if top(V)≡0 [foreach U[if top(U)≡0 [push(0,X)];
if top(U)≡1 [push(1,X)]]]
Observe that stack V is set to 1 if and only if the top L letters in X match the binary code 〈ai〉. Thus, if that
matching should fail at some point, then the letters chopped off and stored in U so far are restored on X.
Step case P is a sequence P1; P2. Here we define sim(P) as the sequence sim(P1); sim(P2).
Step case P is a loop foreach X[Q]. The induction hypothesis yields a simulation sim(Q) of Q. For
new variables U,V,Y we then define sim(P) by:
sim(P) :≡ nil(Y); nil(V);
foreach X[if |V|< L [push(1,V); push(top(X),Y)];
if |V|≥ L [sim(Q)∗; nil(Y); nil(V)]]
where sim(Q)∗ results from sim(Q) by replacing recursively each occurrence of a conditional statement
sim(if top(X) ≡ aj [R]) with conditional if TOP(Y) ≡L bjL . . . b
j
1 [sim(R)∗] (see above), and
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where the conditionals if |V|< L [. . .] and if |V|≥ L [. . .] are implemented as follows:
if |V|< L [. . .] :≡ SET(U,1L); foreach V[pop(U)]; if top(U)≡1 [. . .]
if |V|≥ L [. . .] :≡ SET(U,1L−1); foreach U[pop(V)]; if top(V)≡1 [. . .]
4.5. Loop programs and the Grzegorczyk hierarchy
In this section we define another simple loop language and apply the methods developed so far so as to
obtain a characterisation of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy at and above linear-space level. Programs written
in this language are called loop programs. They are built from primitive instructions nil(X), suc(X)
and pred(X) by sequence and loop statements, where X is a variable. We assume an infinite supply of
variables X,Y,Z,O,U,V, possibly with subscripts. Intuitively, variables serve as registers, each holding a
natural number which can be manipulated by running a loop program. As with stack programs, we will
define a measure µ on loop programs and relate it to the Grzegorczyk hierarchy by showing that loop
programs of µ-measure n compute exactly the functions in En+2.
Definition 4.5.1 (Loop programs). Loop programs P are inductively defined as follows:
• Every imperative among nil(X), suc(X), pred(X) is a loop program.
• If P1,P2 are loop programs, then so is the sequence statement P1; P2.
• If P is a loop program with no occurrence of suc(X), nil(X) or pred(X), then so is the loop
statement loop X[P].
Again we use V(P) to denote the set of variables occurring in P.
Note 4.5.2. Any loop program can be written uniquely in the form P1; . . . ;Pk such that each Pi is either a
loop or an imperative, and where k = 1 whenever P is an imperative or a loop.
Loop programs have a standard semantics, e.g. like Pascal or C programs. The imperative nil(X) sets
register X to zero. The imperative suc(X) increments the number stored in X by one, while pred(X)
decrements any nonzero number stored in X by one. Imperatives and loops in a sequence are executed one
by one from the left to the right. The meaning of a loop statement loop X[P] is that P is executed x
times whenever the number x is stored in X. Observe that x is not updated during the execution of the loop
statement loop X[P].
Obviously, the imperatives nil(X), pred(X) do not contribute to the growth rate of functions com-
puted by loop programs. Therefore, for loop programs P we define:
U(P) := {X | P contains an imperative suc(X)}
C(P) := {X | P contains a loop loop X[Q] with U(Q) 6= ∅}
Now the concept of “control” for stack programs (cf. 4.2.1) passes on to loop programs. As well, the
measure µ on loop programs is defined as on stack programs, that is, µ(imp) := 0 for every imperative
imp, µ(Q1; Q2) := max{µ(Q1), µ(Q2)}, and
µ(loop X[Q]) :=
{
µ(Q) + 1 if Q is a sequence with a top circle
µ(Q) else
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where Q ≡ Q1; . . .;Ql has a top circle if there exists a component Qi with µ(Qi)=µ(Q) such that some Y
controls some Z in Qi, and Z controls Y in Q1; . . .;Qi−1; Qi+1; . . .;Ql.
Observe that by the presence of nil(X) every primitive recursive function can already be computed
by a loop program without pred(X). In fact, pred(X) can be implemented by the following program
PRED(X) satisfying {X=x}PRED(X){Y=x . 1}.
PRED(X) :≡ nil(Y);nil(Z);loop X[nil(Y);loop Z[suc(Y)];suc(Z)]
Thus, the loop program loop U[PRED(X);nil(X);loop Y[suc(X)]] computes modified subtrac-
tion. But observe that this program has µ-measure 1, and it appears that without the primitive instruction
pred(X) there were no loop program of µ-measure 0 that computes modified subtraction. On the other
hand, modified subtraction is a function in E 2. So to obtain the characterisation above, we treat the prede-
cessor function as a primitive instruction – as we could do with any non-increasing function.
As with stack programs, the pivot in the proof of the characterisation theorem is to prove a “bounding
theorem” stating that every function computed by a loop program of µ-measure n can be bounded by a
function in En+2. No doubt, to establish this result, we could follow the course as we did to prove Bounding
(4.3.12) for stack programs. However, the way we choose is to benefit directly from Bounding (4.3.12).
Lemma 4.5.3 (Stack Simulation). Every loop program P with registers ~X := X1, . . . ,Xl has a stack simu-
lation I(P) with stacks ~X (over the unary alphabet {a}) such that
(a) µ(P) = µ(I(P))
(b) {~X=~x}P {~X=~y} if and only if {X1 =ax1 , . . . ,Xl =axl} I(P) {X1 =ay1 , . . . ,Xl =ayl}.
Proof. We define I(P) by recursion on the structure of P as follows:
I(nil(X)) :≡ nil(X)
I(suc(X)) :≡ push(a,X)
I(pred(X)) :≡ pop(X)
I(P1; P2) :≡ I(P1); I(P2)
I(loop X[Q]) :≡ foreach X[I(Q)]
One can easily read off that definition that (a), (b) are true of I(P) for every P.
Theorem 4.5.4 (Loop Bounding). Every function f computed by a loop program P of µ-measure n has a
bound b ∈ En+2, that is, f(~x) ≤ b(~x) for all ~x.
Proof. Let P be any loop program of µ-measure n, and let f be any k-ary function computed by P. Consider
the corresponding function I(f) computed by the stack simulation I(P) obtained from Lemma 4.5.3. By
part (a) of that lemma I(P) has µ-measure n, and part (b) implies f(x1, . . . , xk) = |I(f)(ax1 , . . . ,axk)|
for all x1, . . . , xk. We apply Bounding (4.3.12) to obtain a length-bound b ∈ En+2 on I(f), satisfying
|I(f)(~w)| ≤ b(|~w|) for all ~w. Now, as |ay| = y, we conclude that b is a bound on f .
Theorem 4.5.4 implies that every function computed by a loop program of µ-measure n belongs to E n+2.
The converse is obtained by adapting the “simulation trick” of chapter 3 to our situation. So we separate
the “structure” of a program from its “growth rate”: Every f ∈ En+2 can be simulated by a loop program
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P[f] of µ-measure 0 in the sense that P[f] on ~x, v outputs f(~x) whenever v≥E (m)n+1(max(~x)), for some
constant m. As the function Emn+1 ◦ max is computable by a loop program ME[n+1] of µ-measure n,
the sequence ME[n+1]; P[f] has µ-measure n and computes f . To succeed in that goal, we need to
implement appropriately “conditional statements”.
Definition 4.5.5 (Conditional statements). For loop programs P :≡ P1; . . .;Pk and variables X,Y we
implement the conditional statement if X≤Y then [P] as the sequence Q1; Q2; Q3 defined from new
variables U∗,V∗ as follows:
Q1 :≡ nil(U∗);loop X[suc(U∗)];loop Y[pred(U∗)]
Q2 :≡ nil(V∗);suc(V∗);loop U∗ [pred(V∗)]
Q3 :≡ loop V∗ [P1]; . . .;loop V∗ [Pk]
Lemma 4.5.6 (Conditional). Let P be a loop program, and let Z0, . . . ,Zn be the variables V(P) ∪ {X,Y}
such that Zi = X and Zj = Y. Then Q :≡ if X≤Y then [P] satisfies:
(a) If {~Z = ~z}P {~Z = ~u}, then {~Z = ~z}Q {~Z = ~u} if zi ≤ zj , else {~Z = ~z}Q {~Z = ~z}.
(b) µ(Q) = µ(P).
(c) For any X0,X1 ∈ {Z0, . . . ,Zn}, X0 controls X1 in Q if and only if X0 controls X1 in P.
Proof. Observe that Q3 could not be simply loop V∗ [P], because that could result in µ(Q)>µ(P). Hence
(b), (c) are obvious. For (a), assume {~Z= ~z}P {~Z = ~u}. As {~Z= ~z}Q1 {~Z= ~z,U∗= zi . zj}, we obtain
{~Z=~z} Q1; Q2 {~Z=~z,V∗=1 . (zi . zj)} and hence (a), since zi≤zj ⇔ V∗=1, and zi >zj ⇔ V∗=0.
The naı¨ve approach to compute f ∈ En+2 by a loop program of µ-measure n must fail, because in the
case of f being defined by bounded recursion, the standard inductive construction requires to copy values
computed in the recursion which then might control other recursions. Thus, these copy jobs appearing as
Y = X :≡ nil(Y); loop X[suc(Y)]
can cause new top circles and result into a µ-measure that is far beyond n. To resolve that problem, in the
“simulation trick” below we essentially replace “disturbing” loops (occurring in a copy job)
Y+=X :≡ loop X[suc(Y)]
(read increase Y by X) by the simulation (each using new variables U,W,H)
SIM(Y+=X) :≡ nil(U); loop V[suc(U); if U≤X [suc(Y)]]
with if U≤X [suc(Y)] :≡ W = U; loop X[pred(W)];
nil(H); suc(H); loop W[pred(H)];
loop H[suc(Y)]
Observe that if the number stored in V is greater or equal to that stored in X, then SIM(Y+=X) increases
Y by X when executed – as Y+=X does. Moreover, X does not control Y in SIM(Y+=X), unlike Y+=X. Of
course, now V controls Y, and all other variables U,W,H local to SIM(Y+=X). But the required simulation
P[f] will be such that no other variable of P[f] controls V. In that way, the problem of creating uninten-
tional top circles is resolved. To make the construction work, however, some technical side conditions are
required, too. In the following, we use the shorthand SIM(Y = X) below, and facts about it listed in (∗).
SIM(Y = X) :≡ nil(Y); SIM(Y+=X)
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(∗) SIM(Y = X) is a circle-free sequence such that µ(SIM(Y = X))=0, as the control in SIM(Y = X)
is {U → W,H → Y,V → U,V → W,V → H,V → Y}, for some local variables U,H,W. In particular,
V /∈ U(SIM(Y = X)) and X,Y /∈ C(SIM(Y = X)). Furthermore, if the number stored in V is greater
or equal to that stored in X, then SIM(Y+=X) increases Y by X when executed.
Lemma 4.5.7 (Loop Simulation). Let V be any variable. For every f ∈ E n+2 one can find a simulation
P[f] and a witness mf ∈N such that
(a) f(~x) ≤ E
(mf )
n+1 (max(~x)) for all ~x,
(b) {~X = ~x,V = v}P[f] {~X = ~x,V = v,O = f(~x)} for all ~x, v with v ≥ E (mf )n+1 (max(~x)),
(c) P[f] is a sequence without a (top) circle, V /∈ U(P[f]), ~X,O /∈ C(P[f]), and µ(P[f])=0.
Proof. Induction on the structure of f ∈ En+2 where n ≥ 0.
Case f is an initial function. In all cases for f , the claims (a), (b), (c) follow from (∗) or Lemma 4.5.6.
– If f is zero then define P[f] :≡ nil(O) and mf := 0.
– If f is S then define P[f] :≡ SIM(O = Xi); suc(O) and mf := 0.
– If f is Πmi then define P[f] :≡ SIM(O = Xi) and mf := 0.
– If f is max then define P[f] :≡ SIM(0 = X1); if X1≤X2 [SIM(0 = X2)] and mf := 0.
– If f is the principal function E1 (recall E1(x) = x2 + 2), then set mf := 0 and
P[f] :≡ SIM(L = X); nil(O); loop L[SIM(O+=X)]; suc(O); suc(O)
for some new variable L. The case where f is En+2 can be reduced to the case of bounded recursion below,
since En+2 can be defined by bounded recursion from En+1, using En+2 itself as bound.
Case f(~x)=h(g1(~x), . . . , gk(~x)) with h, g1, . . . , gk∈En+2. The induction hypothesis yields simulations
P[h],P[g1], . . . ,P[gk] with witnesses mh,m1, . . . ,mk, respectively. Thus, assuming distinct variables
O,O1, . . . ,Ok, we have {~X,V = ~x, v}P[gi] {~X,V = ~x, v,Oi = gi(~x)} whenever v ≥ E(mi)n+1 (max(~x)), and
{~O,V = ~y, v}P[h] {~O,V = ~y, v,O = h(~y)} for v ≥ E(mh)n+1 (max(~y)). Thus, by (∗) and the monotonicity
properties of the functions En+1 (cf. Background 2.3), and assuming that the variables common to the
above simulations are among V, ~X, the following will do:
P[f] :≡ P[g1]; . . . ; P[gk]; P[h]
mf := mh + max(m1, . . . ,mk)
Case f(~x, 0) = g(~x), f(~x, y + 1) = h(~x, y, f(~x)) and f(~x, y)≤ b(~x, y) where g, h, b ∈ E n+2. The I.H.
yields simulations P[g],P[h] with witnesses mg,mh. Thus, {~X,V= ~x, v}P[g] {~X,V= ~x, v,O= g(~x)}
for v≥E(mg)n+1 (max(~x)), and {~X,Y,Z,V=~x, y, z, v}P[h] {~X,Y,Z,V=~x, y, z, v,O=h(~x, y, z)} whenever
v ≥ E
(mh)
n+1 (max(~x, y, z)). Now we choose a number mb such that b(~x, y) ≤ E
mb
n+1(max(~x, y)), and the
required witness wf is defined by mf := mb + max(mg,mh). As for P[f], first consider the following
program P which meets all requirements on P[f], except (c):
P :≡ P[g]; L = Y; nil(Y); loop L[Z = O; P[h]; suc(Y)]
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for some new variable L. As for part (b), given any ~x, y, v satisfying v ≥ E (mf )n+1 (max(~x, y)), observe that
v ≥ E
(mg)
n+1 (max(~x)) and v ≥ E
(mh)
n+1 (max(~x, i, f(~x, i))) for i < y, the latter following from
v ≥ E
(mf )
n+1 (max(~x, y))
≥ E
(mh)
n+1 (max(~x, i, E
(mb)
n+1 (max(~x, i))))
≥ E
(mh)
n+1 (max(~x, i, f(~x, i))).
Thus, we conclude {~X,Y,V=~x, y, v}P {~X,Y,V=~x, y, v,O=f(~x)}.
Now observe that P contains the top circle Y→ L→ Y. Thus, if P appeared in the body of another loop,
as happens in the inductive construction of P[f] (like P[h] in P), the resulting µ-measure were beyond 0.
Furthermore, note that O controls Z in P, however, by the induction hypothesis, Z has no control over any
other variable in P[h]. Thus, assuming that the variables common to P[g] and P[h] are among V, ~X,O,
we obtain P[f] by modifying P to
P[f] :≡ P[g]; SIM(L = Y); nil(Y); loop L[SIM(Z = O); P[h]; suc(Y)].
While (a), (b) remain valid because of (∗), the I.H. and (∗) ensure that (c) is now true of P[f].
Lemma 4.5.8 (En+1-Computation). For every n ≥ 0 one can find a sequence E[n+1] with a top circle
such that µ(E[n+1]) = n, and {X = x}E[n+1]{X = En+1(x)} for all inputs x.
Proof. By induction on n, where the base case for E1(x) = x2 + 2 is obvious. As for the step case, first
recall that En+2(0) = 2 and En+2(x+1) = En+1(. . . En+1(2) . . .) with x+1 occurrences of En+1. Using
the induction hypothesis on n, we therefore define
E[n+2] :≡ Y = X; nil(X); suc(X); suc(X); loop Y[E[n+1]].
Theorem 4.5.9 (Characterisation). For every n ≥ 0, a function is computable by a loop program of
µ-measure n if and only if it belongs to En+2.
Proof. First we treat the implication “⇒”. So let P be any loop program of µ-measure n. By Loop Bounding
(4.5.4) there is a function in En+2 which is a bound on every function computed by a subprogram of P. Thus,
we can proceed by induction on the structure of P showing that every function computed by P is in E n+2.
All cases are obvious, except possibly the case where P is of the form loop X[Q]. In that case we make
use of the fact that En+2 is closed under bounded simultaneous recursion (cf. Background 2.2).
As for “⇐”, consider any f ∈ En+2. Loop Simulation (4.5.7) yields a program P[f] and a witness
mf such that {~X= ~x,V= v}P[f] {O= f(~x)} for v ≥E
(mf )
n+1 (max(~x)). Let E[n+1] be the program of
µ-measure n satisfying {V= y}E[n+1]{V=En+1(y)} obtained from En+1-Computation (4.5.8). Using
conditional statements one defines a program M of µ-measure 0 satisfying {~X=~x}M {~X=~x,V=max(~x)}.
Thus, the sequence M; E[n+1]; . . .;E[n+1]; P[f] (mf times) has µ-measure n and computes f .
Theorem 4.5.9 ensures that the measure µ is sound with respect to computational complexity of functions
computed by loop programs. This implies that µ is also sound with respect to computational complexity
of loop programs, that is, for every loop program P of µ-measure n the function TIMEP belongs to En+2,
where TIMEP(~x) is the number of imperatives executed in a run of P on ~x. To see this, given any loop
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program P of µ-measure n, let P# result from P by replacing every occurrence of an imperative imp with
imp; suc(V), where V is any fixed new variable. Then TIME(P):≡nil(V); P# has µ-measure n and
computes TIMEP, that is, {~X=~x}TIME(P){V=TIMEP(~x)}. Hence TIMEP ∈ En+2 by Theorem 4.5.9.
4.6. Sound, adequate and complete measures
In this chapter a purely syntactical method for analysing the impact of nesting loops in stack programs
on computational complexity has been presented. In particular, the method separates programs which run
in polynomial time from programs running in exponential time. More generally, the method separates
uniformly programs with running time in En+2 from programs with running time in En+3.
One might ask how successful this project can be, that is e.g., does every stack program with polynomial
running time receive µ-measure 0? In this section we will shed some light upon the limitations of any such
method, however, bring out that the results we have achieved are about as good as one can hope for.
Definition 4.6.1. Assume an arbitrary imperative programming language L and an arbitrary program P in
L. P is feasible if every function computed by P is in FP. P is honestly feasible if every subprogram of P is
feasible. P is dishonestly feasible, or dishonest for short, if P is feasible, but not honestly feasible.
Note that if a function is computable by a feasible program, then it is also computable by an honestly
feasible program.
For honestly feasible programs, every subprogram can be simulated by a Turing machine running in
polynomial time. Dishonest programs fall into two groups: One consists of those programs which only
compute functions in FP, but with super-polynomial running time, the other consists of programs which
run in polynomial time, but some subprograms have super-polynomial running time if executed separately.
Typical of the latter group are programs of the form R;if <test>[Q] where R is a program which runs
in polynomial time, <test> is a test that always fails, and Q is an arbitrary program with super-polynomial
running time. Another example is a program of the form P; Q where Q runs in time O(2x), but where P is
an honestly feasible program which assures that Q always is executed on ”logarithmically large input”.
Obviously, we cannot expect to separate (by purely syntactical means) the feasible programs from the
non-feasible ones if we take into account dishonest programs. Thus, it seems reasonable to restrict our
discussion to the honestly feasible programs, and after all, it is the computational complexity inherent in the
code we want to analyse and recognise. But even then, our project is bound to fail.
Definition 4.6.2. Given any stack programming language L, a measure on L is a computable function
ν : L-programs→ N.
Definition 4.6.3. Let L be an arbitrary (reasonable) stack programming language containing the core lan-
guage defined in section 5, and let ν be a measure on L. The pair (ν, L) is called
• sound if every L-program of ν-measure 0 is feasible,
• complete if every honestly feasible L-program has ν-measure 0, and
• adequate if every function in FP is L-computable with ν-measure 0.
As seen above, core programs are the backbones of more general stack programs and they comprise
those stack manipulations which do contribute to computational complexity. Let C denote the set of core
programs defined in section 5, and let µ be the measure on core programs as defined in section 4. The next
theorem is good news.
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Theorem 4.6.4. The pair (µ,C) is sound and complete.
Proof. Soundness follows directly from Corollary 4.4.5. As for completeness, assume that P were an hon-
estly feasible core program with µ(P)>0. Then P contained a loop foreach X[Q]where Q is a sequence
Q1; . . .; Ql with a top circle. So Q contained a component Qi such that some Y controls some Z in Qi, and
Z controls Y in Q1; . . .;Qi−1; Qi+1; . . .;Ql. Now observe that if U controls V in a core program R, then
by monotonicity each time R is executed the size of stack V increases at least by the size of stack U. So we
conclude that each time Q is executed the size of at least one stack in Q were doubled. Thus, P contained a
non-feasible subprogram, contradicting the assumption that P is honestly feasible.
The pair (µ,C) is obviously not adequate. As core programs are length-monotonic, there are plenty of
functions in FP which are not C-computable, let alone C-computable with µ-measure 0. However, wouldn’t
it be nice if we could extend (µ,C) to an adequate pair and still preserve both soundness and completeness?
Well, it is not possible.
Theorem 4.6.5. Let (ν, L) be a sound and adequate pair. Then (ν, L) is incomplete, that is, there exists an
honestly feasible program P ∈ L such that ν(P) > 0.
Proof. Let {ρi}i∈ω be an effective enumeration of the Turing machines with alphabet {0, 1}. Let n be a
fixed natural number. It is well-known that there is a function fn ∈ FP satisfying
fn(x) =
{
1 if ρn (on the empty input) halts within |x| steps
0 else.
Also well-known is that it is undecidable whether ρi halts. Since (ν, L) is adequate and sound, there is an
honestly feasible program Q ∈ L of ν-measure 0 such that
{Y = y} Q {if ρn does not halt within |y| steps then Z = ε else Z = 1}
Moreover, such a program Q can be effectively constructed from n, that is, there exists an algorithm for
constructing Q from n. Since L contains the core language, the program
P :≡ foreach X[Q; foreach Z[foreach V[push(1,W)]];
foreach W[push(1,V)]]
is also in L, where X,V,W are new stacks. Now, if ρn never halts then foreach V[push(1,W)] will
never be executed, whatever the inputs to P. Thus, if ρn never halts, then P is honestly feasible. In contrast,
if ρn halts after s steps, say, then part foreach V[push(1,W)] and part foreach W[push(1,V)]
will be executed each time the body of the outermost loop is executed whenever Y = y with |y| ≥ s. Each
such execution implies that the height of stack V is at least doubled. Thus, if ρn eventually halts, then P is not
feasible. In other words, P is honestly feasible if and only if ρn never halts. As P is effectively constructible
from n, we conclude that (ν, L) cannot be complete. For if (ν, L) were complete, then ρn would never halt
if and only if ν(P)=0. This would yield an algorithm which decides whether ρn halts: Construct P from n
and then check whether ν(P)>0. Such an algorithm does not exist.
Notably, Theorem 4.6.5 relates to Go¨del’s First Incompleteness Theorem. The latter implies that if a first
order language is expressive enough, then there is no algorithm which can identify the true statements of the
language. Theorem 4.6.5 says that when a programming language is sufficiently expressive, then there is no
algorithm which can identify the honestly feasible programs of the language.
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5. Characterising Polynomial-Time by Higher Type Recursion
In this chapter it is shown how to restrict recursion on notation in all finite types so as to characterise the
polynomial-time computable functions. The restrictions are obtained by using a ramified type structure, and
by adding linear concepts to the lambda calculus. This gives rise to a system RA of ramified affinable terms
which allows one top recursion in any finite type, and any number of side recursions in all finite types.
It is shown that for each closed RA term t of type level 1, one can find a polynomial pt such that for all
numerals ~n, one can compute the normal form nf(t~n) in time pt(|~n|). Thus, t denotes a polynomial-time
computable function. The converse also holds, as each polynomial-time computable function is computed
by some RA term. Observe that there are two normalisations required to compute the normal form nf(t~n):
One is to normalise t~x to u, say, which may take a long time (super-polynomial in the length of t), the
other is to normalise u[~n/~x], which will take polynomial time in the length of ~n. One may view the first
normalisation as a (complex) compilation step, producing efficient code.
Recall the central ideas outlined in the Introduction. One problem with higher-type recursion on notation
(cf. Background) is that non-primitive recursive growth rate is obtained by applying the computed functional
(V below) of an outer recursion to that (v below) of an inner recursion. For example, the following “binary
version” B of Ackermann’s variant A can be defined by:
tB :=RNι→ι s1 (λu
ιV ι→ιyι.RNι y (λu
ιvι.V v) (s1y))
One easily verifies |B(m,n)| = A(|m|, |n|), hence B is non-primitive recursive, too. Another problem is
that by nesting computed functionals in recursions exponential growth rate is obtained by a single higher-
type recursion on notation. For example, the “binary version” d of the exponentially growing function e,
satisfying |d(m,n)|=e(|m|, |n|)=2|m| + |n|, can be defined by:
td :=RNι→ι s1 (λu
ιV ι→ιyι.V (V y))
Thus, to set up a subsystem RA of Go¨del’s T in which the use of higher-type recursion on notation is tamed
and controlled in a purely syntactic fashion, we introduce at the same time both ramification on the type
structure and linearity conditions for the use of computed functionals in recursions.
In terms of ramification, some objects are labelled with a mark !, that is, we enrich the type structure with
the formation of types !σ, called complete types; all other types are called incomplete. Intuitively,
objects of


complete higher type can be used in any non-linear way
incomplete higher type can be used in a certain linear way only
type !ι control at most one top recursion
type ι control no recursion.
By ramification one can rule out non-primitive recursive growth rate, and one can generalise the concept
that computed values in a recursion must not control other recursions by requiring that:
(i) Recursion in type σ is only admitted in the form RNσ g hn for !-free types σ, called safe types, and
for h, n of complete types !(!ι→ σ → σ), !ι respectively.
(ii) Terms of complete types must not contain incomplete free variables.
Observe that (i),(ii) do not rule out the nesting of computed functionals in recursions, such as in the definition
of the function d above. This is precluded by another concept, called affinability, which is central to the
system and expresses the linearity constraints for bound variables of incomplete higher type:
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(iii) The formation of terms λxσ.r for an incomplete higher type σ is admitted only if xσ is affinable in r,
that is, either r has at most one free occurrence of xσ, or else r has a subterm a of type ι with a single
free occurrence of xσ such that every free occurrence of xσ in r is in an occurrence of a, which is to
say, r is of the form
r = . . . a . . . a . . . a . . .
such that the free occurrences of xσ in r are separated by one and the same ground type context a.
These restrictions permit one top recursion in any type, and as many side recursions in any type as desired.
In fact, RA programs compute exactly the polynomial-time computable functions.
5.1. Marked types and terms
In this section system T based on recursion on notation (cf. Background) is extended with the formation
of marked types !σ and terms of these types, thereby providing basic definitions and concepts relevant for
the definition of or proofs of statements about system RA.
Definition 5.1.1 (Types and level).
• Types are ι, and inductively, if σ, τ are types, then so are σ → τ and !σ.
• The level l(σ) of σ is inductively defined by l(ι) :=0, l(!σ) := l(σ), l(σ → τ) :=max{l(τ), 1+ l(σ)}.
• Ground types are the types of level 0, and higher type is any type of level at least 1.
For example, !!ι is a ground type, but ι→ ι is a higher type. We assume that ! binds tighter than→, and
that→ associates to the right. Thus, a type of the form σ →!τ → ρ reads σ → (!τ → ρ). One writes ~σ → τ
for σ1 → · · · → σn → τ . If ~σ is empty, then ~σ → τ is just τ .
To ensure (i) above for RA terms, we generalise “complete” and “incomplete” as follows:
Definition 5.1.2 (Complete and incomplete types). Types fall into two groups:
complete types of the form ~σ →!τ
incomplete types of the form ~σ → ι.
Safe types are !-free types. Thus, ground types are either safe or complete.
The constant symbols are listed below, with their types.
0 ι
s0 ι→ ι (binary successor x 7→ 2·x)
s1 ι→ ι (binary successor x 7→ 2·x + 1)
p ι→ ι (binary predecessor x 7→ b x2 c)
cσ ι→ σ → σ → σ → σ for σ safe (cases in type σ)
Terms are built from these constants and typed variables xσ by introduction and elimination rules for the
two type forms σ → τ and !σ, and by formation of recursion terms1, that is,
(λxσ.rτ )σ→τ , (rσ→τsσ)τ , (!rσ)!σ, (κr!σ)σ , (RNρ g
ρ h!(!ι→ρ→ρ) n!ι)ρ for safe ρ.
1
RA programs will be evaluated using a kind of sharing concept, defined inside RA. To equip the resulting subclass SRA with
nice properties, it is convenient to treat RNσ as a term former rather than as a constant.
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Recall that a binary numeral is either 0 or it is of the form si1 . . . siks10 with ij ∈ {0, 1} for j = 1, . . . , k,
k ≥ 0. Binary numerals distinct from 0 are denoted by sin. The conversion rules are then as expected:
(λx.r)s 7→ r[s/x] cσ0 r t0 t1 7→ r
κ(!r) 7→ r cσ(sin) r t0 t1 7→ ti
s00 7→ 0 RNσg h !0 7→ g
p0 7→ 0 RNσg h !(sin) 7→ κh !(sin) (RN g h !n)
p(sin) 7→ n
The length |t| of a term t is defined by |x| = |c| = 1; |λx.r| = |!r| = |rκ| = |r|+ 1; |rs| = |r|+ |s|+ 1.
Redexes are subterms shown on the left-hand side of conversion rules above. A term is in normal form if
it does not contain a redex. We write t −→ t′ if t′ results from t by converting one redex; we say t reduces
to t′, or t′ is a reduct of t, if t −→∗ t′ where −→∗ denotes as usual the reflexive and transitive closure of
−→. Observe that −→ is consistent with substitution (cf. Background).
Using standard techniques (see e.g. [62, 29] for proofs of normalisation in Go¨del’s system T ), one also
obtains strong normalisation for this version of system T : Every maximal reduction sequence starting with
a term t is finite and results in a unique term nf(t) in normal form.
One writes FV(t) for the set of free variables of t, and FO(x, t) for the number of free occurrences of x
in t. Say that a term is complete, incomplete, safe, or ground if its type is.
Now, as with system T , types and terms are interpreted over the set-theoretical function spaces. In other
words, in the semantics we identify objects of type !σ with those of type σ, since we are only interested
in the computational behaviour of terms. Accordingly, H !σ := Hσ , and the value [[t]]ϕ of a term t in an
environment ϕ is defined as usual, except that [[!r]]ϕ :=[[r]]ϕ and [[κr]]ϕ :=[[r]]ϕ.
5.2. RA terms
In this section we will define system RA, the design of which is motivated by the desire to have a subclass
of terms which is closed under reduction, and for which it is decidable whether a given term belongs to RA.
Two subterms ai and aj occurring in a term t are scope equivalent if whenever λy binds a variable free
in either ai or aj , then both ai and aj lie within the scope of the λy.
Definition 5.2.1 (Affinability). Let x be an incomplete variable, and let r be a term.
• An affination of x in r is a ground type subterm aι with FO(x, a) = 1 such that every free occurrence
of x in r is in an occurrence of a in r, and the occurrences of a in r are scope equivalent in r.
• x is affinable in r if there is an affination of x in r or FO(x, r) ≤ 1.
Definition 5.2.2 (System RA). Ramified affinable terms, or RA terms for short, are built like terms except
that introduction of !, application and lambda abstraction are modified as follows:
(! I) If rσ is an RA term with FV(r) all complete, then (!r)!σ is an RA term.
(A) If rσ→τ and sσ are RA terms, then (rs)τ is an RA term; provided that if r is complete, then FV(s)
are all complete.
(L) If rτ is an RA term, then (λxσ .r)σ→τ is an RA term; provided that if σ is incomplete, then x is
affinable in a reduct of r.
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Observe that every variable of type ι is trivially affinable in every term, because it is an affination of
itself. Thus the restriction on lambda abstracted variables xσ in (L) applies only to higher-type incomplete
variables. Furthermore, observe that subterms of RA terms are in RA, too.
Polynomially-growing functions, such as string concatenation ⊕ and string multiplication ⊗, are easily
definable in RA:
t⊕ := λx
ιy!ι.RNι x !(λu
!ιvι. c (κu)0 (s0v) (s1v)) y
t⊗ := λx
!ιy!ι.RNι 0 !(λu
!ιvι. t⊕ v x) y
In system RA computed functionals in higher-type recursions can only be passed to safe affinable input
positions. Admitting recursion RNσ for incomplete σ would result in exponential growth. For example,
writing the equations d′(0, n)=n and d′(si(m), n)=d′(m, d′(m, sq(n))) for si(m) 6= 0, with sq(n)=22|n|,
as a recursion in type !ι→ ι, one could define the function d′ satisfying d′(m,n)≥n2|m| . To see this, define
sq by tsq :=λy!ι.RNι (s10) !(λu!ιvι. s0(s0v)) y, and then d′ by
td′ :=λx
!ι.RN!ι→ι (λy
!ι.κy) !(λu!ιV !ι→ιy!ι. V !(tsq y))x.
Affinability is designed to rule out nested occurrences of computed functionals in recursions, such as that
used to define d above. It requires that if we lambda abstract a higher-type incomplete variable x in r, then
either FO(x, r)≤1 or else the free occurrences of x in r can be separated by the occurrences of one and the
same ground type context a, the affination of x in r. But observe that if x is affinable in r and r −→ r ′, then
x need not be affinable in r′. For example, suppose that x has an affination a in r such that FO(x, r)≥ 2,
and r′ is obtained from r by reducing a single occurrence of a to some a′ such that FO(x, a′)=1 and a′ is
no subterm of a, (for example, a = cσ(sin) r t0 t1 ~r with x ∈ FV(ti) and a′ = ti ~r), say
r = . . . a . . . a . . . a . . . −→ . . . a . . . a′ . . . a . . . = r′.
Then neither FO(x, r′) ≤ 1 nor does x have an affination in r′. Thus, to obtain a system that is closed
under reduction, modified lambda abstraction (L) requires that x is affinable in a reduct of r, the idea being
that every reduction locally performed on an occurrence of a in r can be successively performed on all
occurrences of a in r, thus leading to a reduct r ′′= . . . a′ . . . a′ . . . a′ . . . of r in which a′ is an affination of
x. In fact, closure under reduction is obtained by showing (cf. Affinability 5.3.3) that if x is affinable in an
RA term r and if r −→ r′, then x is affinable in a reduct of r′.
It remains to comment on scope equivalence required for the occurrences of an affination of a higher-type
incomplete bound variable (5.2.1). This requirement simply rules out the hiding of nested occurrences of
computed functionals in recursions. To see this, consider the following modified definition of d above:
λx!ι.RNι→ι s1 (λu
!ιV ι→ιyι.(λyι.Vy)(Vy))x
Without scope equivalence, the two occurrences of Vy would give an affination of V in that term, resulting
in functions of exponential growth. Of course, such hiding of nested occurrences of computed functionals
in recursions, could be ruled out as well by requiring that every name for a bound variable may be used only
once. But this would seriously interfere with readability, and moreover, it would impose an unnecessary
constant need for bounded renaming when evaluating RA programs.
5.3. Closure of RA under reduction
In this section we prove that system RA is closed under reduction. To this end, we first establish some
other properties of RA which confirm some of the intuition expressed above.
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Lemma 5.3.1 (Completeness). Every complete RA term r has complete free variables only.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the structure of complete RA terms r. For type reasons, r is neither a
constant nor a recursion. If r is a variable, then we are done. If r is !s, then FV(r) all are complete by (! I).
If r is κs, then s has type !σ, hence FV(r) all are complete by the induction hypothesis on s. If r is sσ→τ tσ ,
then s is complete by the hypothesis on r, and by (A) t contains complete free variables only. Hence the
claim for r follows from the induction hypothesis on s. If r is λx.s, then s is complete, and FV(r) all are
complete by the induction hypothesis on s.
Lemma 5.3.2 (Closure under Substitution). If r, ~s are RA terms, then so is r[~s/~x].
Proof. We proceed by induction on the structure of r. If r is a variable or a constant, then r[~s/~x] is either
some si, or else it is r. In either case, r[~s/~x] is an RA term.
Case r is !s. Then r[~s/~x] =!s[~s/~x] and by (! I) FV(s) all are complete. Now s[~s/~x] is an RA term by the
induction hypothesis on s, and by Completeness (5.3.1) each si being substituted for a free occurrence of xi
in s has complete free variables only. Hence by (! I) !s[~s/~x] is in RA.
Case r is κs. Then r[~s/~x] = κs[~s/~x], so the claim follows from the induction hypothesis on s.
Case r is sσ→τ tσ . Then r[~s/~x] = (s[~s/~x])(t[~s/~x]), and both s[~s/~x] and t[~s/~x] are RA terms by the
induction hypothesis. We may assume that s is complete, hence by (A) FV(t) all are complete. Then every
si substituted for a free occurrence of xi in t is complete. Thus Completeness (5.3.1) implies that t[~s/~x] has
complete free variables only. Now (A) gives that r[~s/~x] is in RA.
Case r is λx.s. We may assume that x /∈ ~x, and x /∈ FV(si) for all si. Hence r[~s/~x] = λx.s[~s/~x], and
s[~s/~x] is an RA term by the induction hypothesis. We may assume that x is incomplete, so x is affinable in
a reduct r′′ of r′. Hence x is affinable in the reduct r′′[~s/~x] of r′[~s/~x], showing that r[~s/~x] is in RA.
Case t is a recursion RNσghn. We conclude t ∈ RA from the induction hypothesis on g, h, n.
Lemma 5.3.3 (Affinability). Let r be an RA term such that x is affinable in r. If r −→ r ′, then x is
affinable in a reduct of r′.
Proof. Induction on the structure of r, assuming r −→ r ′ and that x is affinable in r, and FO(x, r)≥1.
Case FO(x, r) = 1. We may assume FO(x, r ′)≥ 2. By Completeness (5.3.1) the only conversion rule
capable of multiplying an incomplete variable is a β conversion. Thus, r ′ results from r by converting a
redex (λy.s)t where the unique free occurrence of x in r is in t. As x is incomplete, Completeness (5.3.1)
implies that t is incomplete, and so is y. Hence y is affinable in a reduct s′ of s, and we may assume that y
has an affination b in s′. As the unique free occurrence of x in r is in t, we obtain that b[t/y] is an affination
of x in the reduct s′[t/y] of s[t/y], showing that x is affinable in a reduct of r ′.
Case FO(x, r)≥2. Then x has an affination a in r, as x is affinable in r. Let r ′ result from r by converting
a redex R in r. If R, a are separated in r, then a is an affination of x in r ′. Otherwise either R occurs in a
or a is a proper subterm of R.
Subcase R occurs in a. Hence r′ results from r by reducing an occurrence of a to some a′. As FO(x, r)≥
2, a is a proper subterm of r. Thus, as x is affinable in a, the induction hypothesis on a yields that x is
affinable in a reduct a′′ of a′. We conclude that x is affinable in the reduct r ′′ of r′ obtained from r by
successively reducing all occurrences of a in r to a′′.
Subcase a is a proper subterm of R. We may assume FO(x, r ′) ≥ 2. Inspecting all possible forms of
R other than a β redex, we see by Completeness (5.3.1) that in either case, a is still an affination of x in
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r′. So assume that R is (λy.s)t. First consider the case where a occurs in t. Now observe that a may
occur in s, but in that case, scope equivalence implies y /∈ FV(a). Thus, if a occurs in t, we conclude from
FO(x, r′) ≥ 2 that a is still an affination of x in r ′ – where the occurrences of a in r are multiplied in r ′
in case FO(y, s) ≥ 2. It remains to consider the case where a occurs in s. If y ∈ FV(a), then by scope
equivalence all occurrences of a in r must be in s, hence a[t/y] is an affination of x in r ′. Otherwise if
y /∈ FV(a), then a is still an affination of x in r ′.
Theorem 5.3.4 (Closure under Reduction). If r −→ r ′ and r is in RA, then so is r′.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the height h(r) of the reduction tree for r, and side induction on the
structure of r, assuming r −→ r′ in each case for r. The cases where r is a variable or a constant are ruled
out, since these terms are not reducible.
Case r is !s. Then FV(s) all are complete, and r ′ is !s′ such that s −→ s′. The side induction hypothesis
on s yields that s′ is in RA. Hence r′ is in RA, as FV(s′) ⊆ FV(s).
Case r is κs. Then either s is !s′ and r′ is s′, in which case we are done, or else r′ is κs′ and s −→ s′. In
the latter case, the side induction hypothesis on s implies that r ′ is an RA term.
Case r is sσ→τ tσ . If r′ results from r by reducing either s or t, then r ′ is in RA by the side induction hy-
pothesis on the reduced subterm. Otherwise st is itself a redex, and r ′ results from r by converting that redex.
So it suffices to show that if the left-hand side term of a conversion rule is in RA, then so is the right-hand
side term. This is obvious for s0, p, κ or c conversions, and for β conversions we apply Substitution (5.3.2).
In case of an RN conversion, it suffices to consider the rule RNσg h !(sin) 7→ κh !(sin) (RNσg h !n).
Observe that κh is an incomplete RA term. Hence by (A) the right-hand side term is in RA.
Case r is λx.s. Hence r′ is λx.s′ and s −→ s′. We may assume that is x incomplete. Hence x is affinable
in a reduct s∗ of s. We have to show that x is affinable in a reduct of s′. If s∗ is s, then the claim follows
directly from Affinability (5.3.3). Otherwise we find ourselves in the situation:
s −→ s1 −→ . . . −→ sn ≡ s
∗, n ≥ 1, and x is affinable in s∗
↓
s′
Now the side induction hypothesis on s yields that s′, s1 are in RA. Successively applying the main in-
duction hypothesis on s1, . . . , sn−1, we obtain that s∗ is in RA, and so does every reduct s∗∗ of s∗, for
h(s∗∗)≤ h(s∗) < h(r). As x is affinable in s∗, we conclude from Affinability (5.3.3) that x is affinable in
the reduct nf(s∗) = nf(s) = nf(s′) of s′. To see this, we show that if t is in RA such that every reduct of t
is in RA, and if y is affinable in t, then y is affinable in nf(t). For the proof, we proceed by induction on
the height of the reduction tree for t. Suppose that t −→ t′ for some t′. By Affinability (5.3.3) y is affinable
in a reduct t′′ of t′. Since t′′ and all reducts of t′′ are in RA, the induction hypothesis on t′′ gives that y is
affinable in nf(t′′)=nf(t).
Case r is RNσghn. Then either r′ results from r by converting that outermost RN redex, or else r ′
results from r by reducing a component of r. The former case has been treated above, in the latter case
r′ ∈ RA follows from the induction hypothesis on the reduced component.
Note. Strong normalisation for terms and closure of RA under reduction imply that every reduction se-
quence for an RA term r terminates in a unique normal RA term nf(r). In particular, if r is closed and
ground, then nf(r) is a numeral denoting [[r]], that is, a binary numeral preceded by any number of !’s.
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5.4. Analysis of Normal Terms
In this section we analyse the structure of normal terms, exploring the effect of the type restrictions with
respect to those terms defining number-theoretical functions. By Type Analysis (5.4.3) those terms use safe
or ground type variables only.
Lemma 5.4.1 (Kappa). If κr is a normal term, then r is of the form κ(κ · · · κ(X~r1)~r2 . . .)~rn for some
complete variable X .
Proof. Induction on the structure of normal terms r. For type reasons, r is of the form U~s where U is neither
a constant nor a symbol RNσ . Since κr is normal, U is not the symbol !. If U is a variable X , then it has a
type ~σ →!τ and we are done. If U is κ, then #~s ≥ 1 and s1 has type !σ. Thus, s1 has the required form by
the induction hypothesis on s1, and so does κ~s = r.
Definition 5.4.2. For types σ, ρ we say that σ occurs strictly left in ρ, denoted σ ≺ ρ, if either ρ = ρ1 → ρ2
and (σ ¹ ρ1 or σ ≺ ρ2), or else ρ =!ρ′ and σ ≺ ρ′. As usual ¹ stands for ≺ or =.
Lemma 5.4.3 (Type Analysis). Let tσ be a normal term, and let xτ be a higher-type non-safe variable of t.
Then (∗) τ ≺ σ or τ ¹ ρ for some yρ ∈ FV(t).
Proof. We proceed by induction on the structure of normal terms t of any type σ.
Case t is λzσ1 .rσ2 . If x is z, then τ = σ1 ≺ (σ1 → σ2) = σ. Otherwise the induction hypothesis on r
yields either τ ≺ σ2, implying τ ≺ (σ1 → σ2)=σ, or else τ ¹ ρ for some yρ ∈ FV(r). In the latter case, if
y 6=z then y∈FV(t), and if y is z, then τ ¹ σ1 ≺ σ. In either case, (∗) is true of t.
Case t is X~r. If #~r = 0 or X is x, then the second alternative of (∗) holds. Otherwise x occurs in
some rσii , and so the induction hypothesis yields τ ≺ σi, implying τ ≺ type(X), or else τ ¹ ρ for some
yρ ∈ FV(ri) ⊆ FV(t). In either case, the second alternative of (∗) holds.
Case t is c~r where c is either a constant or RNσ . Then either x occurs in some safe or ground type
subterm, or else c is RNσ and x occurs in the step term r2 of type !(!ι → ρ) for the safe type ρ := σ → σ.
In either case, we conclude from the induction hypothesis and from the hypothesis on τ being higher-type
and non-safe that the second alternative of (∗) is true of t. This is obvious in all cases, except possibly where
c is RNσ . Here observe τ ≺ !(!ι→ ρ)⇔ τ ≺ (!ι→ ρ)⇔ τ ¹ !ι or τ ¹ ρ.
Case t is !rσ . So x occurs in r, and the induction hypothesis on r yields either τ ≺ σ, implying τ ≺ !σ,
or else τ ¹ ρ for some yρ ∈ FV(r) = FV(t). In either case, (∗) is true of t.
Case t is κ~s. We apply Kappa (5.4.1) to s1 to obtain that t is of the form κ(. . . κ(X~r1)~r2 . . .)~rn for some
complete variable X . In any case, the second alternative of (∗) is true of t. For either x is X , or else x occurs
in some rij of type σij , in which case the induction hypothesis gives either τ ≺ σij , implying τ ≺ type(X),
or else τ ¹ ρ for some yρ ∈ FV(rij) ⊆ FV(t).
Corollary 5.4.4 (Structure). Let t be a normal RA term of ground type or of type σ =~σ → τ where ~σ, τ
all are safe or ground, and assume that FV(t) all are safe or ground.
(a) t contains safe or ground type variables only.
(b) Every subterm κr of t is of the form κ~κy for some complete ground type variable y.
(c) Every subterm rs of t has safe type.2
2Here we benefit from treating the recursors RNσ as term former rather than as constants.
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(d) If λx.r is a subterm of t, then x is affinable in r, or else x is ground.
Proof. Part (a) follows from Type Analysis (5.4.3), because the type of any higher-type non-safe variable
would either occur strictly left in the type of t, or else it would occur strictly left in or be equal to the type
of a free variable of t. In either case, this would contradict the hypothesis on t.
As for (b), given a subterm κr of t, then κr is normal (as t is normal), and we may apply Kappa (5.4.1)
to obtain that r is of the form κ(. . . κ(X~r1)~r2 . . .)~rn for some complete variable X . Now part (a) implies
that X is a complete ground type variable y. Hence #~r1 = . . .=#~rn=0 and κr is κ~κy.
As for (c), given a subterm rs of t, then rs is normal (as t is normal), hence rs is either of the form U~r
with U being a constant, or else it is of the form RNσg hn~s. In either case, rs is safe.
Part (d) follows simply from the hypothesis that t is a normal RA term. Observe that this is the only place
where we need that t is in RA.
5.5. SRA-terms and the Bounding Theorem
In this section we will show that RA programs computing number-theoretical functions can be evaluated
in polynomial time. In fact, Bounding Theorem 5.5.10 states that for every closed RA term t of type ~σ → τ
with ~σ, τ all ground, one can find a polynomial pt such that for all numerals ~n of types ~σ one can compute
the numeral nf(t~n) in time pt(
∑
|ni|). Numerals are binary numerals preceded by any number of !’s.
To this end, we explore the effect of affinability for normal terms in order to implement within RA a kind
of sharing concept. This gives rise to a subclass SRA providing a convenient control structure for evaluating
RA programs t at inputs ~n in polynomial time.
Recall that by Structure (5.4.4) normal RA programs computing a number-theoretical function enjoy a
certain structure we call “simple”.
Definition 5.5.1 (Simple terms). A term is simple if it has safe or ground variables only, all subterms κs
are ground, and all subterms st are safe.
Suppose that t is a simple RA term such that for every subterm λx.r with x higher-type, the variable x is
affinable in r — recall that by Structure (5.4.4) every normal RA program computing a number theoretical
function is of that form. Then by repeated ground type β expansions, viewed as a kind of sharing construct,
we can obtain an equivalent simple term β(t) in which each subterm λx.s with x higher-type satisfies
FO(x, s)≤1, that is, x has at most one free occurrence in s. To obtain β(t), we simply replace recursively
every subterm λx.s with s being of the form . . . u . . . where u is the minimal subterm of s containing all
occurrences of an affination a of x in s, u = . . . a . . . a . . . say, by λx. . . . (λy ι. . . . y . . . y . . . )a . . ..
Definition 5.5.2. SRA-terms are simple RA terms r such that
(S) every subterm λx.s with x higher-type (safe) satisfies FO(x, s) ≤ 1.
Lemma 5.5.3 (Sharing). If t is a simple RA term such that for every subterm λx.s with x higher-type, x is
affinable in s, then one can find an SRA-term β(t) such that β(t) −→∗ t.
Proof. By induction on the number of occurrences of bound higher-type variables. Consider an outermost
subterm λx.r with x higher-type and FO(x, r) ≥ 2. By assumption x has an affination a in r. Let u be the
minimal subterm of r such that u contains all occurrences of a in r. Now let t′ result from t by replacing u
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with (λy.u[y/a])a for some new variable y, where we write u[y/a] for the result of simultaneously replacing
all occurrences of a in u with y.
To apply the induction hypothesis to t′, one must show that every affination in t inside λx.r results in
an affination in t′. To see this, let λz.s be a subterm of r such that z has an affination b in s. If a has no
occurrence in s, then b is still an affination of z in t′. Otherwise by scope equivalence, either all occurrences
of a are in s and z ∈ FV(a), or else no occurrence of a in s has a free occurrence of z. In the latter case,
either a occurs in b, in which case b[y/a] is an affination of z in t′, or else a, b are separated, in which case b
is still an affination of z in t′. In the former case, the minimality of u implies that u is in s. By construction
t′ results from t by replacing the subterm u of s with (λy.u[y/a])a for some new y. Since z has a free
occurrence in both a and b, there are two cases. If a is a subterm of b, then each occurrence of b contains
exactly one occurrence of a, for b is an affination of z in s. By construction it follows that a is an affination
of z in t′. Otherwise if b is a subterm of a, then by construction b is still an affination of z in t ′.
Note. Every SRA-term t can be written uniquely in head form, being of the form U~r where U is a variable
(safe or ground), a constant or !s, κs (ground) or RNσg hn, or else U is of the form λx.s with FO(x, s)≤1,
or else with FO(x, s) > 1 and x ground. Call ~r, s, x, U the components of t.
One useful aspect of the subsystem SRA is that terms of certain higher types behave as if they were
normal. This is entirely due to the built-in simplicity (5.5.1).
Lemma 5.5.4 (Quasi-Normality). Let t be an SRA-term.
(a) If t has higher type !σ, then t is of the form !s.
(b) If t has type !ι→ σ, then t is of the form λx!ι.s.
(c) If t has type !(!ι→ σ), then t is of the form !λx!ι.s.
Proof. Obviously, (c) follows from (a), (b). As for (a), let U~r be the head form of t. By simplicity (5.5.1)
U cannot be a (higher-type) variable, for t has higher type !σ. As well, U is neither a constant nor of the
form RNσg hn, for all these have safe types. Furthermore, as t is higher-type, U cannot be κs, because
by simplicity (5.5.1) κs is ground, and so were t. Finally, as t has type !σ, U cannot be λx.s, because that
would imply #~r ≥ 1, hence by simplicity (5.5.1) Ur1 were safe, and so were U~r. Thus, the only possible
form for U is !s, implying #~r=0 and thus t =!s as required.
As for (b), let U~r be the head form of t with type !ι→ σ. By simplicity U is neither a variable nor of the
form κs. Furthermore, for type reasons U is neither a constant nor of the form RNσg hn or !r. Thus, U
must be λx.s, and in this case #~r=0 follows. For otherwise simplicity (5.5.1) would imply that Ur1 were
safe, and so were U~r, contradicting that t has type !ι→ σ.
The system SRA is not closed under RN conversion and β conversions (λy.s)t with FO(y, s) ≥ 2 and t
containing the unique free occurrence of a higher-type variable bound somewhere further up in the ambient
term. But the structure of SRA and Quasi-normality (5.5.4) will enable us to “unfold” recursions and to
perform within SRA all β conversions needed to compute normal forms.
Components of a head form are specified by numbering them in order from left to right. A general term
formation is an operation on terms, resulting in the formation of a term t~v, κt, !t, (λx.t)~v, or (t[s/x])~v,
where t, x and s are any components of the given terms and ~v are optional trailing components of one of the
given terms.
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The algorithms nf and rf described below use a register machine model of computation, where each
register may contain a term. One has an unlimited supply of registers u, v, w etc. In particular, one
associates a unique environment register ux with each variable x. A primitive computation step is any of the
following operations: copying from one register to another; allocation of a new register and initialising it to
contain a constant or a new variable; test on the head form and branch; test on the head form and perform a
general term formation. In particular, each of the following takes one primitive step:
– test on the head form of t and copy any component of t into a register;
– test on (λx.s)r~r with FO(x, s) > 1 and formation of r and s~r;
– test on (λx.s)r~r with FO(x, s) ≤ 1 and form the term (s[r/x])~r;
– test on cσt1t2t3t4~r, and formation of t1 and tj~r for some j ∈ {2, 3, 4}.
It can be easily seen that these operations can be simulated by a Turing machine in time polynomial in
the lengths of the terms involved (cf. e.g. [19]).
Definition 5.5.5. An environment is a list ~n; ~x := n1, . . . , nk;x1, . . . , xk where each ni is an SRA-term of
the same type as xi. A numeral environment is an environment ~n; ~x such that each ni is a numeral.
Theorem 5.5.6 (Base Evaluation). For every RN-free SRA-term t of ground type and numeral environ-
ment ~n; ~x such that FV(t) ⊆ ~x,
(1) one can compute nf(t[~n/~x]) in at most 2|t| steps,
(2) the number of used registers is ≤ |t|+ #~n, and
(3) every term s occurring in the computation satisfies |s| ≤ |t|+ max |ni|.
Proof. We describe the algorithm nf, which at input t, ~n; ~x outputs nf(t, ~n; ~x) = nf(t[~n/~x]) in the input
register of t, by induction on |t|. For type reasons, t is of the form U~r where U is either a variable x i or a
constant, or U is !s or κs, or else U is λx.s with either FO(x, s)≤1, or else FO(x, s)>1 and x is ground.
If t is xi, then output ni. We have performed two steps, and (2), (3) are obvious.
If t is 0, then output 0. We have performed two steps, and (2), (3) are obvious.
If t is Ur where U is one of the symbols s1, !, first compute n := nf(r, ~n; ~x), then form Un. We have
performed ≤ 2 + 2|r| ≤ 2|t| steps, using ≤ 1 + |r|+ #~n ≤ |t|+ #~n registers, and (3) follows.
If t is s0r, first compute n :=nf(r, ~n; ~x), then output 0 if n is 0, otherwise form s0n. We have performed
at most 3 + 2|r| ≤ 2|t| steps, using at most 1 + |r|+ #~n ≤ |t| + #~n registers. Concerning (3), we obtain
|s0n| ≤ 2 + |r|+ max |ni| = |t|+ max |ni|.
If t is pr, first compute n := nf(r, ~n; ~x), then form m if n is sim, else output 0. Properties (1), (2), (3)
follow as in the previous case.
If t is κr, first compute !n := nf(r, ~n; ~x), then output n. We have performed ≤ 1 + 2|r| ≤ 2|t| steps,
using ≤ |r|+ #~n registers, and (3) follows directly from the induction hypothesis on r.
If t is cσst0t1t2~r, first compute n := nf(s, ~n; ~x), then compute nf(tj~r, ~n; ~x) where j is 0 if n is 0, and
where j is i + 1 if n is of the form sim. We have performed ≤ 2 + 2|s|+ 2|tj~r| ≤ 2|t| steps, using at most
1 + max(|s|+ #~n, |tj~r|+ #~n) ≤ |t|+ #~n registers. (3) follows from the induction hypothesis on tj~r.
If t is (λx.s)r~r with FO(x, s)>1, first compute n :=nf(r, ~n; ~x), then copy n to ux, and finally compute
nf(s~r, ~n,n; ~x, x). Observe that ~n,n; ~x, x is a numeral environment such that FV(s~r) ⊆ ~x, x. We have
performed ≤ 2 + 2|r|+ 2|s~r| ≤ 2|t| steps, and (2), (3) follow as in the previous case.
If t is (λx.s)r~r with FO(x, s)≤1, compute nf((s[r/x])~r, ~n; ~x). As |(s[r/x])~r|< |t|, we have performed
at most 1 + 2|(s[r/x])~r| ≤ 2|t| steps, using ≤ |(s[r/x])~r|+ #~n registers, and (3) is obvious.
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Corollary 5.5.7 (Base Normalisation). For every closed RN-free SRA-term t of ground type one can
compute nf(t) in at most 2|t| steps, using ≤ |t| registers, and every term occurring in the computation has a
length ≤ |t|.
In order to compute RN-free SRA-terms rf(t, ~n; ~x) in a given environment ~n; ~x, we slightly generalise
the technique above. To “unfold” every recursion RNghn in t, we require that FV(t[~n/~x]) all are safe,
because then by Completeness (5.3.1) n[~n/~x] is closed, thus we may apply Base Normalisation (5.5.7) to
compute the numeral nf(rf(n[~n/~x])). Of course, this only works for RN-free ~n. To make the induction
work, however, we require that t is safe or ground. Finally, to ensure that rf(t, ~n; ~x) is in SRA, we show in
addition that no safe variable y ∈ FV(t)\FV(~n) is multiplied in rf(t, ~n; ~x). The overall guideline will be
that we do as much as needed, but as little as possible.
Theorem 5.5.8 (RN-Elimination). Let t be an SRA-term of safe or ground type. One can find a polynomial
qt such that for all environments ~n; ~x with ~n RN-free and FV(t[~n/~x]) all safe, one can compute an RN-free
SRA-term rf(t, ~n; ~x) satisfying t[~n/~x] −→∗ rf(t, ~n; ~x) such that
(i) the number of steps, the number of used registers and the length of every term occurring in the com-
putation all are ≤ qt(
∑
|ni|), and
(ii) for every safe variable y ∈ FV(t)\FV(~n) one has FO(y, rf(t, ~n; ~x)) ≤ FO(y, t).
Proof. By induction of |t|. Let ~n; ~x be a fixed but arbitrary environment with ~n all RN-free and FV(t[~n/~x])
all safe. Let m be
∑
|ni|. We write #steps, #registers and maxlength for the three quantities above, and call
their maximum bound.
If t is some xi, then output ni. We define qt :=2 + id, and (i), (ii) are obvious.
If t is λx.r, first compute R := rf(r, ~n; ~x), then form T :=λx.R. Observe that both x and r are safe, for
t has safe type. Therefore, as FV(t[~n/~x]) all are safe, so are FV(r[~n/~x]), and we may apply the induction
hypothesis. We define qt := |t|+ qr, and (i) is obvious. As for (ii), by the induction hypothesis on r no safe
variable y ∈ FV(r)\FV(~n) is multiplied in R, implying (ii) for t. It remains to show that T is in SRA. As
~n is substitutable for ~x in t, we know x ∈ FV(r)\FV(~n), hence FO(x, rf(r, ~n; ~x))≤FO(x, r). Thus, as t, R
are in SRA, so is T .
If t is Ur1 . . . rl where U is a variable distinct from all ~x, or U is one of the symbols 0, si,p, cσ , κ, first
compute each Ri := rf(ri, ~n; ~x), then form T := UR1 . . . Rl. Observe that by Simplicity (5.5.1) each ri is
safe or ground, and that FV(ri[~n/~x]) all are safe. Therefore we can apply the induction hypothesis to define
qt := |t|+
∑
i qri . Property (i) is obvious, and (ii) for T follows from (ii) for R1, . . . , Rl.
If t is (λx.s)rr1 . . . rl, then we distinguish two subcases. But first observe that by simplicity (5.5.1)
(λx.s)r is safe. Hence s and each ri is safe, and r is safe or complete ground. Now, as FV(t[~n/~x]) all are
safe, so are FV(r[~n/~x]) and each FV(ri[~n/~x]), and FV(s[~n/~x]) all are safe provided that x is safe.
Subcase x is safe. First compute S := rf(s, ~n; ~x), R := rf(r, ~n; ~x) and each Ri := rf(ri, ~n; ~x), then form
T :=(λx.S)RR1 . . . Rl. As above we see that T is an SRA-term. Using the induction hypothesis, we define
qt := |t|+ qs +
∑
i qri . Then (i) is obvious, and (ii) for T follows from (ii) for S,R,R1, . . . , Rl.
Subcase x is complete. First compute n := rf(r, ~n; ~x), copy n to ux, then compute rf(sr1 . . . rl, ~n, n; ~x, x).
Observe that t′ :=sr1 . . . rl is a safe SRA-term with |t′| < |t| and FV(t′[~n/~x]) all safe. Hence we can apply
the induction hypothesis to define qt := |t| + qr + qt′ ◦ (id + qr). Property (i) is obvious. As for (ii), first
observe that by Completeness (5.3.1) r has no safe free variable, for r is complete ground. Hence by (5.3.1)
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FV(r[~n/~x]) all are complete, and so are FV(n), since r[~n/~x] −→∗ n. Therefore, if y ∈ FV(t)\FV(~n) is
safe, then y ∈ FV(t′)\FV(~n, n), and thus (ii) for t follows from (ii) for t′.
Remaining case t is of the form RNghnr1 . . . rl. By Quasi-Normality (5.5.4) h is of the form !(λx!ι.H)
for some safe H . In this case we will output the SRA-term
rf(t, ~n; ~x) := (T0(T1 . . . (Tk−1G) . . . ))R1 . . . Rl
where G,T0, . . . , Tk−1, R1, . . . , Rl are defined as follows:
G := rf(g, ~n; ~x)
k := |[[n]]| with !n :=nf(rf(n, ~n; ~x))
Ti := rf(H,~n, !ni; ~x, x) with ni obtained from n by deleting the first i leading constants s0, s1
Rj := rf(rj, ~n; ~x)
First we compute the numeral !n. Since n has type !ι, all free variables of n are complete. Hence n[~n/~x] is
closed, since all free variables of t[~n/~x] are safe. Therefore, the induction hypothesis yields a closed RN-
free SRA-term rf(n, ~n; ~x) with bound ≤ qn(m), for n[~n/~x] −→∗ rf(n, ~n; ~x). Then by Base Normalisation
(5.5.7) one obtains the numeral !n :=nf(rf(n, ~n; ~x))=nf(n[~n/~x]) with
#steps ≤ 2|rf(n, ~n; ~x)| ≤ 2qn(m), #registers ≤ qn(m), maxlength ≤ qn(m).
We now compute the term T0(T1 . . . (Tk−1G) . . . ) by an obvious loop with k≤|n|≤ qn(m) rounds. How-
ever, to obtain an estimate on our bound, we need to look into some details. Preparing the loop, copy H
into a fixed register v, compute G := rf(g, ~n; ~x) with bound ≤ qg(m) in a result register u, and consider the
register w holding n=n0 as counter. If w holds ni =0, output the content of register u. Otherwise, w holds
ni 6= 0 and u holds (Tk−i . . . (Tk−1G) . . . ). In that case compute !nk−i−1 from n and ni in the environ-
ment register ux; this clearly is possible with some bound q1(|n|) ≤ q1(qn(m)) for some polynomial q1.
Compute Tk−i−1 := rf(H,~n, !nk−i−1; ~x, x) in v, with bound qH(m + |nk−i−1|)≤qH(m + qn(m)). Update
u by applying the content of v onto u’s original content. This gives Tk−i−1(Tk−i . . . (Tk−1G) . . . ) in one
step, with no additional register and maxlength increased by |Tk−i−1|≤qH(m + qn(m)). Finally, update w
to hold ni+1 and go to the initial test of the loop.
Let us now estimate our bound. We go k ≤ |n| ≤ qn(m) times through the loop. From above we obtain:
#steps in each round ≤ 1 + q1(|n|) + qH(m + |nk−i−1|) + 2 ≤ 1 + q1(qn(m)) + qH(m + qn(m)) + 2
The number of registers used is 3 (for v, u, ux) plus q1(qn(m)) (to compute !nk−i−1) plus qH(m + qn(m))
(to compute Tk−i−1), and the maximum length of a term is
qn(m) + qH(m + qn(m)) · qn(m) + qg(m).
Hence the total bound for this part of the computation is
(
3 + q1(qn(m)) + qH(m + qn(m))
)
· qn(m) + qg(m).
Finally, in an obvious loop with l rounds, compute Rj := rf(rj , ~n; ~x) with bound qrj (m), assuming u holds
the term (T0(T1 . . . (Tk−1G) . . . ))R1 . . . Rj−1, and update u by applying this term to Rj .
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Concluding (i), the total number of steps, used registers and lengths of used terms can be bounded by
qt(m) := |t|+ 2qn(m) +
(
3 + q1(qn(m)) + qH(m + qn(m))
)
· qn(m) + qg(m) +
l∑
i=1
qri(m).
It remains to verify (ii) for rf(t, ~n; ~x). By Completeness (5.3.1) no Ti contains a safe free variable, because
h has complete type and H[~n, !ni/~x, x] −→∗ Ti by the induction hypothesis on H . Therefore, (ii) follows
from the induction hypothesis (ii) on g, r1, . . . , rl.
Essentially by combining Closure under Reduction (5.3.4), Sharing (5.5.3), RN-Elimination (5.5.8) and
Base Normalisation (5.5.7), for each closed RA term t of type ~σ → τ with ~σ, τ all ground, we obtain a
polynomial-time evaluation strategy which at input ~n outputs the numeral nf(t~n).
First we clarify on the role of safe input positions σi for the case where τ is complete. Essentially due
to Completeness (5.3.1), such input positions are redundant. This will be used in the proof of the Bounding
Theorem in order to reduce the case where τ is complete to that where τ is safe (ι).
Lemma 5.5.9 (Redundancy). Let t be any normal RA term of type σ1, . . . , σk →!τ such that FV(t) and
σ1, . . . , σk, τ all are ground. Let ϕ,ϕ′ be any environments differing only on safe free variables of t, and let
~n, ~m be any numerals of types σ1, . . . , σk which differ only on safe components σi. Then [[t~n]]ϕ =[[t ~m]]ϕ′ .
Proof. We proceed by induction on t. By Structure (5.4.4) all variables of t are safe or ground, and all
subterms κs are ground. Therefore, as t has complete type, t cannot be of the form U~r with U a safe variable
or a constant or a symbol RN. If t is κr or !r, or else if t is a variable, then t is ground, and by Completeness
(5.3.1) t has complete free variables only. So in this case [[t]]ϕ =[[t]]ϕ′ follows from the hypothesis on ϕ,ϕ′.
As t is normal, the only remaining case is where t is of the form λx.r. Then r has complete type, hence by
Completeness (5.3.1) r has complete free variables only. Therefore, using the induction hypothesis on r and
the hypothesis on ϕ,ϕ′ and ~n, ~m, straightforward semantical reasoning verifies [[t~n]]ϕ = [[t ~m]]ϕ′ .
Theorem 5.5.10 (Bounding). Let t be a closed RA term of type σ1, . . . , σk → τ , where σ1, . . . , σk, τ all
are ground. Then one can find a polynomial pt such that for all numerals n1, . . . ,nk with types σ1, . . . , σk
respectively, one can compute the numeral nf(t~n) in time pt(
∑
i |ni|).
Proof. One must find a polynomial pt such that for all numerals ~n of types ~σ, one can compute nf(t~n) in
time pt(m) where m :=
∑
i |ni|. Let ~x be new variables of types ~σ. We consider two cases.
Case τ is safe. Then, as t is an RA term, so is t~x. The normal form of t~x is computed in a number of
“steps” that might be large, but which is still only a constant with respect to ~n. By Closure under Reduction
(5.3.4) and Structure (5.4.4) this is a simple RA term such that for every subterm λx.r with x higher-type,
the variable x is affinable in r. Hence by Sharing (5.5.3) one obtains an SRA-term t ′ :=β(nf(t~x)) satisfying
t′ −→∗ nf(t~x). Let c be the number of “steps” needed to compute t′. By RN-Elimination (5.5.8) one
obtains a closed RN-free SRA-term rf(t′, ~n; ~x) such that t′[~n/~x] −→∗ rf(t′, ~n; ~x). This requires at most
qt′(m) steps, and uses at most this many registers of this size. As the output is in a register, this also bounds
the length |rf(t′, ~n; ~x)|. Using Base Normalisation (5.5.7) one obtains the numeral nf(rf(t ′, ~n; ~x))=nf(t~n)
in a total of c + 3qt′(m) steps, using at most this many registers of this size. Since moving from our register
machine computations to Turing machine computations requires only a p-time transformation, qtime say, we
have thus computed the numeral nf(t~n) in time pt(m) :=c′ + 3qt′(m) · qtime(qt′(m)) for some constant c′.
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Case τ is complete. By Redundancy (5.5.9) all safe input positions σi of t are redundant. This implies
[[nf(t~n)]]=[[nf(t~n′)]] where ~n′ results from ~n by replacing each safe ni with 0. Thus, it suffices to compute
nf(t~n′). So let t~x′ be the RA term where ~x′ results from ~x by replacing each safe xi with 0, and let ~n′′, ~x′′
result from ~n, ~x respectively by cancelling all safe components. Then [[t~n′]] = [[t~x′[~n′′/~x′′]]] = [[t′[~n′′/~x′′]]]
where t′ is β(nf(t~x′)). Therefore, the argument for the first case carries over to t~x′ with respect to ~n′′; ~x′′.
In fact, one obtains the same bound pt.
5.6. Embedding the polynomial-time computable functions
In this section we complete the proof that RA programs compute exactly the polynomial-time computable
functions. It remains to embed the FPTIME-functions into the system RA. One could use any of the resource-
free function algebra characterisations [5, 6, 46] of FPTIME; we pick [5].
Theorem 5.6.1 (Embedding FPTIME). Every polynomial-time computable function is denoted by an RA
term.
Proof. Recall (cf. Background 2.8) the characterisation of FPTIME by a function algebra BC where functions
come in the form f(~x; ~y). We proceed by induction on the definition of f(~x; ~y) in BC, associating to f a
closed RA term tf of type ~!ι;~ι→ ι such that tf is denoting f , that is, [[tf ]] = f .
Case f is an initial function. If f is 0, si(; y) or p(; y), then let tf be 0, si,p respectively. If f is the
binary conditional c(y1, y2, y3), then let tf be λy1y2y3.cιy1y2y2y3. If f is a projection pim,nj , then let tf be
λx1 . . . xm+n.uj where uj is κxj if j ≤ m, otherwise uj is xj .
Case f(~x; ~y)=g(~g(~x; );~h(~x; ~y)) with #~g=m and #~h=n. Using the induction hypothesis, let tf be
λ~x~y. tg !(tg1~x) . . .!(tgm~x) (th1~x~y) . . . (thn~x~y)
where ~x all are of type !ι, and ~y all are of type ι.
Case f(0, ~x; ~y) = g(~x; ~y) and f(si(x), ~x; ~y) = hi(x, ~x; ~y, f(x, ~x; ~y)) for si(x) 6= 0. So for si(x) 6=0 we
obtain f(si(x), ~x; ~y)=h(si(x), ~x; ~y, f(x, ~x; ~y)) where function h satisfies
h(0, ~x; ~y, z) = 0
h(si(x), ~x; ~y, z) = hi(x, ~x; ~y, z) for si(x) 6= 0.
Using the induction hypothesis to obtain th0 and th1 , we can define h by cases:
th :=λx~x~yz. cι (κx)0 (th0(pκx)~x~yz) (th1(pκx)~x~yz))
where x, ~x all are of type !ι, and ~y, z all are of type ι. Concluding the current case, we define tf by
λx~x.RN~ι→ι (tg~x) !(λu
!ιV ~ι→ι~y. thu~x~y(V ~y))x.
In each case, one easily verifies [[tf ]] = f .
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6. Conclusion
In this thesis the impact of nesting control structures in programs where termination is guaranteed on
the running time was investigated. We have given syntactical criteria that separate nesting of such control
structures which do not cause a blow up in running time from those which might do. In case of imperative
programming languages and ground type recursion, this gave rise to a uniform method, called measure µ,
which assigns in a purely syntactic fashion to each program P in the language under consideration a natural
number µ(P).
We proved that the measure µ on loop programs and on lambda terms over ground type variables en-
riched with primitive recursion characterises the Grzegorczyk hierarchy at and above the linear-space level.
Furthermore, the measure µ on stack programs and on lambda terms over ground type variables enriched
with recursion on notation characterises Turing machine computability with running time bounded by func-
tions in the Grzegorczyk hierarchy at and above the linear-space level. In particular, we obtained that stack
programs of µ-measure 0 compute exactly the polynomial-time computable functions, and loop programs
of µ-measure 0 compute precisely the linear-space computable functions.
These results were put in perspective by showing that there are limitations intrinsic to any such method:
No computable measure on stack programs can identify exactly those programs which run in polynomial
time.
As for recursion, the method allows one to distinguish top recursions from side recursions (and flat recur-
sions), and only the former are capable of blowing up the running time. In terms of imperative programs, it
turned out that only loop statements with a top circle can cause a blow up in running time, while all other
forms of loop statements do not.
Building on these insights, we designed a functional programming language RA which allows one top
recursion (on notation) in any type, and as many side recursions in any type as desired. In fact, we proved
that RA programs compute exactly the polynomial-time computable functions.
Thus, although one cannot hope to identify all programs of interest, the obtained results are promising in
two directions: One hope is that the measure µ can be extended to actual programming languages. It already
operates on programs written in a simple close-to-machine programming language which nevertheless has
the flavour of realistic imperative languages. One can easily extend the control analysis to any non-size-
increasing primitive operation. More costly is it to account for assignment statements X:=Y such that a
great deal of programs which run in polynomial time can be identified, although assignment statements are
freely used, essentially for copying tasks. Another extension concerns subprogram structure as common in
many high level programming languages. The other direction concerns the hope that the characterisation
of polynomial-time computability by recursion in all finite types is a first step towards making program
extraction applicable in industry where safety has high priority. In fact, recent approaches (cf. Introduction)
indicate that many other complexity classes inside polynomial time can be characterised by higher type
recursion over appropriate ground data.
In any case, one should bear in mind that the method is constructive such that if it identifies a program
with polynomial running time, then one can refine this information so as to derive automatically realis-
tic bounds on the degree of the polynomial bounding the running time. Conversely, if the method yields
super-polynomial running time, in contrast to a programmer’s expectation, the method always provides the
information about the place in the program where this (possible) blow up in running time came about.
All in all, it might be a long way to go, but it is worthwhile doing it.
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